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SCHEME OF THE REPORT 

The Report is designed as one continuous Repo~ submitted in different volumes 
each containing Pan 1- Introductory and Part -II lndividuaJ cases. The 
Supplementary Reports will be combined into one complete Report. On completion, 
aJI the volumes will constitute the complete Report. Part I and Part II contents of all 
the Reports will be treated as continuous. The Part I- Introductory paragraphs, and 
Part II being the Individual cases, have been numbered serially, so as to fonn one 
complete Report .... 

~ 
(K:N.Saikia) 
Commission 
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FIRST SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF 

JUSTICE K.N. SAIKIA COMMISSION OF INQUIRY 

ON THE SECOND GROUP OF EIGHT CASES 
(Submitted to Government of Assam on December 7"'· 2006) ... ... ...... . 

8) N<ltitication No.PLA 331 /200512 dated 3rd. Seplt!mber 1005 in continuation of 1the earli:r 
NotificationNo.:U li2005 dated 22.8.2005, the Governor of Assam was pleased to to order that th1s 
Ccomjmission of Inquiry shall inquire into any other incidents of killings, under similar circ1umstances 
which occurred during the period from January 1998 to 200 I . This second group of eight cases are 
squarely covered by the said Notification, these having been cases of secret killings which occurred 
during the period prescribed thereby. The Commission has, therefore, decidl.-d to inquire into these 
cases; "ith intimation to the State Government. and submitg this Continuing Report for consideration 
and necessary action .. By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commission is to inquire into. in each 
case. the following terms of reference. and any other matters with recommendations, if any, namel) : 

.. (a) Circumstonce5 . in each ca.-.c, leading to the killing of the victims of these cases. 

(b) Identity of the killer(s) and arcomplice(s). if any. 

(c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victims and the motive behind 
such killing'i. 

(d ) Pin[Xlint responsibilit) on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the 
t;;ommi-;,ion of o;uch killings 

(c ) To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings: and . 
( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry ;·· 

(' onfirmation of the findings arrived at in the Fint Group of Mven ca~es.- Some of the 
common chancteristic~ and findin~ in this Second Group of Eight ca!tn a~ the same~ as 
tho~e of tht fint Group of Senn cans, and, ~nsidered with the t~idcntt in that cans, nlso 
dearly confirm all the finding! of the Fint Group of Seven easel!. The additic1nal 
chandui!ltic' found in this s~cond group of Eight ca!ln a~: I.Thr parti~ boldly namin~& of 
some Sl' l.F,\• as perpetraton in some of thn~ usn; and. 2. The then Police authorities 
pnmaturcly returning llome of the cases in F.R.(Final Report) without finding any dun, rand 
without neo ~uspccting anybody a, culprih. This may have been an abuse of the proc:n:s of 
the Criminal Court. It may also be noted that the oncoming Third Group of cases also 11aay 
rneal \orne 'ilJLfAs being boldly named by respective partin io courn of nidence, thereby 
doubl) confirming the unholy nuus between the then concerned Police authoritin and the 
concuntd Sl ILf':\.s in secret killings in the proc:ns of lllfodde, thai ill, delibente killlnt~ of 
t 'tf A~ and their families and rrlatives, eucutiag them for their '"~tatuli offences"' of 
belonging to t 'LF.\ and l'LFA-rdated families, without their committing any guilt or offtnc:e. 
and punuant to rtmote-orche!tration by the State. in na~rant '·iolation of tl1eir 
Con .. titutional, l~al and Human Rights. 

In rt;i• ., ... ) \ '"' .. r f'"''"~~ <t'-"•) '~·: r:1f"": ; ~s ;:Jr . ..,~s ~~!;; ::~r. ; :-;~..: :! ~) 0;_ '.' .K .?~;..~a~·. ~ ... ,!,,!·,:;>1: ... t:. 
•rH.I .,hrl 1Jrgant:"1 < " ' l~ol . Ad' ocate. as Senior and Junior counsel lor the Commission. respective!) : 
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and Shri P.K. Muusahari, Senior Go\1. Advocate, Assam, and Shri Dhancsh Das, Junior Govt. 

Advocate and Additional Public Prosecutor, Assam .. 

( 8 ) 

SHRI SUBARNA RABHA KILLING CASE 
Ohoopdhara P.S. Case No. 46/98 

( Date of occurrence. 25.8.98 ) 

2 

By this Commission's order dated 5.4.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred on it by the 
Government of Assam' s Notification Nos. No.PLA.33 1/2005/2 dated 3rd September 201()5, in 
continuation of the earlier Notification No. No.PLA 331/2005/ 1 dated 22.8.2995, after heariing the 
applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the lc:arn~ Senio~ Govt. 
Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it has taken up this case for mqUJry. By vrrtue of 
the aforesaid Notifications the Commission is to inquire into, in each case. the following tenns of 
reference, and any other related and relevant matters with recommendations. if any. namely: 

.. (a) Circumstances , in each case. leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(b) Identity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c ) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the motive 
behind such killing(s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the 
commission of such killing(s) 

( e )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;'' 

(A) Circumstances leading to the killiag of Sbri Subama Rabha. 
On 26.8.98 FJR was lodged by Shri Pr~ta Kumar Rabha. son of Shri Suba.ma Rnbha of 

Deodharbhita village, at about 9.30.A.M. at the Dhoopdhara Police Station, to the effect that at 
about 12 midnight intervening between 251tt and 26th August, some assailants lifted his father Shri 
Subama Rabha from his house and killed him on the road leading to Gathiapara village and left .. 
This they could confirm hy going to that place on information received from some person:s. Shri 
Subama Rabha~s wife Smti Phuleswari Rabha deposed that at the time of the incident her husband, 
Shri Subama Rahha.. was aged about 58 years, a cultivator, and that in the midnight of 25.18.98, at 
about 12.30 A.M. while all the inmates of the house were peacefully sleeping in their own Deoghar 
-vita house. about 5/6 persons, in army dress and anned with short pistol-like weapons, c:ame to 
their house and knocked at their door; and when being awakened she and her husband Subama 
Rabha opened the door and came out, those persons said: Chalo. Chalo , but they refused to follow 
them. they dragged her husband Subama Rabha to the parking vehicle near by and took him away. 
At this Phules\\ari Rabha raised hue and cry and neighbours arrived there. Being told that her 
husband was taken away by the army, the neighbours suggested that the army would take him to 
the Dhoopdhara Police station. and that it wao; not necessary ff" ~() ·~e~ :!' ·~~! !~t~ :1~~!~ . ~ext 
m-.mirt• ....... ,. .... ~ _ .. ,.., attui.n 10 J'N\IIDW lO the Dhoopdhara L10ltce ~tatlon In search oflliim. one 
Rabin Rabha. being allegedly told by a co-villager, informed that the dead body ofSubamst Rabha 
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was lying near the road to Gathiapara village. Then her brother-in-law {husband's brother) lefll for 
that p1ace. -

The FIR was lodged at the Dhoopdhara Police Station that morning itself {26.8.98) by their 
son Prasanta Kumar Rabha. The police arrived thereafter. to Dhanubhanga, Deodavita village, Dist. 
Goal para. 

P.W.3. Dr, Dibakar Medhi Senior Medical & Health Officer, Nanoi P.H.C . performed the 
post-mortem examination of the decomposed dead body of Subama Rabha on 27.9.98 and f(]lund 
as follows: 

Penetrating injury on right eye. eye ball completely damaged, There is a collar of greas.e on 
both eyelids .. Wound is circular and 9 mm in dianeter, The wound passes through the eye SO<:ket, 
and brain matter and membrane of the brain came out through the left temporal bone. It is above 
the left penna. A bullet is found over the bandaged temporal bone and below the skulL The wound 
of the temporal bone is about 25mm in diameter. The membrane and brain matter is bloodstain1ed. 

Abdomen, one pene~ating wound, right torrid line circular in nature 8 nun in diameter 
inverted, and a collar of grease found around the wound. The wound passed through the inquinal 
vassels in soft tissues right side of bladder, recctum end comes out through perinium just left to the 
anus. The wound is extroverted and 15 mm in diameter. Peritonium is blood-stained. Left lower 
museur and canine teeth are broken and found in the oral cavity, with blood clots. Stomach 
congested, small intestines congested. Death was due to shock and haemorrhage as a result of the 
above injuries. The dead body was decomposed after 40 hours of death . All the injuries were ante
mortem, Report was prepared on the same day 27.9.98 and submitted to office of the Civil Surgeon. 
Goalpara who countersigned it on 16.1.99. There is no doubtr that these injuries were caused by 
very powerful firearms of prohibited bores with so destructive effects. 

(B) Identity of tbe killer(s) and their accomplice(s), if any. 

The killing of Subama Rabha was secret not so much as to time. place and manner of killing. 
but as to the identity of the killers and their accomplices. The identity of the killers has to be based 
on evidence beyond reasonable doubt. This raises the question whether the army-dressed pc:ople 
were actual annymen or some others in disguise. Sometimes police and military used to c:ome 
together to their house and make similar requests and talk of similar consequences which caused 
fear in their minds. It may be recalled that the assailants were wd to havew been in army dress. 
This ~ould normally suggest involvement of the anny, but in some Goolpua cases it was wd 
that there even the SULFas were sometimes seen in poloicc and army dresses. So dress 11tlone 
couJd not be conclusive. The niodus operandii was similar to that of some SULF As and coulld be 
identified accordingly . .. . 

As regards identity of accomplices. it is a developed principle of law that accomplice:s arc 
the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the crime, accomplice!; are 
divided into perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites or helps the commi!;sion 
of a crime b}' the perpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the person who in law perfonns the cri me. 
More precise!}. the perpetrator is the person who, being directly struck at by the criminal 
prohibition, offends against it with the necessary mem reo or negligence. Thus. accompHces 
include, while accessories exclude, the perpetrator of the crime. However, often they are usc:d as 
S)nonymous. We have to see if anyone excited, helped. aided, abetted or facilitated the 
commission ofthe killing. ofSubama Rabha. 

3 
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The O.C. Dhoopdhara P.S. Shri Pradip KlUllar Talukdar registered Case No 40/98 and 
entrusted its investigation to S.l. Shri Lakheswar Madhi who took up investigation, got the inquest 
and Post-mortem completed. 

P. W. I Smti Phuleswari Rabha. wife of Shri Subama Rabha. said that on 25.8. 98 at midniight. 
about 12.30. A.M. about5/6 persons came to their house in anny dress when aJI the irunates were 
sleeping and called Subama and she herself opening the door saw those persons, pistols in hand. 
and as her husband was with her, sai4 "Chalo Chalo" . When she refused to go, they caught hold 
of her husband and asked him to accompany them. Their children were still sleeping.when they 
forcibly took her husband into their vehicle and left the place. At this she raised hue and cry and 
narrated the incident to the neighbours who arrived by then. They said that Subama wouldl be 
taken to Dhoopdhara P.S. and hence no need to infom police, Next morning as they were abovtt to 
proceed to Dhoopdhara P.S, one Rabin Rabha. a co-villager came and informed that the dlead 
body of her husband was lying on the road leading to Gathiapara village. Then her brothe-in-·law 
(Husband's brother) and her son left for Dhoopghara P.S. and there her son Prasanta Kwnar Ra.bha 
lodged the F.I.R. 

Smti Phuleswari Rabha deposed that her husband was killed only because one of her 
husband's brothers, Shri Nirbhoi Rabha,. was an ULFA. She aJso deposed that the army used to 
come to their house and enquire the whereabouts of her brother-in-law Nirbhoi Rabha who was: the 
fifth of their six brothers, Subarna having been the eldsst. In cross .she said that there was no 
electricity in their house, that it was not a moon-lit night; that the killers spoke only in Hindi and 
never in Assamese.; that earlier the army used to come during day time and used to say that tthey 
were coming from Draanggiri army camp. about 5 miles away towards Boko; that Nirbhoi came 
home once before two years of the incident and that his alias was Moina Oohain .. There were two 
other ULFAs in their village, namely, Damodar Rabha and Sukleswar Rabha who surrend1ered 
after this incident. Therefore, it was clear that they were ULF As on the date of the incident, and 
there was no room for suspecting them, as an ULF A would not normally kill the parent of anotther 
ULFA. 

It was in evidence that the army earlier used to ask the members of the family to persuade 
Nirhhoi Rabha to surrencder and come to the main stream, <did faling that, tl'te consequences would 
not be good for the family. Ubiquitous armed forces and other forces of the Union. and the lrocal 
police joined in the efforts to persuade the members of Nirbhoi's family to persuade him to come 
to peace taJks.and also in forewarning that failure to do so would not be good for the farnily. 
According to Phuleswari, the night intervening between 251

h and 261
h August was a dark night and 

there was no electricity in their house. The Ariny people when they came earlier used to tailk in 
Hindi. Of course on the incident day also the army-dressed persons talked in Hindi, but it could nol 
be ascertained whether it was broken Hindi, or mainland Hindi, When the S.P. asked her this 
question she could not reply as she did not know Hindi. As no empty bullet cases were recovered 
the type of weapon used could not be known for certain, except what was indicated by the setrious 
nature of the injuries caused .. There has been evidence in the l.O. that the extremists were often 
seen moving in anny Of police dresses Phuleswari Rabha said that the army and police usc~ to 
come to their house together .. The vehicles used were not specifiically described. It has not been 
suggested by any witness that the assailants were army persoMel. .Smti Phuleswari also sc4dl that 
there were two ULFAs, namely, Damodar Rabha and Sukleswnr Rabha. in their tillage 
Deodharbhita., but they never came to Subama's house before his death; and they surrendered after 
the death of her husband; and that Nirbhoi Rabha did not like to suiTcnder before the incident. 
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Shri Akan Rabha of A.G.P.was the M.L.A. from Dudhnoi constituency at the relevant tiime 
Phuleswari Rabha heard that at that time secret killers were, elsewhere killing members of ULF A 
families. and they were also ap(>rehensive of such dangers to their family. but they did not infonn 
local police as it would be of no avail. 

At the time of Subama 's death their son Pracbanta was 20 years of age, and he could not pass 
the HSLC Examination. While they did not apply to Government for any compensation, in her 
deposition Smti Phuleswari Rabha prayed for adequate compensation for the family. Prasunto 
Rabha, being examined, said that when his father was lifted away he was fast a sleep; and that he 
was being paid Rs.l200 per month which was quite inadequate for the family and so he pray1efor 

suitable employment. 

The problem of identification of the killers is complicated by the infonnation that in 
Goal para in some cases even SULF As were seen moving in army and police uniforms The 
assailants reportedly came in Maruti vehicles and not in army vehicles 1t should not have been 
difficult to recognise army vehicles. The people who were met by the S.P. Mr. Thangneu told him 
that the assailants covered their faces with black cloth, obviously to avoid being identified .. 

. The problem of identification also .necessarily tinged by the question of the rather prems1ture 
submission of the F.R. (FinaJ report) which in the case.was submitted after only six months. The 
S.P. Mr. Thangneu explained that once a case is treated as S.R. case, it goes to the CfD. andl the 
SSP i,e. Senior Superintendent of Police is in charge of investigation of the case. He submitted that 
there would be the first progress report, then the second progress report and the third progress 
report. wherafter he (S,S.P) suggests the submission of F.R. in the case and the Addl. S.P .. who is 
the Crime Officer. approves the filing of F.R., and the same is submitted to the Chief Jud.icial 
Magistrate who passes the F.R. after issuing notice to the complainant. Thus. according to Mr. 
Thangnieu the matter need not come to the Superintendent of Police. However, the 1.0 denied that 
the case was sent to CID and he said that the Progress Report (P.R.) was not written by SSP, tCID. 
The S.P could not explain the unholy haste in submitting the F.R, and the suggestion that the F.R. 
was filed in unholy haste at the orchestration of the higher authority with oblique motive was 
disagreed "'ith. He even did not know that there was any rift or discord between ULF A and the 
SULFA. He said that the investigation of the case was in the hands of the Addl. S.P.(HQ) and the 
F.R. could be issued only after getting clearance from the CID; and hence the S.P. did not come in 
the process. He also poi rued out that even if F:R is submitted, the investigation of a case ma1y be 
reopened at any stage. The fact of the case having been an ULF A related one, could not be dc:nied 
in face of the clear statement of Subama's widow. Smti Phuleswari Rabha that there was no other 
reason for killing of her husband except because of his brothet Nirvoi Rabha having been an 
ULFA. Surprisingly enough, the investigation did not proceed in that line; and who could have 
been against ULF As was not considered at all ... 

The 1.0, Shri Lakheswar Medhi deposed that he examined number of persons from the 
Deodharbhita village including Smati Phuleswari Rabha, wife of Subama Rabha. She stated that 
on that fateful midnight 5/6 miscreants in army dress came to her house, knocked at their door, and 
when awakened by the knocking sound and call in Hindi to come out, she came out followed by 
her husband Subama Rab~ and as soon as she opened the door, she saw those armed, 1umy 
dressed. not tall persos, and they dragged her husband to the two maruli vehicles parted Olil the 
road near thair gate and took him inside one of the vehicles and sped away. She heard the mc•ving 
sounds of the vehicles rather muffled. When asked. the 1.0 said that he knew that Subama Rabha's 
brother Shri Nirbhoi Rabha was an ULFA and that yet the- idea did not occur to him, namely .. that 
fact might have had something with the killing of Subama R.abha. He also admitted that he curlier 
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visited Subama' s family house and enquired the whereabouts ofNirbhoi R.abha, which clearly 
meant that the Dhoopdhara P.S. kept track and maintained surveilance over that family. It must, 
therefore, be more surprising whether his not remembering those facts might hav~ beeJn a 
pretension for keeping SULF As out of view, and that the possibility of remore- orchestration c<J•uld 

not be ruled out. 

The 1.0. examined shri Arabindra Chandra Das, Shri Bisweswar Rabha, Sayed Riwari, also a 
co-villager, Shri Suresh Teewari, all co-villagers, and Shri Anil Rabha brother of Subama Ra.bha 
U/S 161 Cr.P.c, but none could give any clue as to the killers or motive behind the killing. This 
sounds absurd in face of what Phuleswari Rabha said, namely that there could be no o·ther 
reasonfor killing Subama Rabha except for that his brother Nirb~oi was an ULFA.While examine~ 
Smati Phuleswari Rabha mentioned about two small Manui cars parked on the road near thetr 
house wherein some more army- dressed people were speaking in Hindi and that the army persons 
were not tall figures. 1.0 did not ask PhuJeswari Rabha as to whether the Hindi spoken by the anny 
people were broken Hindi or mainland Hindi .. The 1.0. did not ask whether the army- dresses 
displayed any ranks or positions. The 1.0. on the other hand said that sometimes the extremists 
also used to go out in army dress, He did not ask anything about the vehicles. and also did not alert 
any neighbouring police stations for detecting and intercepting such Maruti vehicler. Apperently, 
the 1.0. did not try to interpret what was the indication bysaying that the army-dressed persons 
were not tall persons. 

According to the 1.0. there was no anny camp in Dhoopdhara and Rangjuli areas~ No search 
or raid was conducted because there was no clue at all, and so. he did not think that the culprits 
were armymen. He said that the case was not sent to the CJD because they CID) did not want it. 
According to 1.0. there was one SULFA, Shri Shri Praadip Rabha, but he used to stay in Guwnhati . 
He did not know SULFas Shri Damodar Rabha and Sukleswar Rabha. He knew that Nirbhoi 
Rabha, brother ofSubarna Rava was in ULFA, but he did not know his alias. The 1.0. clearly said 
that there was instruction from higher authorities to keep watch over Subama Rabha's family. and 
the same came from the S.P. Yet, he said that no idea as to some enemy ofULFA being behind the 
incident came to his mind in course of investigation. 1.0. denied the suggestion that he didl not 
pursue the line.. On the question of his failure to find any clue, he said that there was no 
supervisory note on investigation issued by any of the higher officers and no indication of any clue 
came from them The 1.0. also submitted that the P.R. (Progress report) was issued by the Ceircle 
Inspector himself suggesting the absence of any clue and that F.R. (Final Report) be issued ,, and 
that on that basis the Addl. S.P. (H.Q.) approved the. issue of the F.R. barely after 6 (six) montlhs of 
the incident and, after notice to the informant, accepted by the Chief Judicial Magistrate, GoaJJPara, 
approved the F.R. barely six months after the incident. He admitted that it was not his decision to 
issue the F .R. ·which meabt that the F.R. was issued not on basis of investigation status but on 
orchestration from above. The witness denied the suggestion that theere was unholy has11e in 
premature filing of the F.R; that the same was submitted at the behest of the higher authorities,, and 
that there was unholy nexus between the police, the concerned SULFAs and the Government in 
the matter of putting an end to the investigation.in the S.R, case involving murder of an innocent 
member of the ULF A family, imposing death penalty on a ''status offence" The weapons and 
ammunitions of prohibited bores were not explained by appropriate expert forensic /ballistic 
examination. The vehicles were never detected. The SULF As were ignored.for the reasons best 
known to the police authorities All these may justify regarding them as accompJeces in the case .. 

N.W. 2 Shri Pradip Kr. Talukdar who was the O .C. ofQhoopdhara P.S. said that he was in 
touch with the 1/0 of the case and gave him some verbal i'nstructions regarding its investigation He 
was Dhoopdhara O.C. from 1988 to 2000 They maintained a list of ULFAs, about 10/15 There 

6 
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were only two SYLF As, one being Pradeep Rabha, both stayed in Guw~hati. Th~re w~> no 
patrolling. even at night there. There wa.S no Anny camp at Dhoopdhara He d1d not wnte to .h•gher 
authorities when no clue was found. As he was not the 1.0. in this case he was not requtred to 
discuss the question of submission of F.R with higher authorities. According to hi~, the procedure 
was for the 1.0. to discuss with the Circle lnspectoe and the Addl S.P(HQ) regardmg F.R. To the 
question whether as O.C. he was to exercise control over all the cases of the P,S, his repl~ was 
that when a Circle Officer is alsoo O.C . of a Sadar P.S. he could do so, but not when an S,l l!i the 
O.C. for. according to him all S.l.s are equal. That, of.course, could not be understood, becauSie the 
O.C will normally be seniormost among the SJ.s. 

N.W. 3. Dr.Dibakar Medhi saw only one bullet hole on the belly of the dead body but did not 
mention the bullet hole at the centre of the forehead as seen by the S.P. He did not ask Phules,wari 
Rabha as to whether the assailants spoke chaste Hindi or Assam~se speaking men's Hindi. 
Theough the assailants were said to be in Army dress, he did not asl Phuleawari as to wh•ether 
their ranks could be ascertained from dress and badges.lle alsodid not ask whethe the Army and 
CRPF used to visit their houses now and then. He f!id not try to ascertain the particulars of the 
vehicle used by assailants, or whether some extremists wore Anny dress for disguise. He saidl that 
in this case no higher officer issued any supervisoty note on its investigation. Accor,ding to hirn the 
Circle Officer considered the case and suggested that F .R. should be submitted and! the 
P.R.(Progress Report) was sent to the Addl S.P.(HQ), and he was not required to submit any 
written report.for submitting F.R. Contrary to what was said by the S.P, the 1.0. said that the case 
was not sent to CID as they did not want it. He knew and met onlu one SULFA Shri Pratdeep 
Rabba of Rabhapara village and he stayed in Guwahati, but he did not know his ostensible means 
of livelkhood. He knew Nirbhoi Rabha, but did not know his alias He said that despite bein~~ told 
of ULF A Nirbhoi Rabha and despite the police having maintained his track, no idea came to his 
mind that the killing could have been done by sorue anti-ULFA agency or group. He denied the 
su8ggestion that despite the abive facts he he did not deliberately pursue lhat line of investig;ation 
wherefore he failed to nab the culprits; and the funber suggestion that they knew that the killing 
was according to plan of some higher authorit:ies and there was no question of finding out the 
culprits. He said that notice of the F.R was issued to and was received by the infonnanl. 

N. W. I .Shri T. Thangneu was the S.P, Gbalpara district was at Goalpara when he rec1eived 
the information of the killing, at about 7/8 A.M; and he immediately rushed to the place whe1:e the 
dead body was lying, i.e., on the road to Gathiapara village at a roadside jungle. Before him. the 
1.0 .. and the O.C. Dhoopdhara P.S already arrived there. He asked his subordinate office~ to 
cordon off the place and to search for ammunitio":S, if any, at the place. He saw one bullet injury 
right at the centre of the forehead .. No empty cases of bullets could be found in the somc:what 
jungle are. The deadbody was identified by Subama's son Prasaanto. Therefrom he proceedled to 
the house of Subarna Rabha. about 1!. kms away There he found two wailing ladies and did n()t ask 
their names, however, being asked one of them said that 1!. assailants came, covering their faces 
with black cloths and woke up the inmates. Asked as to the language they spoke, he was t<>ld. it 
was in Hindi, but they could not say whether it was Asssamcse people speaking Hindi or mai:nland 
Hindi, as she herself did not know Hindi. He instructed his subordinates to treat it as S.R. case and 
investigate it carefully, and returned to the place of dead body. and again failed to recover any 
empty cases. He then apprised the D.C. and arranged for Post-mortem and left the place. Cross
examined by Shri Dhanesh Das the learned Covt. Advocate and Additional Punlic Prose11::utor. 
Assam, the S.P said that there was no anny camp in Goalpara district. not even at Daranggiri.The 
Unified Command Structure was applicable to Ooalpara disltiet.He remembered to have attended a 
meetimg or two of the District Level Co-Ordination Committee wherein the D.C presided. but 
there was no operation by the Army, perhaps because the Goal para district was earlier peac:efule 
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and it started hotting up from 1998.There were no SULF As then in Goal para and he did not know 
about ULFA-SULFA rift. or discord.The Case Diary did not show any supervisory note on 
investigation issed by S.P. It appears that to none of the police officer.i the possibility of someone 
coming from outside the jurisdiction of Dhoopdhara police station occurred, and no such 
hypothesis was at all tested. 

As regards the F.R.(Final Report). the incident was on 25.8.98. while the F.R. was 
submitted on 5.2.99, that is. less than 6 months, he said that the investigation of the case was with 
the Addl S.P (HQ) and the F.R. could be issued only after getting clearance from the C.I.D. 
Therefore, the S.P does not come in the process, he said. To a question whether he did not think 
that there was some unholy haste in submission of F .R. in the case. Mr Thangneu answered:''The 
Ohoopdhara P.S. case 40/98 was disposed on 5.2.99 with the approval ofCID (HQ). Whether there 
was any unholy haste or not would be a matter ofClD to state. However, even if F.R is submitted . 
the investigation of the case may be re-opened at any s~ge." He had no information of reopning, 
as he was transferred out on 7.3.99. 

Cross-examined by Dr. Y .K.Phukan, the learned senior counsel for the Commission, Mr 
Thangneu said that he thaught that Subama Rabha was killed at the same place where the dead 
body was found .. 

" Q. Did you enqire whether Subarna Rabha had some enmity with somebody ? 
A .. J did not enquire about his life history. 
Q. What according to you might be the motive of this killing? 
A. My first impression was that there were rivalries among many insurgent groups and this 

killing might be the outcome of such rivalries." 
Q.(By Commission) Is it not a fact that this was an ULF A related case ? 
A. I did not have that Idea. 

Q.ln view of the disclosure by the wife of the deceased, namely, Smti Phuleswari Rabha 
that her husband Subama Rabha was killed for no other reason than because one of his brothers 
Shri Nirbhoi Rabha was an ULF A member, and therefore, there was room for doubting thill the 
investigation did not at all proceed at the right direction, and do you think that the investigation 
was based on that hypothesis? 

A. According to my belief. my impression was that a tribal woman seldom tells lit::, but 
unless or until there is a conclusive evidence. it is very difficult to say whether merely because 
having a member of the ULFA in the family, Subarna Rabha was killed.(Naturally, Mr. Thangneu 
did not know that in this series of secret killing cases almost all are kiJlings af ULF As, members of 
ULF A families or their relatives.) 

Q. I put it to you that the entire investigation of the case was a mere eye-wash so as to 
subterfuge th~ design of elimination of ULF A family members at the orchestration by some central 
higher authority? 

A. It seems to be so". 
The responsibility is accordingly pinpointed on Police .. SULF A nexus using the latter as the 

striking arm or executioners. The accomplices will be all those who excited, institutionally aided, 
abetted. helped , facilitated and orchestrated, concealing the perpetration of the killing. The 
evidence puts this beyond reasonable doubt. Shri Pradeep Rabha and the other SULf'As of 
Ouchnoi were not beyond suspicion. 

This case was the first of its kind in Goalpara district and the contours of criminality a1re not 
prominent. However, from its modus operandi and it having involved an VLFA family. the Police
S\,, ,FA hetcUR ~A identifiahl•· lhnw .. h the ,,. .. i.itlwf'l ,_,.,.'"'.""' mf'll' ,. ... h ......... " r,..,n, 
Dhoopdhara area 1tself, An almost permanent SULFA camp ·at Goal para Town accommodatting a 
number of SULFA leaders. There was evidence in another case that there were smaller SULFA 
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camps under £>u4hnoi P.S. in the house of Rusvelt R.abha, and at Krisnai outpost.. These hav~ 
been emerging as important factors to be considered in this type of cases. The ~U~Fas of Du~hn?• 
SuLFA camp are suspected to be the perpetrators in this case. All Govt. ageoctes hk\= the Poltce m 
unholy nexus and collaboratQrs With the SULF As will be the accomplices. 

(C)Wbetber there was eouspincy ia targetinc the "Victim and tbe moti'Ve behind killing. 
This tenn is replied in two parts, namely, J .Conspiracy in targeting, an~ 2. Motive behind killing. 

I.Con~piraC')' in Targeting the Victim. Conspiracy .in the context of the instant inquiry, will 
mean criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section 126A ofiPC as follows: . 

"When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done· 
(1) An illegal Act, or 

(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designat1:d a 
criminal conspiracy: 

Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a 
criminaJ conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to :such 
agreement in pursuance thereof. 

Explanation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of 'Such 
agreement or is merely incidental to that object. 

Abetment of a thing. As defrned in Section I 07 of the Indian Penal Code (I PC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy for 

the doing of that thing. if an act or illegal omis'sion takes place in pursuance of that conspimcy , 
and in order to the doing of that thing ; or 

Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission. the doing of that thing. 
Expiation -l.A person who. by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a 

material fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures. or attempts to cawse or 
procure. a thing . to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing; or (lllustnation 
omitted) ...... . 

Expiation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does 
anythjng in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the commission 
thereof, is said to aid the doing of that act''. · 

The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para I 0 of the lntrodw:tory 
Part I of the First report and the same is referred to ... The question whether there was any 
conspiracy or not in the killing of Subama Rabha has to be decided on the basis of the law,, and 
facts in evidence on record. In case the answer is in the affirmative, then also the question wiill be 
as to who were the conspirators? It is in evidence that the family members of Subama Rabha were 
requested by various Govt. agencies to persuade their younger brother shri Nirbhoi Rabha. who 
has been an ULFA, and were forewarned by the army, the CRPF and police that ifNirbhoi Rabha 
could not be persuaded, by them to join the peace talks and bring peace. the consequences would 
not be good for the family. The persons who participated in the act of actual killing on the fateful 
night. must have been the same or their agents and accomplices and as such, there could be no 
other answer than that there was criminal conspiracy in the killing.ofSubama Rabha. 

There is evidence to show that the SULF As were enjoying protection from the police. This 
mil)' have disabled the police from takina the riaht action aaainst the SULFA in this case. Similar 
situation was found in case ofNalbari police sheltering SUI..FAs. Indeed the police- SULFA r,aexus 
hu been submitted in arawnen'f by the learned counael for the Commission, the Government~ and 
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the parties. This means that the SULFA emerged as an extra-constitutional authority. In case the 
SULFA were such · a body of persons and were used by police either as an auxiliary, or as the 
striking ann. they would also be part of the conspiracy .. We have already discussed thalt as 
conspiracies are often hatched 'in srcrecy, these circumstantial evidence will be relevant and 
admissible. In the killing of Subama Rabha there were 5/6 persons in the act of killing.But there 
was a course of conduct involving the deciders of the course of action culminating in the killing. 
Considering the facts of this case in light of definition of coospiracy, it can surely be held that 
there was a long drawn course of action amounting to conspiracy. The manner of planning and 
execution of the act of killing show that there must also have been some authoritative institutional 
assurance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore, it is held that there was 
conspiracy of the worst kind, being among the protectors against the victims they were bound to 
protect. under the law, in this case. 

II. Motive.behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and the ultimate. 
Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of P .W 1 that Subama Rabha's widow Smti 
Phuleswari Rabha deposed that there could be no other reason for kiJting of her husband Subama 
Rabha, except for that his brother Shri Nirbhoi Rabha was in the ULF A , This statement was not 
challenged in cross-examination. Therefore, there could be no doubt that forwamcrs having been a 
part of the conspiracy .The then Chief Minister published press appeals to the members of ULF A 
families to persuade their U.LF A members to give up path of violence and surrender, the Army,. the 
CRPF and the ·police accordingly advised the families, and also forewarned that consequence:s of 
failure to do so would not be good for the family and persuaded the members of Subama's family 
in that line. The fact that there was a request made to the literary organizations and Sahitya Sabhas 
of the State to persuade the ULF As to surrender is in the deposition of the then Chief Miniister 
Mahanta. A course of conduct by different agencies towards similar persuatuin and the 
forewarning that in case of failure to effect surrender consequences would not be good for the 
family ofSubarna Rabha, and thereafter finaJiy culminating in hiskilling support such a conclusion 
beyond reasonable doub& .. Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence of this case also 
showed that it was. the consistent pattern to follow. One may question why, in face of the 
constitutional and legal right for every citizen to freedom of thought and belief, freedon!l of 
association, the relatives need be pressurized to bring their wards back to peace talks, and why 
relatives who failed to do so should be mentally tortured and reign of terfror let loose and when 
even then they failed, they should be secretly killed ? The way in which, and with which Subarna 
Rabha has been killed leaves no doubt that the killers enjoyed complete immunity for their ac1ts of 
killing. The way in which in this case, as in all other Goalpara cases, the investigations were rnade 
to fizzle out and the F.R. (Final Report was submitted shows that the police has bee1n in 
collaboration with the killers. All these also prove that the entire scheme is being remote· 
orchestrated from the top of the departmenl. Those in helm of the Depannents must be held 
accountable and need be brought to justice. The matter being of criminal nature proof mus:t be 
beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence in series of cases with common characteristics lead to :such 
a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from tlhose who 
harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a consequence is the motiivc for an 
action. The member of the UlF A family has been executed brutally. for no fault of his. and on Jy for his 
belonging to the ULF A family of Nirbhoi Rabha, that was, for a status offence without any sa111ction of 
law .and in hiAtant violation of the \'iatim'" ........ C"nn•tittttlnnAI .•n.C HumAn n•ht•· lnt••1tinn And 
mot1ve are often used synonymously. The mouve was the perpetuatgaon of the AGP rule in thee State of 
Assam by villainy, treachery and monsterous cruelty and· dangerous propensity. fn C'riminnl law the 
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question of moti~e is not material where there is direct evidence of the acts o~e acc~se~ ~nd the ~c1.s 
themselves are sufficient to disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases w-le.motive as arnmatenal , 
intention is material.. In the Explanation to section 161 IPC "a motive or rewald for doing is illustrated 
as - a person who receives a gratification as a motive for doing what he does not intend to do, or as a 
reward for doing what he has not done. In this sense, motive of the killing will mean that for which the 
killer has committed the killing, and without which he would not have done it. We have to ascertain 
from the circumstances, anterior, present and posterior to the incident.of killing, Th1e anterior 
circumstances were that Nirbhoi Rabha was one of the banned outfit ULFA There had been constant 
efforts in Assam to solve the insurgency problem created by ULF A and similar outfits in the region. 
Use of force attained limited success Some of the extremists have left the country and have taken 
shelter in foreign countries.Their whereabouts being not known to the anti~insurgency autho:rities. One 
possible way was to request the members of the foreign sheltered leaders of the banned outfits and 
request them to exercise their relationship influence to give up the path of insurgency and c•:>me to the 
normal stream in the country. None could find any fault in such efforts. That such a move was there in 
case of Subama Rabha is evident in trus case. However, if undue influence, coercion, or violence is 
resorted to, that may be illegal , punishable and violative of fundamental and human rights. More so 
when secret kjtJings are resorted to as in this case. 

(D) Pinpointing responsibility on persons involved dir«tly or indirectly in commissiion of 
killing. 

This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct evidence, 
we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is forthcoming in such 
measures as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons involved. Fortunately, the 
tenn of reference mentions"involved directly or indirectly in commission of killing" This enables 
us to act on basis of integrated evidence rather thsn on isolated ones. We have, therefo•re, to 
integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a conclusion beyond reqenable doubt, for 
pinpointing responsibility. Besides what are found in relevant pieces of evidence, the common 
characteristics found in each individual case also throw some light. We have, of course, to follow 
the general principles of evidence enunciated by the authorities on evidence, in pinpointing the 
responsibility beyond reasobanlde doubt in this case. 

The Best Evidence Rule ''Phipson on Evidence," 9th ed. P. 51, under caption : "The: Best 
Evidence Rule. Strict Proof' Says: "The maxim that ''the best evidence must be given of which the 
nature of the case permits." has often been regarded as. expressing the great fundamental principle 
upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, however, it played a conspicuous part in the 
early history of the subject, the maxim at the present day affords but little practical guidanc•e. The 
applicability .of the rule depends on the nature of the subject to be proved. In the complicated 
nature of things today the emphasis has somewhat changed. (P. 53) According to Phipson,.'''ln the 
present day, th~n, it is not true that the best evidence must, or even may. always be given. though 
tts non-production may be matter for comment or affect the weight of that which is produce:d. All 
admissible evidence is in general equally receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no :longer 
e~cluded b.y direc~, and even in criminal cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by 
eather specaes. or, mdeed, by the defendant's mere admissions out ofCourf'. 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; and that circumstantial 
evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in this group of cas,es and 
with those in earlier group of cases, is, therefore, relevant and admissible, 

Rest also on .. The Principles of The Law of Evidence.'' {9th ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) said: 
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6. "With regard to intensity of persuatipn, the faculties of the human mind are comprehe1nded 
in the genera, knowledge and judgment. By "knowledge" strictly speaking, is meant an atet~al 
perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas; and it is only to such a perception 
that the term "certainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is intuitive when this agreemelllt. or 
disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of the ideas themselves; demonstr;at1ve 
when it is perceived mediately. i.e. when it is deduced from a comparision each with interve:ning 
ideas which has a constant and inunutable connection with them, as in the case of mathem~Ltical 
truths of which the mind has taken in the proofs, and lastly through the agency of our sense~•. we 
obtain a perception of the senses the existence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be 
sensitive. But knowledge and certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is 
important not to overtook; viz, as synonymous with settled betief or reasonable conviction; as 
when we say that such a one received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we 
are certain or morally certain, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

7. 2 ... Judgment", "the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledge in respect of 
intensity of persuation, plays quite as important a part in human speculation and action, a:nd, as 
coMected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. Tt is the faculty by whkh our 
minds take ideas to agree or disagree. facts or propositions to be true or false, by the aid of 
intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant and immutable, or is not 
perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that agreement or 
disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its conformity or repugnancy to 
our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgement is often based on the testimony vouching 
their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch of the former, as our belief in such cas. 
rests on a presumption ofthe accuracy and veracity of the narrators" 

The observation. accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, important 
However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. Deka, in an 1earlier 
group case, has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to be 
cautious on the appreciation of evidence. 

The following common characteristics of the first group of seven cases are found also in this 
case while answering its terms of reference so as to justify a finding ~f a general phm of 
"Ulfocide"i.e.,deliberate killing ofULFAs and t!teir families and relati\·es,.an their basis, namely : 

I. That this lOlling involved an ULF A family, being that of Shri Nirbhoi Rabha amd its 
investigatjon ended in returning of the case in F.R. (Final report) without finding any clue .. 

2. Unlike in other cases, this kjJiing, of Subarna Rabha, was committed in the dead of night , to 
be difficult to.see the killers and to allow the assailants to escape under cover of darkness. 

3 .. The assailants covered their faces with black wrappers. to avoid being identified. 
4. The weapon used in killing was a firarms of prohibited bore bdng .32/.38 or bigger horeJ 

generally found in police-military situations 
5. The firearms being of prohibited bores, forensic examination of the material exhibits (empty 

bullet cases. used bullets etc) was avoided .. The report was collected long after. investigation 
fizzled out.. 

6. The vehicles used was reportedly small Maruti cars without number plates which were' never 
seized or taken into custody. This raises suspicion of those having been none else than Govt. 
vehicles .. 

7. There were police patrolling in some crime areas' pribr and posterior to. but not during the 
killing. 
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' 
8. That the army was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of PoHce-SULF A nexus in the 

killing, some of 'the latter being constituted into an extra-constitutional authority and ~ as the 
executioners.the modus operandii being to visil the family, a.rk members to perJuade lis ULFA 
member to surrende, failing wh1ch, to send advonce lean to locate and survey the ho_use •. tl~en to 
send anned and masked persons to shoot him/them dead or take him/them away and kill hun/them 
secretly and throw the bodies somewhere,. 

9. There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ Chief 
Minister .. 

'...._, . . · I 0. There was coMivance of SULF As; and omission to make any SULFA an accused despite 
clues .. 

I 1. The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime perpetrated. 
12. That modem scientific methods of investigation, finger/foot prints, dog-squads et<c.were 

never used. 
13. No condolence message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the victim family. 
I 4. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the Govt. of Assam.in thiis 
case. 
15 In this case death penalty has been imposed for "status offences," on Subama Rabha 
for being a member of ULF A family of Nirbhoi Rabha ... 

·,. . 16. From this case "remote- orchestration" from the State is visible beyond reasonable dC>ubl. 
· The remote was supposed to be at Home Department.. 

This conclusion is based on the evmerice and- similarities of the common characteristiccs of the 
seven cases with those in earlier group of cases in almost all repects, 

which could not be so, unless there was remote- orchestration from highest authorities. Thte 
remote was supposed to have been at Home.Department. 
(E) Rccommendatioas to prevent recurrence or such killiap. 
With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such killin1gS. the 

Commission woul!i like to make twofold recommendations, namely, (1} the immediate, and (2) the 
long term. 

(I) The immediate measure is., first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismar11tle the 
existing Unified Command structure. which i~ neither a statute nor a statutory order, but. etnly an 
arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and operatioru of the 
anned forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt, ' ' in aid of civil power" of 
the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the State Govt. The Structure itself envisa.ges its 
review after·every three months, and there is no limit to the review and may even envisage its 
dismantling. 'The parties concerned may agree to dismantle it in the same way they agreed tot create 
it. The constirutional position as 10 deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the U:nion in 
a State has already been discussed in para 14 of .. Part I. INTRODUCTORY.'' of the report and is 
referred to in this context. The deployment of the anned forces and other forces of the Union.in the 
State of Assam has been .. in aid of the civil power of the State. "In case of the civil power of the 
State being sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of anned 
forces or other forces of the Union for the State .. The armed forces and other forces of the Union 
were deployed to cope with the intemaJ disturbance thought to have been caused by the activities of 
the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed area under the 
Disturbed Areas Act. This could have also been the position under Article 355 of the Constitll1tion of 
India. u lbr Internal dJatUIMnce 1'here has been no questJon or external aggression. Howe\ler, the 
int.cmal disturbance has to a Jireat extent been unda co'ntrol . The life in the State has become 
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normal. The last Assembly election could be held without any disturbance, thanks to the co
operation of the local banned outfits. This may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the 
local outfits to observe cease fiJ'C. first for a short period, say six months. and for gradually longer 
and longer periods, and for restoration of mormal.cy and confinement of the anned forces an_d other 
forces of the Union to the barracks, and on continuation and assurance of normalcy, ultunately 
withdraw, on an assurance of peace on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their 
bans themselves. To achieve this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outfits, the State 
Government and the Central Govt would be necessary; and there is no reason why such talks should 
not succeed.Restoration of normalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified 
Command Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be maintained and 
insurgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the public are serious in this 
restoration of normalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation cannot be br'lought 
about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked c•ut in 
consultation and cooperation.among the Government, the political parties, student organizations, the 
outfits and the general public. Restoration of normalcy will also effect economy.Meanwhile, in the 
interest of peace and tranquility, except punishmentunder the law, there shoild be no witch hunting. 
Constututionally speaking, r'lestoration of normalcy is the terminus of internal disturbances and army 
deployment in the State. 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution and the 
laws in canying out each and every function of the government. All the departments of the 
Government must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory provisions o f the 

I 

Constitution of India. In other words, the long term measures may include, in the long run, the 
faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the laws of the country. The 
Centre-State relationship must also be in accoroance with the mandates of the Constitution. 
Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be helpful in this regard. Manusmriti 
said ( Buller) VIII, 351 . .. By killing an assassin the slayer incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in 
public or secr'letly; in that case. fury recoils upon fury.'' 386.'That king in whose town lives no thief. 
no adulterer no defamer, no man guilty of violence and no committer of assaults attains the wc1rld of 
Saba (lndra)";420. "A king who thus brings to a conclusion aJI the legal business enumerated 
above, and r'lemoves all sin, r'le8ches the highest state (of t-liss)" Sukruharya's Dand111titi is based 
OD dandi:J , meaning, punishment. Ancient sag~s said that without di:JndtJ matsyanyaya will ptrevail 
and the strong will devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajno will be swooped at by 
crows. Dando keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness in them, 
but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the society. The 
norms and laws of today are not materially different.Secret killing amounts to denial of nil th~ 
constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these rights by the killler. lf 
killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths taken by thena on assunnption 
of public offices. The society need be protected from the people with such dangerous propensities. 
It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, fury generates fury and that brutalities generate 
more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even keel of the society and some excesses 
comrnited by some elements had to be checked by equally harsh measur'les, but that would not 
justify the la\\fully established Government in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to 
extra-Constitutional organs zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citiZJens of 
soverign, socialist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who 8r'le entrusted by the peopl~ to 
govern them. ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India and the 
relevant Jaws. rules. and administrative instNctions, and ord~rs framed ther'leunder. They shoruld be: 
aware of the constitutional limitations as also tbe rights of the citizens of the State against thci1r State 
itself. Fundamental rights of citizens. including rights to life. liberty. freedoms. non-<liscrimination 
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etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govern, sec1retly 
or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious, communa~, 
racial, ethnic, social, historical.or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they should be true to 1the1r 
oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in any form and manner .. While no training course will 
be appropriate, considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and discuss:ions 
at government levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first resort of the people for protection of 
theirlife,libcrty,propertyetc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone ha~; the 
duty to help police in restoring Jaw and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed. s;ome 
officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and decision in modem crimes and 
criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police training College. "They 
should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other present day crimes and crime 
prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the position in 
which the SULF/\s found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their erstwhile 
colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate peotection,. But 
using their services as "guides, "sponers" trouble-shooters and ccllaborators in police functions 
could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far less their being us•!d as 
the striking arm or &he men in charge of execution. Let them now be bereft of the hallowed positions, 
and give them fair field and no favour, at least following the insolvency principle of allowin,g the 
declared insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid 
them will be a .different matter altogether. Of course, this principle is not applicable in criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and political, the principle 
of "respomdent superior" will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at the lower kvels. 
higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to proper punishments. So far as 
political and minis~er level authorities are concerned, the principle of collective resplonsibility may 
apply to all those who were fanning Govtrnment in the State at the relevant period. This principle of 
collective responsibility will find them out wherever they happen to be, during the period when the 
violation of Constitutional and legal rights of the affected citizens whose fundamental and other 
legal and human rights were violated during their governance. But even here the insolvency 
principle should be followed and the political persons also be given fair field and no favoue in the 
ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting of any sort. How the same 
affected people will accept or reject them Will, of course, be an entirely different matter. As al1ready 
said, this Insolvency principle is not applicable in criminal law. 

(F) Any of)er matter related or relenot to the inquiry 
Under this the Commission would Jike to deal with the question of compensation , ex gracia, 

or on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. In case of 
any mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families, the welfare State 
considers it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the affected persons and families, as the case may 
be. Jt is more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate o:r even 
remote cause of the misery. The rendering of rescue, relief and recompense does not in any way 
amount to any fault on the part of the State. It is really praiseworthy of the Chief Ministcn; of the 
States to have instantly announced such reliefs and rehA,hilitatian 1\A&kAa•w, And Aff•r in Aprrc:•rri._t .. 
cases employments to the surviving eligible members of'the families, inasmuch as sometimes the 
very bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. Even the legislature has now provided for pa:yment 
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of suitable "no-fault liability" irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant c~ the bread 
earning patriarch of the fami9Jy has been shot dead under the circumstances d~scus~ m the c~. 
The public prosecution may result in punislunent of the culprit, but that itself wall bnng no ~n:mctal 
and livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered. by the survivors, including the monor children of 
the bereagved family. The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior. c~un~l ~o~r .the 
CoourUssion and the learned Senior Government Advocate, and for the ends of dastnbutlve j\Jtsttce, 
doth hereby direct the State Government of Assam to pay to the widow of the victim Smti 
Phuleswari Rabha,for the benefrt of the family ,a sum of Rs.5,00,000 (Rupees five lakhs). 
forthwith. More than seven years have already elapsed, and it broolcsnoTatther delay. 

x= 

(9) 

SHRJ TAP AN DAS KILLING CASE. 

G9alpara P.S. Case No.287/99 

(Date of occurrence .. 28. t 2.98) 

By this Commission's order dated 23.8.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred on i1l by the 
Government of Assam's Notification .No.PLA.33112005/2 dated 3rd September 2005, in cootiinuation 
of the earlier Notification No.PLA 331/2005/1 dated 22.8.2995, after hearing the applicant and the 
learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, A$sam, Bllld in the 
interest of justice, it has taken up this case for inquiry. 

By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Cornmiaain is to inquire into. in each ca.se.the 
following terms of reference, and any other matters with recommendations, if any, namely: 

.. (a) Circumstances, in each case, leading to the killing of the victim(s) 

(b) Identity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s}, if any. 

(c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the moth.·c! behind 
such killing(s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indii"C(:tly in the commission of 
such killing(s) 

(~)To make recommendations to prevent I"C(:Urrence of such killing(s) 

( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

(A) Ccumataaca leadiaa to th~ killia& ofSbri Tapan Das. 

On 29.12.98 Shri Sud.hir Chandra Das s/o Late R.ama Kanta Das ofChandaria village lodged at 
the Goal para Police Station a written Ejahar to the effect tha on the previous day (28.12. 98)1 at about 
10.45 p.m. an Ambassado car and one Manni van arrived; and stopping near his gate, and coming to 
his house, called his son Shrman Tapan Das by name, and knocked at his door .. With his son. Tapan. 
h- ••- .,.rn• awt •. A• _,. - hi• ..," T•,... ...ohed \ho I'SMWI n.., the 11••• and ftlf\Qod \o prc:H:eed and 
lried to return, holdins him and brinsina out deadly fire arms from the two vehicles. the n\iscreant!l 
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fired several shots on hi~ son and sped away.in the vehicles As a result of the above incident. his soJ'1 
Tapan Das died on the spot. 

The post- mortem report revealed the following antemortem injuries on his dead body,. as 
explained by P.W. 2 Dr. A.H.Ahrned who condOcted the post-mortem examination, namely, Multiple 
bullet injuries with entry and exit wounds on chest and arms; Cranium and left side lacerated injury , the 
scalp and the back occipute region and thorax; two entry wounds on the back right side.; two exit 
wounds on front and lacerated front muscles, fracture on ribs and pneumo- thorax, pluera collapsed. 
Right lung lacerated with haemorrhage inside left lung lacerated injury on upper. There is comminuted 
fracture, both pluera and 3rd & 4th ribs on the left side and 5th & 6th ribs on the right side.More detailed 
descriptions are:; Comminuted fracture on the humerus; A small entry wound W'x 1/2" mediating from 
4"x4" vertibrae; The exit wound in front with lacerated injury on right lung and fracture of the ;5th rib. A 
small entry wound W'x J/2". scratch on the left shoulder/ lacerated exit wound 3 .. x3" ann and face 
muscles; a small entry wound W'xl/2" back ofthe chest on the left side medial margin ofth(: scapula 
tissue lacerated The P.M. report was prepared on 29.12.98, but was countersigned by C.S. o.n 6.2.99. 
The explanation was that such reports are sent by local office in lots to the C.S.office for signature and 
that took time for which the witness could not be responsible. All injuries were antemortem in nature. 
and death was by shock and haemorrhage due to the injuries described. 

From the above injuries there could be no doubt that Shri Tapan Das died as a result of the 
injuries sustained by him when fired upon him by the assailants. 

(B) Jd~ntity of the killer( s) and their accomplice(s ), if any. 

Accomplishes are the parties to the crime. On the basis if degrees of complicity to the crime, divides 
the accomplices (parties to a crime) into perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites or 
ps the commission of an offence by the perpetrator. Perpetrator means exclusively the person who in Jaw 
perfonns the offence. More precisely, the perpetrator is the person who. Being directly struclk at by the 
criminal prohibition, offends against it with the necessary mens rea or negligence. The identity of the 
killers and their accomplices, if any, has to be based on evidence and judgment. P.W.I . Snti IMinati Das 
daughter of late Sudhir Das, in her affidavit dated 10. J 0.06 stated that she was the younger si$ter of Late 
Tapan Das and that on 28.12. 98 at about 10.45 P.M. one Ambassadoe and one Maruti Van came, parked 
in front of their house. and knocking at their door called Tapan Das. Hearing that, her father Shri Sudhir 
Das (since deceased), her elder brother Shri Tapan Das and herself came out of their house andl saw . Shri 
Jagannath Sangma @ Chira of Bapuji Nagar, Shri Rusevelt Rabha, Shri Bipul Rabha of Baida. Shri 
Jayanta Rabha @Tepa of Dhanubhanga. Shri Munna Sarma S/0 Shri Uttam Sanna of Goaltuli, Shri 
Dhanapati Medhi of Bapuji Nagar, Shri Ratna ·oas of Bapuji Nagar and Shri Rinku CholUdhury, all 
SULF As then staying in the SULFA camp at Bapuji Nagar, Goalpara. They called Tapoan Das to the 
road and bringing out fireanns from the vehicles fired several rounds on Taparn Das and lift\ in their 
vehicles. As a result her brother Tapan Das died on the spot. The deponent further said that. the Circle 
Inspector-cum- O.C Shri Upen Bora and Shri Nitya Ranjan Mahanta, Town S.l were there with the 
Killers 

In her deposition Minati Das added two more names, l . Shri Lakhan Nath and 2. Shri Dh1ruba 
Nath . who, according to her, were associates of those already mentioned in her affidavit. The 
same group was also said to have been involved in kidnapping of one Mukul Sarma of Agia 
Balijan who was fortunately recovered by prompt police action. and was reported in Pratidin of 
131h August 1999 (page 2 . Column 2&3). In cross she said that there was electricity in their house 
and the street light post was in front of their house so that .everythins could be seen. outside.; and 
they saw all lhe eight aforementioned persons. whom she mew.more or less. Jagannath Sangma 
and Dhanpati Medhi c:ame from the car and c:alled and escorted Tapan Das to the parked cars and 
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as he reached near the cars, they brought out their deadly fireanns from the cars seeing which 
Tapan Das tried to escape but was shot several rounds from backside; and the killers sped away. 
They came in two vehicles. an Ambassador and a Mariti van both were white. Minati Das said that 
immediately they came to the road to see what had happened and which way the vehicles left, they 
found Shri Nitya Ranjan Mahanta O.C. and shri Upen Chandra Bora C.l were searching something 
from the dead body of Tapan Oas. Immediately the neighbourers also arrived and asked the two 
what they were doing instead of pursuing the culprits? They replied that their own lives were also 
insecured and how could they pursue the culprits? Then they walked away to their right by the 
road beyond the bend and the neighbourers heard the starting sound of a vehicle and moving 
towards the police station. This clearly proved that the two were with the killers parking their car 
hidden beyond the bend; and as soon as the killing was over,. they tried to find and remov•e the 
bullets and other things to efface evidence. This meant that they were with the assailants parking 
their vehicle beyond the road bend to keep it out of signt.. Police thereafter carne to the place of 
occurrence at about 12 midnigh~ including the C.l and the O.C. Their neighbours infonned the 
police. Her father Sudhir Das lodged an FIR of the incident at about 2 A.M. at the Goal para Sadar 
Police Station whereupon its Case No.387/98 was registered. The post-mortem examination on the 
dead body of my brother Tapan Das was performed on 29.12.98 at the Goalpara Civil Hospital!. 

Smti Minati Oas in para 8 of her affidavit stated that Sri Dhanapati Medhi and Shri Jagannalh 
Sangma came to their house twice, at 10 A.M. and 12 noon, respectively, to meet her brother; and 
that often the assailants used to frequent their house to meet her brother. Further she stated that on 
that very day, before the incident. at noon, Shri Upen Borah, Circle Inspector and Shri Nitya 
RAnjan Mahanta. O.C. also came to their house in search of her brother Tapan Das. 

Since about 3 I 4 years Shri Tapan Das was a construction contractor.and was friendly with 
some of the SUL.f As who used to frequent their house. She said that earlier also on two or three 
occasions, when Tapan was moving on his motor cycle. some of these boys asked Tapan to ,go to 
their place, but Tapan avoided them. He told this to his cousin, Kausal. next door. This could mean 
that he might have had the threat perception from these instances. According to Minati Tapan hod 
good volume of contract works. To a question whether Tapan was arrested and detained by police. 
Minati replied in the affirmative saying that whenever some happening was reported in Goalpara, 
Police used to arrest. detain. and torture Tapan. This undoubtedly was indicative of the p101ice 
suspecting and treating Tapan as an ULFA, as was seen in number of other cases. For inst:ance, 
when there was a bomb blast at Agia, Tapan was picked up, detained and released. Later ill was 
reported to have been caused by ULFA. Tapan was in AGP and worked for it during ele<:tion. 
However, the question as to which of the factions, namely, AGP and New AGP he belonged,.was 
not put to her.She also said that on one occasion the Army also did the same. From all these there 
can he no do~bt that he was taken by police and the Army to have been an ULFA. Minatil Das 
believed that the killing of Tapan Das was the result of collaboration between the then Government. 
the Army. the police and the SULFA; and that it could not have been otherwise. She knew the 
SULFAs as they. with her brother Tapan, were in the AGP. then they became ULFA ar11d on 
surrender became SULF As except Tapan who remained in AGP, and thnt she knew them \\hen 
that came to their house and she offered tea ,. 
Smti Minati Das in her affidavit said that the Goalpara Police, allegedly not finding any clue 
returned t.he case in F.R Memo No. GLP/ PSV0/2000/9.30 dated 12.7.2000 .. 

From the above evidence it is clear that the Police and the SULFAs concerned were ha~nd in 
hand for all purposes. The assurance behind it must have come from the highest authority in Home 
Depel1rnenl :manatir.~ frorr. ih.! fac: :t.h\ d~.1rwtinn of i a .J:' ,;. •• ,. ... n. n,nr._.. nhi_,,_ ......... 
clear !\'om the U Lt' A surrenaer efforts and steps towards. it. Prospects in service in the Department 
must have been hdievcd in implementation of the ULF A killing plan .. Of all lhe treachcrie!t. the 
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one by the protector himself has to be regarded as most dangerous when the protector himsel~ tlums 
a destroyer, he deserves exemplary punishment. When the fence itself devours the crops tl was 
meant to protect, that fence has to be destroyed .. . 
Shri Dhanapati Med.hi of Bapuji Nagar, Ratna Das of Bapuji Nagar and R.inku Choudhur;r. all 
SULFAs were said to have been staying at the SULFA camp at Bapuji Nagar. Goalpara. It was 
deposed by a witness that there was one small SULFA camp at Oudhnoi and another at Krisluuai. It 
was deposed by a witness in Bimalcndu Bhakat Killing case that the white Maruti van which had 
been used in some of the Goalpara district killing cases was seen lo have been used by the 
SULF As of Dudhnoi SULFA camp~ and the white Ambassador care that was seen to have been 
used in a number of killing cases of Goalpara district belonged to SULFA Rinku Choudhury who 
stayed at Dudhnoi with his parents at Dudhnoi. It was further learnt that the Dudhnoi SULFA 
camp was located at SULFA leader Rusvelt Rabha' s house .. If these two statements are true, and 
there has been nothing to prove those to be untrue. One has to believe that the suspects nam•~d by 
Smti Mi.nati Das have aJso to be believed to have been involved in the killing. The identity of the 
killers and the accoomplices will accordingly be established .. 

The named SULFAs were issued notices under Section 88 of the Commissions of Inq1uiries 
Act, 1952 and in response they filed affidavits and appeared for cross e)(amination. They wer~: also 
given opportunities for cross examining Smti Minati Das who mentioned their name. 

N. W 1 Shri Lakhan Ch. Nath in his affidavit and deposition said, inter alia, that he joine:d the 
ULFA in I 994-95 and was still in ULFA on the date of occurrence of this case i.e., 28.12.918 and 
surrendered on 17.9.99 and thus could have had no clash or enmity with Shri Tapan Das, and 
being not SULFA could not have joined with any one to kill another ULF A Shri Tapan Das .. This 
plea was found reasonable, as one ULF A was not at all likely to have killed another ULF A lbcing 
under strict discipline of that organisation. 

N.W. 3 Shri Rinku Chowdhury ofNew Dudhnoi Dudhnoi , said that receiving notice frorn this 
Commission he consulted his learned counsel and then submitted an application praying for time 
and copies of some papers which were shown by iffice to him. but due to paucity. no time 1could 
be allowed.He wa5 alowed to cross<xamine Smti Minati Das .. He said he did not know any'thing 
about the incident mmtioned in the affidavit and deposition of Smti Minati Das, P.W. l, atnd he 
prayed that the notice issued to him be withdrawn and the proceeding against him be dropped. He 
however prayed. in the alternative, that he be 'BIIowed to cross- examine Smti Minati Das a~nd he 
was allowed to do so.He deposed. inter alia, that he did not know Tapan Das and Minati DaiS; He 
deposed on 21.11.2006 that he joined the ULFA in 1988/89 and surrendered 29.1.93 and 
thereafter engaged in business and had lost interest in ULF A matters. He surrendered because the 
police used to trouble him and called to the Police Station now and then. He knew neithe~r Shri 
Tapan Oas nor Smti Minati Das and did not know how and why his name happened to be 
mentioned by Minati Das inspite of his being iMocent. tht it was not correc thai he was deposing 
falsely or that the there was unholy nexus betrween the police and the SULFAs or that the killings 
were engineered amd prchestrated from above. 

N.W. 5 Shri Munns Sarma@ Gautam Sanna deposed that he had received a notice from this 
Commission and consulted his learned counsel and Oudhnoi, said that receiving notice frorn this 
Commission he consulted his learned counsel and then submitted an application praying for time 
and copies of some papers which were shown by iffice to him. but due to paucity, no time could 
he allowed. He said he did not know anything about the incident mentioned in the affidavtit and 
deposition of Smti Minati Oas. P. W. I, and he J'ra)'ed th•t th• nnticw i•Aa..ed to him he witndrawn 
and the proceeding against him be dropped. He however prayed. in the oltemative. that he be 
allowed to cross- examine Smti Minati Das and he was aJiowed to do so.llc deposed. inter alia, 
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that he did not know T apan Das and Minati Das; that going through the affidavit and deposition of 
Smti Minati Sanna stated that the allegation about his involvement in the killing was not tru•! and 
he denied it. He joined the ULFA in 1988/89 after passing his High School Leaving Cweri1ficate 
Examination and while in ULFA he passed his Higher Secondary examination.from the Lalit Ch, 
Bharali Co11ege, Guwahati in 1992. He was a General member in the publicity wing and was 
fixing banners and posters near educational institutions, His alias was Raja Ahmed. He surrendered 
in 1992. Thereafter he engaged himself in business of supplying gravels to an Engineer wh•o did 
not provide any vehicle to him He did not know anybody ofTapan Das' family nor did he l<now 
where their house was, He was participating in sports and socio-cultural activiries of his plac•: and 
may have earned some popularity and known to the people, but he denied the statement of Smti 
Minati Das that he was one of the persons who called Tapan Das from his house to the place where 
the vehicles were parked and where Tapan Das was shot dead by inmatexs of the parked vehicles. 
He said he did not even know about the incident, and denied the suggestion that he was deposing 
falsely. 

N.W. 6 Shri Rusvelt Rabha, aged about 42 years, resuident of Dudhnoi Damara Road, 
Dudhnoi, said that receiving notice from this Commission he consulted his learned counsel and 
then submitted an application praying for time and copies of some papers which were shovvn by 
iffice to him, but due to paucity, no time could be allowed; but he was alowed to cross-exalllline 
Smti Minati Das .. He said he did not know anything about the incident mentioned in the affiidavit 
and deposition of Smti Minati Das, P.W. 1, and he prayed that the notice isssued to him be 
withdrawn and the proceeding against him be dropped, He however prayed, in the altemativ(:, that 
he be allowed to cross- ex.amine Smti Minati Das and he was allowed to do so.He deposed, inter 
alia. that did not even read the news in papers, but heard it when it spread from mouth to mouth; 
that he was falsely implicated; that he was provided with a PSO (Persnal security officer) with a 
carbine; that he owned a revolver of .32 bore for which he used to store ammunitions; In ULF A he 
was Vice - Prdesident of Goalpara District organisation; that he has been running a weigh-bridge 
as his business. that he did not know as to why out of the whole population of the area only his 
and of the others wgom he knew happened to have been mentioned by Smti Minati Das; the he did 
not know Tapan Das and Minati Das~ tht it was not correc that he was deposing falsely or that the 
there was unholy nexus betrween the pofice and the SULFAs or that the killings were engin.eered 
and orchestrated by State authorities. 

N . W. 7 Shri Bipul Rabha said that receiving notice from this Commission under Section 88 
of the Commisions of Inquiries Act, 1952, he consulted his learned counsel and then submitted an 
application praying for time and copies of some papers which were shown by ifficc to hinn, but 
due to paucity, no time could be allowed; but he was alowed to cross-examine Smti Minati 
Das .. He said.he did not know anything about the incident mentioned in the affidavit and deposition 
of Smri Minati Das, P. W. 1, and he prayed that the notice isssued to him be withdrawn and the 
proceeding against him be dropped, He however prayed, in the alternative, that he be allowed to 
cross- examine Smti Minati Dask He was allowed to do so.He deposed. inter alia, that did not 
he did not knowTapan Das and Minati Oas; He joined the ULFA in 1986/87 when he was reading 
in Class X, and he surrendered in 1993; thereafter he has been doing paddy business and a bit of 
money lending;; that his function was to tend a piggery of ULF A and did no other work; He said 
that he was falsely implicated in this case.He was married and had a son and a daughter. He 
appeared to he simple and rural. 

N. W. 8 Shri Jagannath Sangma , aged about 43 years, resident of Bapujinagar, Goal para.. said 
that receiving notice from this Commission he consulted his learned counsel and then ubmiU.ed an 
application pra)'ing for time and copies of some papers which were shown by iffice to hinn, but 
due to paucity, no time could be allowed; but he was alowed to cross-examine Smti Minal,i 
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Das . .lle said he did not know anything about the incident mentioned in the affida~it and deposition 
of Smti Minati Uas, P. W. I, and he prayed that the notice isssued to him be w1thdrawn and tlhe 
proceeding against him be drop~. He however pruyed, in the alternative. ~t he be. allowed to ~ 
cross-- examine Smti Minati Das.He was allo.wed to do so.He deposed mter al1a, that ~lhe 
allegations made against him were false; he did not know as to why out of the whole popu~attoo 
of the area only his and of the others, some of whom he knew. happened to have been mentlonri!d ; 
by Smti Minati Das; that he was married and had two children; that his .ni~k name ~as. "Chi~a" 
both in ULF A and among others; that he joined ULF A in 1989 and was m 1ts Orgamsatt.on wmg 
and after he was arrested and jailed for a year, he surrendered in I 993 and thereafter runnmg a tea 
stall; He stayed in his house and not in the SULFA camp, which he said, was in Jyotinagar a lit1tle 
away from Bapujinagar.He did not know Tapan Das and Minati Das; that he did not know as to 
why out of the whole population of the area only his and of the others, whom he knew happened 
to have been mentioned by Smti Minati Das; that he did not know what Tapan Das was doi1ng 
before the incident. He denied that even before the incident he and his colleagues intercepted 
T apan Das on his way and asked him to accompany them to their place; that he did not know Cl 
cum O.C. Shri Upen Bora and TSI Shri Nitya Ranjan Mahanta either before, during, or after the 
incident: and that it was not correct that he was deposing falsely or that the there was unholy nex.us 
between the police and the SULF As or that the killings were engineered by the SLate authorities .. 
Dhanpati Medhi was not examined. 

While cross examining Smti Minati Das it was pointed out by Shri Jayanta Deka. Advocate. on 
behalf of five Noticee witnesses Shri Rusevelt Rabha. Shri Gautam Sanna @ Munna. Slhri 
Jagannath Sangma @ Sira, Shri Bipul Rabba and Shri Rinku Choudhury asked whether her 
statement recorded under section 161 Cr. P.C namely, that Tapan Das belonged to ULFA and had 
some financial liability to it, and that when he was intending to leave ULF A, he was lifted by 
ULF A was correct.. Promptly came the ~ply from Minati Das that when she was examined by 
police, nothing was recorded, the whole concocted story must have been writteen by police and she 
was not aware of it, and she totally denied it The witness has to be believed for the following 
reasons. First, the statement was not shown to her and she did not sign it, and under Jaw it was not 
to be signed and ·it cannot be evcidence against her. Secondly, no ULFA ·s statement has b<:en 
recorded and proved to that effect. Thirdly, the modus operand.ii of Tapan Das' killing was 1the 
same as in killings by SULFA s, not by ULFAs who. as are seen in news papns, openly come in 
motor cycle and shoot people at close range~·and lastly, it was not likely that an ULF A would be 
killed by another ULFA., both belonging to the same organisation and discipline. The story must 
therefore. be rejected as a figment of imagination of the 1.0. in an attempt to save the concenued 
SULFAs. Ytith whom the 1.0. was in unholy nexus,. by foisting it on the ULFA. 

Mr Ja):anta Deka submitted that Shri Lakhan Nath sum:ndercd after Tapan Das' killing inciidcnt. and 
hence. he was falsely implicated by her in the case . Smti Minali Das replied that she knew Lathan Nath 
very well. and saw him with the other named persons and that be, (Lakhan Nath), remaining n dormant 
ULFA. was already working with the named SULFAS and subseque:ttly showing false cenificatc which 
could not disprove his joining in killing ofTapan Das. from the demeanour of the witness it app.earcd she 
was bold and confident in her reply. Mr. Jayanta Deka did not appear on that day for Lakhan Nath. hut 
earlier he conducted Kajgab Nath 's examination-in- Chief. 

Mr Jayanta Deka tried to comer SmtiMinati Das by asking her whether she sent any reJ!Iky to the 
police notice of the F.R. (Final Repon) in the case or applied for reopening the case. Smt Mtinati Das 
having replied in the negative, the learned counsel asked her why she did not reply ar applied for 
r-eo~ni!lg of the c~. she :ejl~;e~ :hat i: w~ kMW•' th.t r1nli" ir•lf w"" '""',_,.., ... ;" ·~ •••ti"• ...... ,, 
would be futile to do so. in~tead she applied to this Com""ssion as that Gov1 has changed and the ne" 
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Govt appointed this Commission to inquire into secret killing cases and she had faith un 
the Commission. Mar. Deka's submissions have been duly considered. 

The responsibility is accordingly pinpointed on Police-SULFA ne~us u~in~ th~ latter 
as the striking arm or executioners. The accomplices will be all those who exctted, tnstJtutionoJiy 
aided, abetted, helped, facilitated and orchestrated, concealing the perpetration of the killing. The 
evidence puts this beyond reasonable doubt. Shri Pradeep Rabha and the other SULF As of 
Duchnoi were not beyond suspicion. 

This case was the second of its kind in Goal para district and the contours of criminality are 1not 
prominent. However, from jts modus operandi and it having involved an ULFA family, the Police
SULFA nexus was identifiable, though the individual perpetrators may not have been fl'lom 
Goalpara area itself, Moreover, in view of the higher and higher authorities of the Horne 
department having been interested in the cases, the mobilityof the SULF As have heen obserwed 
showing a tendency to be at Guwahati. This mobility may not completely severed them from their 
original places of activity in this regard A purely regional investigation may not therefore be 
adequate and effective. An almost pennanent SULFA camp at Goalpara Town accommodating a 
number of SULFA leaders. There was evidence in another case that there were smaller SULFA 
camps under Dudhnoi P.S. in the house ofRusvelt Rabha, and at Krisnai outpost .. These have b1een 
emerging as important factors to be considered in this type of cases. The SULFas of Dudhnoi 
SULFA camp are suspected to be the perpetrators in this case. AU Govt. agencies like the Po lie~! in 
unholy nexus and collaborators with the SULFAs will be the accomplices.The contours of 
criminality are now prominent., From its modus operandi and it having involved an ULFA family, 
the Police-SULFA nexus was identifiable, though the individual perpetrators may not have been 
from Goalparaara area itself, An almost pennanent SULFA camp at Goalpara Town 
accommodated a number of SULFA leaders. There was evidence in another case that there were 
smaller SULFA camps under Dudhnoi P.S. in the house of Shri Rusvelt Rabha, and at Krisnai 
outpost.. These have been emerging as important factors to be considered in this type of cases. The 
SULFas ofDudhnoi SULFA camp are also suspected to be the perpetrators in this case. 

On consideration of the above factors, the evidence and the surrounding vircurnstances, i,t is 
considered to be safe and beyond reasonable doubt to confine the identity of killers to the persons 
named in evidence, namely, Shri Rusvelt Rabha, Shri Jagannath Sangma, @ Sira, Shri Ritnku 
Chowdhury. Shri Dhanpati Medhi. Shri Gautam Sanna@ Munna Sanna, Shri Jayanta Rabha1@ 
Tepa and Shri Lakhan Nath only. The accomplices may include the other named persons who 
accompanied in the vehicles, as also all the Government agencies, that individually or 
institutionally aided, abetted, excited, instigated and facilitated the commission of the crime and 
omission to do what was to be done in the case.. . · 

(C) Wb~ther tberewas conspiracy io targetingtbe ~ictim aod the motin behind killinl~· 
This tennis replied in two pa.rts,namely, ) .Conspiracy in targeting. 2 .. Motive behind killing .. 

l.Conspiracy in Targeting the Victim.·Conspiracy.in the context of the instant inquiry,will 
mean criminal conspiracy as defined in Section 1 26A of JPC which is as follows: . 
"When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done 
(I ) An i lie gal Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a criminal 
conspiracy: 

Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount t.o a 
criminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or :nore p~rti~$ to sud, 
~arvem•n• in P"nt•uu'loo thoreof. 
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ExplanationAt is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such 
agreement or is· merely incidental to that object. 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section 107 ofthe lndian Penal Code (IPC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or . . 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or persons or person~ an any conspuacy 

for the doing of that thing .if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that conspuacy , 
and in order to the doing of that thing~ or 

Thirdly. institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 
Explanation -l .A person who. by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealmen1t of a 

material fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures. or attempts to cause or 
procure,a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing; or (Illustration omitted) ...... . 

Explanation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act. does 
anything in order to facilitate the commission of that act. and thereby facilitates the commission 
thereof, is said to aid the doing of that act". 

The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para 1 0 of the Introductory 
Part I of the earlier report; the same is referred to ... The question whether there was any cons.piracy 
or not in the killing ofTapan Das has to be decided on the basis of the law, and facts in evidence 
on record. 1n case the answer is in the affirmative, then also the question will be as to who W(ere the 
conspirators? h is in evidence that the named persons on several earlier occasions tried to inltercept 
and take Shri Tapan Das with them.and that on the day of occurrence aJso Shri Jagannath S11mgma 
and Ohanpati Medhi came to Tapan Das' e in search of him at I 0 A.M. and t 2 noon, and al:so that 
C.i Shri Upen Bora and Shri Nitya Ranjan Mahabta also enquired during the day. Alii these 
showed that there was a course of action to be taken by different authorities and persons 

The persons who participated in the ace of actual killing on the fateful night, must haye been 
the same or their agents and accomplices and as such, there could be no other answer thun that 
there was criminal conspiracy in the killing. of Tapan Das .. Tapan Das . Therefore, there co,uld be 
no doubt that forecomers having been a part of the conspiracy .The then Chief Minister published 
press appeals to the members of ULF A families to persuade their ULF A members to give u1p path 
of violence and surrender. This implied the consequences to those who were still something to do 
with the ULFA. The deliberate ulfocide policy engulfed him. 

There is evidence to show that the SULF As were enjoying protection from the polic~:. This 
may have disabled the police from taking the right action against the SULF As in this case. Similar 
situation was found in case ofNaJbari police sheltering SULFAs.lndeed the police. SULFA nexus 
has been submitted in arguments by the learned counsel for the Commission, the l,eamed 
SeniorGovemment Advocate, and the parties. This means that the SULFA emerged as an extra
constitutional authority. In case the SULFA were such a body of persons and were used by police 
either as an auxiliary, or as the striking arm, they would aJso be pan of the conspiracy . . We have 
already discussed that as conspiracies are often hacched in srcrecy. these circumstantial evidence 
will be relevant and admissible. In the killing of Tapan Das not only there were 5/6 persons. in the 
act of killing, but also there was a course of conduct involving the deciders of the course of action 
culminating in the killing. Considering the facts of th.is case in light of definition of conspiracy, it 
can surely be held that there was a long drawn course of action amounting to conspiracy. Tile 
manner of planning and execution of the act of killing show that there mu~t al~ hav~ t,ee" !IIOme 
authnritau"• •uuran111• of .. rat)' to tho kJIIcrra aner the act ~as completed. Therelbre, II Is he:ld that 
there was conspiracy in this killing case. 
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11. Motive.behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and th~ ultimate: 
Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of P.W 1 that Subama Rabha's WJdow Smu 
Phuleswari Rabha deposed that there could be no other reason for kUling of her husband Sub~trna 
R.abha, except for that his brother Shri Nirbhoi B.abha was in the ULF A. This stateme~t was not 
challenged in cross-examination. Therefore, there could be no doubt that forwamers havmg been a 
part of the conspiracy .The then Chief Minister published press appeals to the members of U LF A 
families to persuade their ULF A members to give up path of violence and surrender, the Anny, the 
CRPF and the police accordingly advised the families, and also forewarned that consequence:s of 
failure to do so would not be good for the family and persuaded the members ofSubarna's fa11nily 
in that line. The fact that there was a request made to the literary organizations and Sahitya Sabhas 
of the State to persuade the ULFAs to surrender is in the deposition of the then Chief Minister 
Mahanta. A course of conduct by different agencies towards similar persuatuin and the 
forewarning that in case of failure to effect surrender consequences would not be good for the 
family of Subama Rabha, and thereafter finally culminating in hiskilling support such a conclusion 
beyond reasonable doubt..Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence of this case also 
showed that it was the consistent pattern to follow. One may question why, in face of the 
constitutional and legal right for every citizen to freedom of thought and belief, freedom of 
association, the relatives need be pressurized to bring their wards back to peace talks, and 'why 
relatives who failed to do so should be mentally tortured and reign of terfror let loose and when 
even then they failed, they should be secretly killed ? The way in which, and with which Suh:ama 
Rabha has been kiiJed leaves no doubt that the killers enjoyed complete immunity for their act:s of 
killing, The way in which in this case, as in aJI other Goal para cases, the investigations were made 
to fizzle out and the F.R: (Final Report was submitted shows that the police has been in 
collaboration with the killers. All these also prove that the entire scheme is being remote
orchestrated from the top of the department.. Those in helm of the Depannents must be !held 
accountable and need be brought to justice. The matter being of criminal nature proof must be 
beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence in series of cases with common characteristics lead to such 
a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from those who 
harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a consequence is the motive for an 
action. The ULFAmember of the family has been executed brutally, only for his belonging to the ULFA. 
for a status offence without any sanction o'r law and in blatant violation of the victim''s Legal, 
Constitutional and Human rights. Intention and motive are often used synonymously. The motive was 
the perpetuatgion of the AGP rule in the State of Assam by villainy, treachery and monsterouts cruelty 
and dangerous propensity. In Criminal Jaw the question of motive is not material where there· is direct 
evidence of ·the acts of the accused .. Motive are often used synonymously. The motive was the 
perpetuatgion of the AGP rule in the State of Assam by villainy, treachery and monsterous cmelty and 
dangerous propensity . In Criminal law the question of motive is not material where there is direct 
evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts themselves are sufficient to disclose the intention of the 
actor. In such cases while.motive is immaterial, intention is material. . In the Explanation to section 161 
IPC "a motive or reward for doing is illustrated as - a person who receives a gratification as a motive 
for doing what he does not intend to do, or as a reward for doing what he has not done. In thi s sense. 
motive of the killing will mean that for which the killer has committed the killing, and without which he 
would not have done it. We have to ascertain from the circumstances. anterior, present and posterior to 
the incident.of killing, The anterior circumstances were that Tapan Da" was 11 member of the ~e.~ec 
""'tit UI.P~ Th .. - had "-" uonauant el'!brts Jn Assam .to . solve the Insurgency problem Cl"eated by 
ULF A and similar outfits in the region. Use of force attained limited success Some of the extremists 
have left the country and have taken shelter in foreign countries.Their whereabouts being not J(Jlown to 
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the anti-insurgepcy authorities, One possible way was to request the members of the foreign1 sheltered 
leaders of the banned outfits and request them to exercise their relationship influence to give Uip the path 
of insurgency and come to the normal stream in the country. None could find any fault in such efforts. 
That such a move was there in case of Tapan Das is evident in this case. However, if undue influence. 
coercion, or violence is resorted to, that may be illegal, punishable and violative of fundamental and 
human rights. More sowhen secret killings are resorted to as in this case. 

(0) Pinpointing responsibllityoo persons involved directly or iodiredly in commissi;on of 
killing. 

This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct evidence, 
we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is forthcoming in such 
extents and measures as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons involved. 

Fortunately also the term of reference mentions"involved directly or indirectly in commi,ssion 
of killing" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence rnrher thsn on isolated oneB. We 
have therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a conclusion beyond reasonable 
doubt, for pinpointing responsibility. Besides what are found in relevant pieces of evidenc•i:. the 
common characteristics found in each individual case also throw some light. We have, of course, 
to follow the genera] principles of evidence enunciated by the authorities on evidence,in 
pinpointing the responsibility beyond reasobanlde doubt in this case. 

The Best Evidence Rule-."Phipson on Evidence,'' 91J1 ed. P. 51 under caption : "The Best 
Evidence Rule. Strict Proof' Says; "The maxim that "the best evidence must be given ofwhi<:h the 
nature of the case permits." has often been regarded as expressing the great fundamental principle 
upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, however, it played a conspicuous part lin the 
early history of the subject, the maxim- at the present day affords but little practical guidance:. The 
applicability of the rule depends on the nature of the subject to be proved. In the compliicated 
nature of things today the emphasis has somewhat changed. (P. 53) According to Phipson,."ln 
the ,present day, then, it is not true that the best evidence must, or even may, always be given, 
though its non-production may be matter for comment or affect the weight of that whiich is 
produced.All admissible evidence is in general equally receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is 
no longer excluded by direct, and even in criminal cases the c:orpu.s delicti may generallly be 
established by either species, or, indeed, by \he defendant's mere admissions out of Court'' . 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy: and that circumstantial 
evidence is generally available in such cases . . The similarity of the cases in this group of seven 
cases is, therefore, relevant and admissible, Commonness with those of the earlier gmup is 
obvious. · 

Best on "The Principles of The Law of Evidence." (9"' ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) said: 

6. "With regard to intensity of persuation. the faculties of the human mind are compreh~:nded 
in the genera, knowledge and judgment. I. By "knowledge" strictly speaking. is meant an ;actual 
perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas ~ and it is only to sruch a 
perception that the term "certainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is intuitive whe'n this 
agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of the ideas themsdves; 
demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced from a comparision each 
v.ith intervening ideas which bas a constant and immutable connection with them, as in th~~ case 
of malhempfjgai \ndhJ~ of whieh 1ne min .. h•• ...... ., in thtt J'rAQf•, ""~ '••ti)' rnm .. an tn• ...... ,.>'At 
our senses. we obtain a perception of the senses the existence of external objects, our knowledge is 
said to be sensitive. But knowledge and ceTtainty are constantly used in a secondary sense. which 
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it is important not to overlook; viz, as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable convictio,n; as 
when we say that such a one received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we 
are certain or mo.rally certain, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

7. 2. "Judgment'', "the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledge in respect of 
intensity of persuation, plays quite as important· a part in human speculation and action, and, as 
connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty by which our 
minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true or false, by the aid of 
intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant and immutable, or is not 
perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that agreement or 
disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or preswned from its conformity or repugnancy to 
our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgement is often based on the testimony vouching 
their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch of the former, as our belief in suchi cases 
rests on a presumption of the accuracy and veracity of the narrators." 

The observation , accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, imptOrtant. 
However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. Deka has stated 
about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to be cautious on the 
appreciation of evidence. 

The following common characteristics of the first group of seven cases are found also in 
this case while answering its terms theof reference, so as to justify the fmding of a general plan 
or'Ulfocide"i.e.,deliberate killing ofULF As and their families and relatives, on their basis, namely : 

I. That this killing involved an ULFA family, being that of the ULFA Tapam Das, and its 
investigation fizzling out.. . . 

2. As in other cases, this killing, ofTapan Das, was committed in the night. 

3 .. The assailants covered their faces with black wrappers and caps, to avoid being identified. 
4. The weapon used in killing were a firarms of prohibited bores being .32/.38 bores generally 

found in police-military situations 
5. The firearms being of prohibited bores, forensic examination of the material exhibits was 

avoided .. or unduly delayed. The report was coUected long after. Investigation fizzled out.. 
6. The vehicles used were reportedly without number plate which was never seized or taken 

into custody. 

7. There were police patrolling in the crime areas prior and posterior to, but not during the 
killing. 

\~,· -8. That the amty was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus in the 
killing. some·of the latter being constituted into an extra-constitutional authority and used as the 
cxecutioners.the modus operantlii being to visit Jhe family, ask members to per.watle ils ULFA 
member to surrende, failing which. to send advance tean to locate and survey the house, then to 
send armed and masked persons to shoot him/them dead or take him/them away and kill them 
secretly and throw the body/bodies somewhere,. In this case killing was at 10.30.P.M. at nigh.t.. 

9. There was genera] resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ Chief 
Minister.. 

,....--Jo. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA an accused despite 
clues in "e mind or the officers. who were seen side by side with the culprits .. 

1 t. ·rht! IIWt:sugatlon did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime perpetrated .. 
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12. That modem scientific methods of investigadon, finger/foot prints~ dog-squads were never 
used. · 

13. No condolence message-was sent from the Govt. of Assam to the victim family. . . 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was 111ade or offered by the then Govt. of Assam.m lhts 
case. 
15 In this case death penalty has been imposed for ~·status offences," on Tapan Das. 
for being a member of ULF A .. 

\.J..&.· From this case "remote orchestration" by Home is discernible . 
. The remote was supposed to be at Home., so as to justify the conclusion of rc!mote

orchestration by the State authoritieS"'for ''0 lfoCiae; that is, deliberate Killing of ULF As antd their 
families and relatives by treachery and cruelty. 

This conclusion is based on the evidence and similarities of the seven cases in almost aJI 
repects,with those of the earlier group of case which could not be so, unless there was remote 
orchestration from higher authorities. 

Considering the evidence on record and the surrounding circumstances it is considen:d to 
be safe and beyond reasonable doubt to pinpoint the responsibility of involved persons t()' Shri 
Rusvelt Rab~ Shri Jagannath Sangma. Shri Rinku Chowdhury Shri Dhanpati Medhi, Shri 
Munna Sanna and Shri Jayanta Rabha@ Tepa. only .. The accomplishes may include the other 
named persons who accompanied in the vehicles, as also all the Government agencies, that 
individually and institutionally aided, abetted, excited, instigated and facilitated the commission of 
the crime .. 

(E) Recommeadations to prennt recurrence of such killings. 
With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such killings, the 

Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely, ( l) the immediate. and (2) the 
long tenn. 

(I) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismande the 
existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory order. but o,nJy an 
arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and operation of the 
anned forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt. "in aid of civil power" of 
the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the State Govt. The Structure itself envisages its 
review after every three months. and there is no limit to the review and may even envis:age its 
disrnanlling. The parties concerned may agree to dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create 
it. The constitutional position as to deployment of the anned forces and other forces of the U111ion in 
a Slate has already been discussed in para 14 of ... pazt I. INTRODUCTORY." of the repon and is 
referred to in this context. The deployment of the annc:d forces and other forces of the Union. in the 
State of Assam has been "in aid of the civil power of the State."ln case of the civil power of the 
State being sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems. ex hypothesi, there is no need of anned 
forces or other forces of the Union for the State .. The anned forces and other forces of the Union 
were deployed to cope with the intemaJ disturbance thought to have been caused by the activ,ities of 
the bannc:d outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed area under the 
Disturbed Areas Act This could have also been the position under Anicle 355 of the Constitu:tion of 
Jndia. as for internal disturbance There has been no question of external aggression. However. the 
internal disturbance has to a great extent been under control. The life in the State has become 
normal. The last Assembly election couJd be held without any disturbance. thanks to the co
operation of the local banned outfits. This may be an appropriate time for efTective talks with thf" 
loc:ai outfit• to oh~c:rvc ccue nre. nr.n for a shon pertod,. say. six months. and ror gradually longer 
and longer periods. and for restoration of mormalcy and confinement of I he annc:d fora:s and other 
forces of the Union to the barracks. and on continuation and as!lUrance of normalcy. ultimately 
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withdraw, on an assurance of peace on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their 
bans themselves. To achieve this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outfits, th(~ State 
Government and the Central Govt would be necessary; and there is no reason why such talks should 
not succeed.Restoration of normalcy . Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified 
Command Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be maintained and 
insurgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the public are serious in this 
restoration of normalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation cannot be brought 
about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked out in 
consultation and cooperation.among the Government. the political parties, student organizations, the 
outfits and the general public. Restoration of normalcy will also effect economy.Meanwhile,, in the 
interest of peace and tranquility, except punishmentunder the law, there shoild be no witch hunting. 
Constututionally speaking. restoration of normalcy is the terminus of internal disturbances and army 
deployment in the State. 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution 1and the 
laws in carrying out each and eyery function of the government. All the departments of the 
Government must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory provisions of the 
Constitu1ion of India. ln other words, the loog term measures may include, in the long run, the 
faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the laws of the country, The 
Centre-State relationship. must also be in accordance with the mandates of the Constitution. 
Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be helpful in this regard. Manusmriti 
said (Buller) VIII, 351. ''By killing an assassin the slayer incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in 
public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils upon fury." 386."That king in whose town lives no thief, 
no adulterer no defamer. no man guilty of violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of 
Sakra (lndra)";420. "A king who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated 
above, and removes all sin, reaches the highest state (of bliss)'' Sukra(harya's Dandaniti i!l based 
on danda , meaning, punishment. Ancient sages said that without danda matsyanyaya will prevail 
and the strong will devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajna will be swooped at by 
crows. Dandd keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness ilil them. 
but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the socie:ty. The 
norms and laws of today are not materially different.Secret killing amounts to denial of all the 
constitutional, legal and human rights to the k.ijled, and violation of all these rights by the killer. If 
killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths taken by them on assulmption 
of public offices. The society need be protected from the people with such dangerous prope:nsities. 
It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, fury generates fury and that brutalities g~enerate 
more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even keel of the society and some e:xcesses 
commited by some elements had to be checked by equally harsh measures, but that would not 
justify the lawfully established Government in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibi'lities to 
extra-Constitutional organs zeopardizing the legal.fundarnental and human rights of the citizens of 
soverign, socialist and democratic Republic of lndia .. Those who arc entrusted by the people to 
govern them. ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India and the 
relevant laws. rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They sh,ould be 
aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State against the:ir State 
itself. Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life, liberty, freedoms, non-discrimination 
etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govern, secretly 
or openly. They must not harbour anv kind (If hatred or die;! ike 0'1 !'!:!Me~C3!, :e! ::l!C!.;$, .;:~rliiT.un.-:. : . 
"'•i•l. •thnl• . ......... Jtl•lurtuet.or or ttny son whatever. Al the minimum they should be true to their 
oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in any fonn and manner .. While no training coUJrse will 
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be appropriate. considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and discussions 
at government levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is 'the first resort of the people for protection of their life, !liberty, 
propertyetc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to help 
police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is one of~he best 
in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed, some officers, by 
tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and decision in modem crimes and c1riminal 
practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police training College. They should 
undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other present day crimes and. crime 
prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the P'Osition 
in which the SULFAs found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their er:stwhile 
colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate peotection. But 
using their services as "guides, "spotters" trouble-shooters and ccllaborators in police functions 
could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far Jess their being used as 
the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be bereft of the hallowed positions, 
and give them fair field and no favour, at least following the insolvency principle of allowing the 
declared insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the erstwhile affected people will adore o·r avoid 
them will be a different matter altogether. Of course, this principle is not applicable in criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and politi<:al , the 
principle of "respomdent superior"' will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at the 
lower levels. higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to proper punishments. 
So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned, the principle of collective 
resplonsibility may apply to all those who were forming Govtmment in the State at the relevant 
period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever they happen to be. 
during the period when the violation of Constitutional and legal rights of the affected citizenst whose 
fundamental and o01er legal and human rights were violated during their governance. But even here 
the insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also be given fair field and no 
favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting of any sort. How 
the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of course, be an entirely different matter. 
As already said, this Insolvency principle is not' applicable in criminal law. 

(F) Any other matter related or relevant to the inquiry 
Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation , ex graci;a, or on 

some reason'!ble basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. In case of any 
mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families, the welfare State considers 
it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the affected persons and families, as the case may lbe. 1t is 
more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate or even remote 
cause of the misery . The rendering of rescue, relief and recompense does not in any way amount to 
any fault on the part of the State. It is really praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to 
have instantly announced such reliefs and rehabilitation packagew, and offer in appropriate cases 
employments to the surviving eligible members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes tlbe very 
bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. Even the Legislature has now provided for payment of 
suitahle "no-fault liability" irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant case the bread 
"!am!ng patriarch of~~e farr.!9!y !te.s bee~ shot dead and"r.lhe ci·:.-:.;mslaraul\ oisc:us...d in th• ""~-. 

'The public prosecution may result in punishment of the culprit, but that itself will bring no 
financial and livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors, including the: monor 
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children of the bereagved family. The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior cou111Sel for 
the Commission ind the learned Senior Government Advocate, and for the ends of distributive 
justice, doth hereby direct the State Government of Assam to pay to the survivors of the victim, for 
the benefit of the family, a sum • of Rs.S,OO,OOO (Rupees five lakhs). 
forthwith. More than seven years have already elapsed, and it brooks no farther delay. 

1 

(10) 

SHRJ MAHESH NA TH KILLING CASE 

Goalpara P.S. Case No. l/99 . 

(Date of occurrence. l . l. 99) 

By this Commission's order dated 5.4.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred 010 it by 
the Government of Assam's Notification No.PLA.331/2005/2 dated 3rd September 2005, in 
continuation of the earlier Notification No.PLA 331/2005/1 dated 22.8 .2995, after heari1ng the 
applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Govt.Advocate. 
Assam. and in the interest of justice. it has taken up this case for inquiry. 

By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commiaain is to inquire into. in each case. the 
following terms of reference, and any other matters with recommendations, if any. namely: 

"(a) Circumstances, in each case. leading to the killing of its victim. 

(b) Identity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c) To find if here was conspiracy in targeting Mahesh Hath and the motive behind killing .. 

(d) To pinpoint responsibility on persons involved directly or indirectly in the killing. 

(e) To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing. 

( f) Any other matter related to or relev8Jlt to the purpose of this inquiry;., 

.. (A) Circum~tances l~ading to the killing ofShri Mabesb Nath. 

Mahesh Nath (45). son of Surendra Nath joined ULFA and was arrested by Army from 
Rangsal Tiapa'ra L.P. School and was jailed for 5 yearss in connection with his involvement in 
explotion of Bomb in Kokrajhar district. .On his discharge from jail, he beca.J'QC a school teacher in 
Goalpara district. He was also an adviser of MASS 

On 1.1.99 Mahesh Nath (50 years) along with Bhagirath Nath. son of l.atetJagendra Ch. Nath 
of Rampur. Agia. and Nirmal Biawas of Bapujinagar, Goalpara. went to Paik.Jl by cycles and was 
coming hack when he reached Muslimpara. one Gypsy and one Ambassador car, coming from 
Goalpara side on NH 37 intercepted and called him as Mahtshdo and forcibly dragging him into a 
\"Chicle. kidnapped him towards Naothowa village under Krishnai Outpost of Dudhnoi P.S and shot 
him dead with sophisticated weapons. There has been evidence in Tapan Das killing case thut there 
was one small StJI.F A camo under Oudhnoi P S. TI-e tttking of \A~hes~ '!\'~!~ ~c !<.:.!~!.: ~!.'' ~e·1: 
_, ~ueo .... ,., .,., WILli a small tJUI..J#A camp. AcCording to Bhaglrath Nath the ~armed 
kidnappers were 5/6 in number. An Ez.ahar was lodged, to the above effect. on 2.1.99 at the 
Krishnai Outpost. and the In/ Charge thereof making a General Diary entry forwarded the Ej1ahar to 
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the O.C., GoaJpara Sadar P.S .. The dead body was kept at the Krishnai Outpost. The O.C. Goalpara 
P .S. on that bSsis registered its Case No. 1/99 (uls.365/302/34 l.P.C. & s.25(1) (a) of Amus Act.) 
and entrusted the investigatioq to Shri Kamaleswar Bora, In/Charge, Agia Outpost ofGoalpara P_S_ 

On 2.1.99 P.W. t Shri Birendra Kumai Nath, uncle (father's younger brother) of Mahesh 
Nath. was infonned from the Agia Outpost, that a dead body was lying at the Krisnai Outpost. At 
about 8 A.M. he, along with his son-in-law Joychandra Nath, Tarini Kanta Nath brother-in-law of 
Mahesh Nath, arrived at Krishnai Outpost and identified the dead body to be of Mahesh Natltl. They 
saw probably three bullet injuries on the body covered by blood clots, and sent it to the Goalpara 
Civil Hospital for post-mortem examinatio~ on ·completion whereof it was returned to the family 
members. 

P. W. 4 Dr Shyamalendu Das who perfonned the post-mortem found two injuries on tlhe dead 
body of Mahesh Nath. 

t . A vertical lacerated injury about 2 inches wide on the left side of the neck, destroying underlying 
curves completely.The entry and exit points could not be indicated as the entire muscle oft!he neck 
was blown off by tbe bullet. 

2. Caused injury above the left knee. 
According to the doctor both the injuries were caused by sophisticated rifles, may be by the same rifle. 

The injuries were antemortem and rigor mortis was present, and death must have been caused 
before less thean 36 hours of post mortem examination. 

On 2.1.99 P.W. 1 Shri Birendra Kumar Nath, uncle (father's younger brother) of Mahesh Nath. 
was infonned from the Agia Outpost, that a dead body was lying at the Krisnai Outpost. At about 8 
A.M. he, along with his son-in-law Joychandra Nath, Tarini Kant.a Nath brother-in-law of Mahesh 
Nath. arrived at Krishnai Outpost and identified the dead body to be of Mahesh Nath.TI,ey saw 
probably three bullet injuries on the body covered by blood clots, and sent it to the Goalpara Civil 
Hospital for post- mortem examination, on completion whereof it was returned to the family 
members. 

P.W. 4 Dr Shyamalendu ,Das who pe rformed the post-mortem found two injuries on the dead body 
of Mahesh Nat h. 

I. A vertical lacerated injury about 2 inches wide on the left side of the neck, de1stroying 
underlying curves completely.lbe entry and exit point could not be indicated as the entire muscle of 
the neck was blown off by the bullet. 

2. Caused injury abov~ the left knee. 
According to the doctor both the injuries were caused by sophisticated rifles, may b.: by the 

same rifle.The injuries were antemortem and rigor mortis was present, and death must have been 
caused before less thean 36 hours of post mortem examination. 

Kusum Bala said that Nirmal Biswas told her that the inmates of the Maruti van were in civil 
dress, the time was 4/5 P.M .• but she was not told whether they were armed or nqt. She did not any 
way suspect Ninnal Biswas as he helped a lot when Mahesh Nath was undergoing an opeiation in 
Goalpara Civil hospital. And Mahesh himself said that he was almost like a "bhagi" to their 
family.She was second wife of Mahesh Nath, and they had four daughters from the first wife ;and two 
sons and a daughter by her. She further said that after the death of her husband the then AGP MLA 
never visited their house, while Mr. Jyotish Das, MLA from East GoaJpara came, consoled her and 
tried for her appointment and himself handed over the appoiubment letter to her as a School teacher 
and she used to get Rs.5,200 as salary per month. 

(B)Tbe identity of the killen and their accomplices, if any. 
The killing of Mahesh Nath was secret not as to time ilnd manner of killing, but as to the identity 

of the killers and theiraccomplishes. It is a developed principle of Jaw that accomplices are the~ parties 
to the crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the crime, accomplices are divided into 
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perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites or helps the co~ission of a cr1~e by 
the perpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the person who in law ~rf?nns the .c~~e. More pn!cls~ly, 
the perpetrator is the person who.being directly struck at by the cnmmal proh~bJtJon, offe~ds agamst 
it with the necessary mens rea or' negligence. Thus, accomplishes include, whtle accessones t:xclude 
the perpetrator of the crime. However, oftem they are used as synonymous. 

The identity of the killers and their accomplices bas to be based on evidence on record. 
P.w. 1 Shri Birendra Kr. Nath deposed that to his knowledge, Mahesh Nath joined the AGP. On 

1.1.99 while P.W.l was sitting in his shop, he saw Mahesh Nath and Ninnal Biswas, who was also 
in AGP, going towards Krishnai where probably some meeting was held. The witness knew Mahesh 
Nath to be a highly enthusiastic and active young man. During his student days he was an active 
student leader, and during the Assam movement Shri P.K.Mahanta, the then President of the AASU, 
subsequently the Chief Minister of Assam, Akan Rabha and many others visited Mahesh Nath's 
house . When the AGP split into two, around 1991, namely, the AGP and the New AGP, Mahesh 
Nath and his friends sided with Bhrigu Kumar Phukan, and consequently, Mahesh Nath and his 
friends became eye sore to the other group, namely, that ofPrafulla Kumar Mahanta. It was !his firm 
belief that Mahesh Natb was killed as a result of this political rift by Maahanta's group. 

It is to be noted that Shri Prafulla Kumar Mahanta denied the above allegation in his alffidavit ; 
and he prayed for permission to cross-examine Shri Biren Nath in that context. The Commission 
granted his prayer and fixed 25.11 .2006 for cross-examination of Shri Biren Nath who was duly 
notified to be present. However. on that date, 25.1 0.2006 the Commission sat at Goalp:ara .but 
neither Shri Prafulla Kumar Mahanta nor his learned counsel appeared before the Commission. The 
principle of natural justice was fully complied with by the Commission in tt6 regard . 

The witness stated so to an earlier investigation team which recorded his statem•ent and 
suggested to him to state that Mahesh Nath was killed two days earlier than 1.1.99, which he 
refused to do and repeated that Mahesh Nath's death was a secret killing orchestrated hy llhe then 
Govt. of Prafulla Kumar Mahanta 
P.W. 1 slso said that Mahesh Nath was arrested by police about two years before the incidlent. but 

he was not a S\,JLFA. Mahesh Nath's parents were alive, his first daughter was married, second 
unmarried. his two sons were only 4/3 years at the time of his death. His ~1fe was P.U pas:sed and 
was apponted schooJ teacher by the Govt. after his death. He knew SULF As and their activilties, e.g .. 
they used to stop running trucks and demand money from them. There were SULF As in Agi;a area. 
P.W. 2.was Smti Kusum Bala Nath wife o(Shri Mahesh Nath. She said that her husband went out 

with Nirmal Biswas that day, but did not come to their house for about ten days thereafter. When he 
came, she asked him what happened and was told by Nirmal Biswas that on J. 1.99 he and Mahesh 
Nath went to the house of Mahesh's elder sister Panchami's house at Paikan and after talking tea 
there, both of them were returning home on bicycles when they found one Maruti van coming 
towards Paikan stopped n$ them and dragged Mahesh Nath into the van and fled away. Asked 
why Biswas did not report the matter to the family of Mahesh Nath, his reply was that he himself 
was so much terrified that he hid himself all those days and could not muster courage to come out. 
Kusum Bala said that Nirmal Biswas told her that the inmates of the Maruti van were in civil dress. 
the time was 4/5 P.M., but she was not told whether they were armed or not.She did not suspect 
anyway suspect Nirmal Biswas as he helped a lot when Mahesh Nath was undergoing an operation 
in Goalpara Civil hospital. and Mahesh himself said that he was almost like a "bhagi" to their 
family. She was second wife of Mahesh Nath, and they had four daughters from the first "~ife and 
two sons and a daughter by her. Sue further said that after the dcathof her husband the th1en AG p 
fl,.(l.A, ".".., wl•l..cl lh•ll nouM, ~nue Mr. JyoUsn Das, ~LA from east ('J,C)alpara came, consoled 
her and tried for her appointment and himself handed over' the appoiubment letter to her as 111 Schiik 
teacher and she used to get Rs.5,200 as salary per month. 
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P.W. 3 Shri Puran Ch. Nath, deposed that his elder brotherf Mahesh Ch. N~th, was ~ ~~tudent 
leader and w&S close associate of Jyotish Ch, Oas and a confident of AASU pres1dent Shn Prafulla 
Kumar Mahanta during tbe Assam Agitation, but dwing the second stint of the AGP 0<~~·. he 
became critical of some of that Govt's activities and started openly criticizing the Govt actJvtttes, 
and thus incurred the displeasure of the Govt and perhaps, that was the reason why he was killed by 
"secret killers".ln cross-examination Puran said that he lodged the ejahar at the Krishnai Outpost 
and the receiving 1/C asked him to produce the two persons with whom Mahesh Nath was last ~een 
together. Nirmal Biswas and Bhagirath Nath were produced and he asked what happened. Bbaguath 
said that when they three were coing from Paikan, a white Maruti van intercepted by blocking the 
way and dragged Mahesh Nath into the vehicle, and when Mahesh resisted, he was surrounded by 
516 tribal looking face covered persons, at gWl point, and forcibly made him board, and sped away. 
Bhagirah was a co-villager and theatrical performer. The witness also suspected Ninnal Bisvvas and 
he said so to police. He also said that they were not at all satisfied with the investigation of tlhe case 
by police; on the other hand about six months of death, they were called to the Outpost antd were 
asked, by the same person to whom the FIR was submitted. to withdraw the case altogether and 
took our sifnature on a written white paper. 

N.W.2 Shri Upendra Chandra Bora the then Inspector and O.C . of GoaJpara Sadar P.S. 
deposed that on 2.1.99 an FIR was lodged at the Krisnai Outpost ofDudhnoi P .S. and the In-Charge 
ofK.risnai Outpost, after making a G.O. entry, forwarded the same to the O.C of the Goalpar:a Sadar 
P.S. On receipt of the FlR. and making a G.D. entry, registered the Goalpara P,S case No 1.199 and 
entrusted its investigation to S.l. Shri Kamal Bora In-Charge of Agia Outpost of Goalpcllra P .S. 
However, the responsibility of supervising the investigation of the case remained vested in him as 
O,C, Jn view of that responsibility, he proceeded to the place of kidnapping, i.e., Tulkura in 
Bhimajuli Muslim para by the side of N.H. 37 between Goalpara and Guwahati. The 1.0. also 
accompanied him to the P.O. and examined the spot and some of the villagers in his presence, The 
bicycle and two bags, one red and the other green, of Mahesh Nath which were at Tuku1ra were 
seized and brought to Bhimajuli The dead-body of Mahesh Nath having been found within the 
jurisdiction ofK.rishnai outpost Wlder Goalpara P.S., it entrusted its investigation to Shri Sarat Das 
to investigated the case and Shri Das completed the inquest and the post-mortem examination and 
forwarded those papers to Goalpara Sadar P.S. With the Goalpara 1.0. the O.C then proceeded to 
the P.O. of murder of Mahesh Nath at Naothowa village amd re-examined all the witnesses already 
earlier examined by Krishai 1.0. and engaged sources and Wldertook searches and raids in Garopara 
and Takobari forest villages on suspicion of one John Clip Sangma of Garopara village was not 
available. However, John Clip having already . been arrested in oonnection with another 1case by 
application he was shown as amested in this case and he was taken into custody but when no clue 
was availa~le from him, he was reverted to Court. Having found no clue he, as C.l. sugges'led that 
the case be returned in F.R. and the AddL S.P. (HQ) approved the same in F.R. No. 4:5 dated 
27.5.200 and the same was forwarded to C.J.M., Goalpara for acceptance, the complainantt being 
notified of F.R. by the LO. of the case, within less than six months of the date of occurrence. 

The C.D. shows that the S.P. Shri T. Thangneu issued a suoervisory note on 
Shri Bora said that at the time of kidnapping Mahesh Nath was not alone but with two other 

persons, Shri Ninnal Biswas and Bhagirath Nath .. Ninnal Biswas was examined on 10.5.99 while 
Bhagirath was examined on 4.1 .99 Nirmal Biswas was avoiding police and so he could not be 
examined earlier, but he was not suspected as Bhagirath already gave the story earlier antd none 
suggested Nirmal Buswas as having something to do with the k.illing.Answering a questio•n as to 
whether the)' suspected St JLFA" th• o .c ... pliod that th..,ro wu nuthln~ \O link the ~ULt' A. tn this 
case and therefore they did not suspect any SULFA in thi~ case. He said that he beard th21t some 
ULFAs, and their family members were killed earlier but he did not know that SULFAs were 
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involved in such cases. though be knew about there having been a clash between the ULF As and the 
SULFAs., He however admitted that it was a principle of investigation that a _Person who hnd any 
enmity or bad relation with the deceased had to be interrogated, But, he ~d ~t there was no 
SULFA to be suspected that way at Goalpara. :ro a question as to how he dtstmgutshed betvveen a 
SULFA 10 be suspected and one not to be suspected, he replied that they were not susjpected 
bet-ausc he did not fmd any clue against them. He admitted that it was not the principle that unless 
there is some clue none should be interrogated He also admitted that he could &nest a ~;on on 
suspicion and that suspicion and clue were not the same thing. He said.that Mahesh Nath cri1ticised 
the functioning of the then Government, but he did not then know that he was an ULF A though he 
later came to know that he was. He denied the suggestion that Mahesh Nath was critical of the 
Government and thereby earned displeasure of the Govt, and that was why he was killed~ and that 
the police knew who were the culprits and therefore mede the investigation as an eye-wash and did 
not fmd any clue. It is correct that that Clue means trace or track. Clueless means trace or tnLckless. 
Tbe trace or track was laid by the vehicle that ' took away Mahesh Nath. and that was t1old by 
Bhagirath and Ninnal Biswas. But there was no investigation pursuing the vehicle and the person . . 

On the basis of evidence as discussed abovem the fact that Mahesh Nath was an ULF'A and 
after he was jailed for five years, he was silenlly serving as a school teacher and also as an Ad\iser 
of MASS. That he incurred the displeasure of the then AGP Government Jed by Shri Pnfulla 
Kumar Mahanta.by criticising its activities and also joining the New A.C.P. were established. the 
statement that he was killed by the Prafulla Kumar Mahanta's faction was also not belied lby any 
evicence, So the perpetlators could be identified on that basis . There were 4/5 persons in the ,vehicle 
that intercepted Mahesh Nath's bicycle at Tukura near Muslimpara in kidnapping him thercfrorn. 
As Mahesh Nath was last seen together with them, they are to be held liable for his death unless 
othe~ ise explained by them. This has not been done in evidence, 'The collection of the infor1mation 
about the last journey of Shri Mahesh Nath from his elder sister Panchami' s Paikan house: could 
have involved several persons. The vehicle arrangement was another joint function. Th1erafter 
Mahesg Nath' s dead body was found under Krisnai Outpost. it was foubd under Agia outpost and 
information was liven by that outpost. It was learnt that that there was a SULFA camp at Oudhnoi 
and another at Krisnai. In the case of Tapan Das it was stated by a witness that there was u small 
SULFA camp at Krisnat outpost area and another under Dudhnoi P.S. area.The SULFA cump of 
Bapujinagar has been prominent in the sense that in some cases inmates of that camp have bcm 
named along with some SULFAs of Oudhnoi SULFA camp.lt was also learnt in Smti Ruma 
Brahma 's case that Shri Rinku Chaudhury of Dudhnoi had an Ambassador car. and the SULF As of 
Oudhnoi camp used a Maruti van. In this case there was some discrepancy as to whethcT the 9CCond 
vehicle was a van or a Gypsy. While the first information mentioned of Gypsy, 8hagin1th and 
Nirmal meyttioned van .. From the facts of the Ooalpara cases it appean that the killen nc:ed not 
ncces.sarily be of the place or police station of the crimc.of the crime. The white Ambassador, the 
white Maruti Gypsy and the White Maruti van t.ve been mor or le.<is common vehicles; and those 
have al\\ays bttn nomberfless or .. A.F ... s. (Applied for) . 

This case was the third of its kind in Goatpara district and the contoun of criminality ane now 
prominent However, from its modus operandi and it having involved an ULFA family. the Policc
SULF A nexus was identifiable, though the individual perpetrators may not have been from 
Goo.Jpara area itself. An aJmosr pmnanent SULFA camp at Goalrara Town has been 
accommodating a number of SUlfA leadCTS. There was evidence in another C&5C that there w.:re 
smaller StllfA camps under Dudhnoi P.S. in the hou.s.e of Rusvelt Rabha. and at Krisnai Oli.ltpost 
ara~. . TheM have hlen .,.,.,.ina - i.,.,.....,.. n-e.... .. ... -n•ha.....a '" '"" t)'po ur ~~. 
particularly when the deed body of the victim was found at Krisnai . and informed. The SlJLF'As of 
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Dudhnoi SULFA camp are suspected to be the perpetrators in this case. All Govt. agencies like the 
Police in unholy nexus and collaborators with the SULF As wil1 be the accomplices. . 

Considering the evidence irt this case in light of surrounding circumstances, partt.cularl~ the 
patent Police-SULFA unholy nexus, the identity of the killers, may be confined to Shri Bhag1rath 
Nath of Agia, Shri Nirmal Biswas of Bapujinagar (the two persons with whom Mahesh Nath _was 
last seen together), some car owning SULF As of Dudhnoi and Krisnai SULFA camps at tha1t lime. 
along with few leading SULF As of the then Bapujinagar SULFA camp of Goalpar:a, The 
accomplices may include aJI those who excited, instigated aided, abetted, helped or facilitated, 
individually, or institutionally, in the kidnapping and killing of Shri Mahesh Nath as evident in this 
case. 

(C)To find out whether there was eonspiracy in targeting and the motive behind kUling •. 
This term is replied in two parts, namely, conspiracy in targeting, and motive behind killing .• 

1. Conspincy.in targeting Mahesh Nath. Conspiracy. in the context ofthe instant inqu:iry,will 
mean criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section 126A of IPC as follows:. 

"when two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done .-
• (I) An i llegaJ Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a criminal 

conspiracy: 
Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a criminal 
conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to such agreement 
in pursuance thereof 

Explanation .It is immaterial whether the material act is the ultimate object of such agreement or ts 
merely incidental to that object .. 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code (I PC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy for the 
doing of that thing. if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that conspiracy ,. and in 
order to the doing of that thing ; or 
Thirdly. institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 
Explanation l .A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a material 
fact which he is bound to disClose, voluntarily causes or procures or attempts to cause or procure, a 
thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing; or (Illustration omitted) ...... . 
El'planation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does anything in 
order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the commission thereof, is said 
to aid the doing of that act". 
The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para 10 of the Introductory part of 
the earlier report; and the same is referred to ... The question whether there was any conspirac)( or not 
in the killing of Mahesh Nath has to be decided on the basis of the law, and facts in evid€:nce on 
record. In case the answer is in the affirmative, then also the question will be as to who were the 
conspirators ?. It is in evidence that Mahesh Nath was earlier arrested ani convicted in a bomb 
blast case and jailed for five years, and the fact that two persons participated in the act of 
acconpanying him at the time of his kidnapping and with whom he was last seen togethe1r in tbe 
fateful evenina, ahd his dead body found at Kritnai and taken tn Aaia outpoRt, th•re CJAn b. no other 
answer than that there was criminal conspiracy in the killing. It is also in evidence that 
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.the then Chief Minister himself persuaded the members of ULF A families to make their ULF A 
members to suirender, and sometimes forewarned them that consequences of failure to do :so will 
not be good for them, Mahesh Nath having been in the AGP, later defected and joined the New 
A.G.P. led by Late Bhrigu Kwnar Phukan also made him an eye shore for The then Chief Minister 
Shri P.K. Mahanta, who reportedly did not take it kindly, was another axe for the unholy nt:xus to 
grind . 

. There is also evidence to show that the SULFA camps were in touch with the police. Indeed 
the police- SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments by the learned counsel !for the 
Commission, the Government, and the parties. This means that the SULFA emerged as <m extra· 
constitutional authority. lo case the SULFA were such a body of persons and were used by police 
either as an auxiliary, or as the striking arm, they would also be part of the conspiracy .. We have 
already discussed that as conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy, these circumstantial evidence 
will be relevant and admissible. In the killing of Mahesh Nath there were more than 5/6 persons in 
the act of kidnapping. As mahesh Nath was last seen together with them, they must be held Ito have 
been his killers .. There was a course of conduct involving the deciders of the course of action 
culminating in the killing. Considering the facts of this case in light of definition of conspiracy, it 
can surely be held that there was a long drawn course of action amounting to conspirac:y. The 
manner of planning and execution of the acts of kidnapping and killing, and the prc:!mature 
submisssion of F.R. without finding any clue, show that there must also have been some 
authoritative assurance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore, it ha1s to be 
held that there was conspiracy in the killing ofNahesh Nath ... 

II. Motive. behind the kiUing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and the u!ltimate. 
Regarding the ultimate motive. there is evidence of P.W 1 that during the Assam movemetnt Shri 
P.K.Mahan~ the then President of the AASU, subsequently the Chief Minister of Assam. Shri 
AJc.an Rabha and many others visited Mahesh Nath's house . When the AGP split into two, around 
1991, namely, the AGP and the New AGP, Mahesh Nath and his friends sided with Bhrigu Kwnar 
Phukan, and consequently, Mahesh Nath and his friends became eye sores to the other group, 
namely, that of Prafulla Kumar Mahanta It was Birendra Kumar Nath's finn belief that Mahesh 
Nath was killed as a result of this political rift by Mahanta's group. The witness stated SJO to an 
earlier investigation team which recorded his statement and suggested to him to state that Mahesh 
Nath was. killed two days earlier than l.L99, which he refused to do and repeated that Mahesh 
Nath's death was a secret killing orchestrated by the then Govt. ofPra.fulla Kumar Mahanta .. P.W. 1 
said that Mahesh Nath was arrested by police about two years before the incident, but he wus not a 
SULFA. Could Mahesh Nath have been lllTested suspecting rum to be an ULFA? ln one: of the 
ptogress reports it is said that Mahesh Nath was an ULFA but he left it and was carT)Iing on 
agriculture, and he became an Adviser of MASS. In that case tttis may be treated as ULF A related 
case. In either caa.se the motive behind the lUlling is explainable as perpetuation of A.G.P. rule by 
gening rid ofthe ULFAs, their family memvers and their relatives 

The fact that there was a request made to the literary organizations and Sahitya Sabh~, of the 
State to persuade the ULF As to surrender is in deposition of the then Chief Minister Mahanta. A 
course of conduct by different agencies towards similar persuatuin and the forewarning that in case 
of failure to effect surrender consequences would not be good for the family, and th~ereafter 
amesting ancJ fmally culminating in his killing support such a conclusion. Contemporary similar 
killings brought in evidence of this case also showed that it was the consistent pattern to follow. 
One may question w~. in fate of the c::onllllitulianal and 1 ... 1 riaht fnr •v•ry aiti-.n ta r,_dam of 
thought and belief, freedom of association, the ULF As should be arrested and tortured undn- fAD A 
and when even t.hc:n they failed, they should be secretly killed? The manner in, the weapo,ns with 
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which the victim has been killed leaves no doubt that the killers enjoyed complete immunity for 
their acts of killing, The way in which in all the cases the investigations were made to fizzle out 
shows that the police is in collaboration with them. All these also prove that the entire scheme is 
being remorte- orchestrated. Those in helm of those depannents must be held liable and mu:st be 
brought to justice. The matter being of criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The 
evidence in series of cases with common characteristics lead to such a conclusion beyond 
reasonable doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from those who 
harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a consequence is the motive for an 
action. Intention and motive are often used synonymously. In criminal law the question of motive is not 
material where there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts themselves are :sufficient 
to disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motive is immaterial, intention is material.. In 
the Explanation to section 161 IPC "a motive or reward for doing is illustrated as - a person who 
receives a gratification as a motive for doing what he does not intend to do, or as a reward for doing 
what he has not done. In this sense, motive of the killing will mean that for which the killer has commd 
the killing, and without which he would not have done it 

(D) Pinpointing responsibility on persons involved directly or indirectly in the killing,. 
This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct evidence, we 

have to depend on rele~ant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is forthcoming in such 
measures as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons involved. 

Fortunately the term of reference mentions"involved directly or indirectly in commission of 
killing" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence rather thsn on isolated ones. We have 
therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a conclusion beyond reasonable dloubt, 
for pinpointing responsibility.Besides what are found in relevant pieces of evidence, the common 
characteristics found in each individual case aJso throw some light. We have, of course, to tiollow 
the general principles of evidence enunciated by the authorities on evidence, in pinpointing the 
responsibility beyond reasobanlde doubt in this case. 

TheBest Evide~ce Rule '"Phipson on Evidence," 9111 ed. P. 51, under caption .. The Best Evidence 
Rule. Strict Proof' Says: ''The maxim that "the best evidence must be given of which the nature of 
the case pennits." has often been regarded as expressing the great fundamental principle upon 
which the law of evidence depends. Although: however, it played a conspicuous part in the early 
history of the subject, the maxim at the present day affords but little practical guidance . The 
applicability of the rule depends on the nature ofthe subject to be proved. In the complicated nature 
of things today the emphasis has somewhat changed. (P. 53) According to Phipson,."ln the ,p1resent 
day. then, it ts not true that the best evidence must, or even may, always be given, though its: non
production may be matter for comment or affect the weight of that which is producc!d.Ail 
admissible evidence is in general equally receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no longer 
excluded by direct, and even in criminal cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by 
either species, or, indeed, by the defendant's mere admissions out of Court". 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; and that circumstantial 
evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in this group ofseven •cascs 
is therefore is relevant and admissible, 

Best on "The Principles of The Law of Evidence." (91
h ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) said: 

6. "'With regard to Intensity of persuatlon, the faculties or. the human mind are comprehended ln 
the genera. knowledge and judgment. 1. By "knowledge" strictly speaking, is meant an 1actual 
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perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas; and it is only to such a perception 
that the tenn "certainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is intuitive when this agreement or 
disagreement is perc::eived immediately, by comparision of the ideas themselves; demonstrative 
when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced from a comparision each with inte~vening 
ideas which has a constant and immutable connection with them, as in the case of mathenoaticaJ 
truths of which the mind has taken in the proofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we 
obtain a perception of the senses the existence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be 
sensitive. But knowledge and certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is 
important not to overlook; viz. as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as 
when we say that such a one received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or tlhat we 
are certain or morally certain, of the existence of such a fact etc ," 

7. 2. "Judgment", "the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledge in respect of 
intensity of persuation, plays quite as important a part in human speculation and action, amd, as 
connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty by wh),ch our 
minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true or false, by the aid of 
intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant and immutable, or is not 
perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that agreement or 
disagreement. of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its conformity or repugmuncy to 
our knowledge. observation, and experience. Judgement is often based on the testimony vo,uching 
their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch of the former, as our belief in such cases 
rests on a presumption of the accuracy and veracity of the nlliT8tors. '' 

The observation, accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, important. 
However. when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. Dcka has stated 
about political interference of the Executh·e police functioning, one has to be cautious on the 
appreciation of evidence. 

The foUowing common charaderbtics of the fint group of sevea cases are also found in this 
case while answeri.ng its terms of reference so as to justify the same finding of a general P'lan of 
.. Uifocide·', that is, deliberate killing of ULFAs and their families and relatives, on their basis, 
namely : 

1. That this killing involved an ULFA family, being that of the ULFA Shri Mahesh Nwth who 
was also Adviser of MASS . 

2. Unlike in other cases. this kidnapping W3$ done in the afternoon. but the killing sometime 
thereafter. the exact time being still secret. 

3 .. The aSsailants remained secret, having not being identified or recognised by anyone .. 
4. The weapon used in killing was a sophisticated firarms, a rifle, of prohibited bore as there 

was a vertical lacerated injury about 2 inches wide on the left side of the neck., destroying und1erlying 
curves completely.The entry and exit point could not be indicated as the entire muscle of the neck was 
blown ofT by the bullet., such injuries being generally found in police-military situations. 

5. The firearms being of prohibited bores, forensic examination of the empty bullet cases was 
deliberately avoided ... 

6. The vehicles used were reportedly a Maruti Gypsy (or van) and an Ambassador car of which 
particulars were not noted by Bhagirath and Nirmal Biswas, and those were .never seized or taken 
into custody .. 

7. There was no mention of police patroJiing in the kidn-.,ping and killing areas .. 
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'-':··That the army was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus in ~e 
kidnapping and killing, some of the latter being constituted into an extra~constitutional autho,nty 
and wed as the executioners.the -modus operandii being to visit the family, ask members to 
persuade its ULF A member to surrender, failing )Vhich, to send advance tean to locate and survey 
the house. then to send armed aod sometimes masked persons to shoot / them dead or take them 
away and kill them secretly and throw the bodies somewhere,. In this case the lifting was in the 
afternoon and killing elsewhere sometime later. 

9. There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ Chief 
Mjnister .. 

,. W. There was connivance of SULFA; and deliberate omis~ion to make any SULFA an accused 
~espite the fact that Bhagirath and Nirrnal Bi~was having been present at the time of lifting, and 

Ninnal Biswas having concealed himself for a long time after the incident.. . 

11 . The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime perpetrated. No 
clues were said to have been found and, the case was returned in F.R.(final Report) prematurely in 
abuse of the ptocess of the criminal Cour .. All Goalpara cases ended in premature F.R.s. 

12. That modern scientific methods of investigation, finger/foot prints. dog-sq~ads were m:ver 
used. 

13. No condolence message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the victim family. 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made o r offered by the then Govt. of Assam. in this 
case However an employment was provided to the widow Smti Kusum BaJa Nath .. 
15 In this case death penalty has been imposed for "status offences," on MZahesh Natb for 

being a member of ULF A. 
15 That in all the cases, including this case of Mahesh Nath, there had been remote- orcJ.cstration 

of Ulfocide .death penalty having been imposed on the victims in this case for being member ot'"ULF A .. 
~~. That from evidence of this case, as in all other cases, "remote- orchestration'' or•Ullfocide" is 

deducible These common characteristics, along with evidence, prove.beyond reasonable doubt, remote
orchestration of "~lfocide''from " Home", through Police-SULFA nexus using some SULFAs as the 
striking anns or executioners. The'1ffi1'llonty must be held liable and be dealt with according to taw.This 
case deserves re-investigation on revival. Case records will be sent back ... 

This conclusion is based on evidence of each and every case and the similarities of the casc~s in 
almost all repects, which could not have been· so otherwise. The remote must have been at Home 
Ministry .. The pinpointing responsibility is on basis of identity in "B"Considering the evidenc:e in 
this case in light of surrounding circumstances, particularly the patent Police-SULFA unholy ne·xus, 
the identity of the killers, may be confined to Shri Bhagirath Nath of Agia, Shri Ninnal Biswns of 
Bapujinagar (the two persons with whom Mahesh Nath was last seen together), Shri Rinku 
Choudhury who had a white Ambassadorcar, the SULF As of Dudhnoi and Krisnai SULFA camps 
at that time, along with few leading SULF As of the then Bapujinagar SULFA camp of Goal para. 
The accomplices may include all those who excited, instigated aided, abetted, helped or facilitated, 
individually. or institutionally, in the kidnapping and killing ofShri Mahesh Nath as evident in. this 
case. 

(E) Recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such killings,. the 
Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely, ( 1) the immediate, and (2) the 
long term. 

(1 ) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle: the 
existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory order, but only an 
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arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and operation of the 
anned forces and ·other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt, "in aid of civil power" of 
the State of Assam, on request/ . requisition by the State Govt. The Structure itself envisages its 
review after every threemonths, and there is no. limit to the review and may even envisage its 
dismantling. The parties concerned may agree to dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create 
it. The constitutional position as to deployment of the armed forces and other forces ofthe Ulnion in 
a State has already been discussed in para 14 of .. Part I. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is 
referred to in this context. The deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union.in the 
State of Assam has been .. in aid of the civil power of the State.''Tn case of the civil power of the 
State being sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is !10 need of armed 
forces or other force~ of the Union for the State .. The armed forces and other forces of the Union 
were deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have been caused by the activities of 
the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed area under the 
Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has to a great extent been under control. The: life in 
the State has become normal. The last Assembly election could be held without any distwrbance, 
thanks to the co-operation of the local banned outfits. This may be an appropriate time for effective 
talks with the local outfits to observe cease fire . first for a short period, say six months, lmd for 
gradually longer and longer periods, and for restoration of mormalcy and confinement of the anned 
forces and other forces of the Union to the barracks, and on continuation and assurance of normalcy. 
ultimately withdraw, on an assurance of peace on the part of the banned outfits and ulti1mately 
lifting of their bans themselves. To achieve this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outlfits, the 
State Government and the Central Govt would be necessary; and there is no reason why suc:h talks 
should not succeed.in restoration of normalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the 
Unified Command Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be maintained 
and insurgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the public are serious in this 
restoration of normalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation cannot be brought 
about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. No doubt the Union of lndia has title duty 
to protect the State from internal disturbance and external aggression under Article 355 of the 
Constitution of lndia. There has been no question of external aggression of Assam. Our i1ntemal 
disturbance is our own creation, and if we can ourselves solve that disrturbance there will be no 
need for central deployment in the matter. The centre also knows that every one in Assam is a 
citizen of India and not a foreigner or alien .·.Modalities may be worked out in consultation and 
cooperation.among the Government, the political parties, student organizations, the outfits :and the 
general public. Restoration of normalcy will also effect economy .. Meanwhi1e, in the intc:rest of 
peace and tranquility, there shoild be no witch hunting. Constututionally speaking, restOI"llttion of 
normaJcy is the terminu.s of internal disturbances and anny deployment in the State. 

(2) The long term measures arc meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution 
and the laws in carrying out each and every function of the government. All the department:s of the 
Goyemment must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory provisions of the 
Constitution of India. In other words, the long term measures may include, in the long run, the 
faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the laws of the count1ry, The 
Centre-State relationship must also be in accordance with the mandates of the Constitution. 
Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be helpful in th.is regard . M<musmriti 
said { Buller) VHI, 351 . "By killing an assassin the slayer incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in 
public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils upon fury ... 386."That king in whose town lives n10 thief, 
no adulterer no dentmer, no man guilty of violence and nQ C9mmiUer or assaults attains the world of 
Sak.nl (Jndra)";420. "A king who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated 
above. and removes aJI sin. reaches the highest state (ofbliss)" Sukncharya's DturdGit/ti ua baaed 
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oa dando , meaning, pwtislunent. Ancient sages said that without danda matsyanyaya w;J/ prevail 
and the strong wilf devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yaj~a will be swoo~l at by 
crows. Dando keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have tnnate goodness m them, 
but some do not. In the absence of punishment tbose will demoralize others in the society. The 
norms and laws of today are not materially differentSecret killing amounts to denial of all the 
constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these rights by the killer: If 
kiiJjng is by public a!lthorities, it also means trampling over the oaths taken by them on asswnphon 
of public offices. The society need be protected from the people with such dangerous propel!lsities. 
It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, fury generates fury and that brutalities gc~nerate 
more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even keel of the society and some e>lcesses 
commited by some elements had to be checked by equally harsh measures, but that would not 
justifY the lawfully established Government in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to 
extra-Constitutional organs zeopardizing the legal .fundamental and human rights of the citi•!,ens of 
soverign, socialist and democratic Republic of lndia .. Those who are entrusted by the pec:lple to 
govern them, ought to be well versed \\ith the provisions of the Constitution of India a111d the 
relevant laws.rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They should be 
aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State against the:ir State 
itself. Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life, liberty, freedoms, non-discrimination 
etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govern, s:ecretly 
or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious, communal, 
racial, ethnic, social, historical. or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they should be true Ito their 
oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in any form and manner .. While no training cow·se will 
be appropriate, considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminers, workshops. 
discussions on different aspects may be helpful in sharing and updating information, knowledge and 
expcnence. 

Regarding the SULF As pinpointed, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the 
position in which the SULF As found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea . .their erstwhile 
colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate peotecti,on, but 
using their services as "guides, "spotters''. trouble-shooters and ccllaborators in police functions 
could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far less their being n.ased as 
the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Those who committed crimes will surely be 
brought to justice, Let the others now be bereft of the hallowed positions, and give them fatir field 
and no favour, at least following the insolvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent 'to have 
a fresh start in life. How the erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a d·ifferent 
matter altogether. 
Insolvency principle is not applicable in criminal matters. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and politi(:al, the 
principle of ''respomdcnt superior" will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds; at the 
lo\\er levels, higher levels authorities also shall be held liable and be subjected to proper 
punishments. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned, the principle of 
collectiv.: resplonsibility may apply to all those who were forming Govtmment in the State~ at the 
relevant period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever they happen 
to be, during the period following the violation of Constitutional and legal rights of the a1ffected 
citizens whose fundamental and other legal and human rights were violated during their own 
go-.·emance. But even here the insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons 
:llso be given fair field and no favoue in the ensuing poHti~ process of the State. Let then= be no 
witch hunting of any sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of course, 
be an entirely different matter.lnsolven.cy principle does not appJy in the criminal field. 
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(F) Any o!her matter related or relevant to the inquiry 

Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation, ex gra1cia. or on 
some reasonable basis. We are all p'roud to claim that our State is a welfare State. ln case of any mishap 
or calamity befalling any one or more of our citiztns or families, the welfare State considers it tto its duty 
to offer rescue and relief to the affected persons and families, as the case may be. It is more so when the 
sufferer has reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The 
rendering of rescue, relief and recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the p•art of the 
State. It is really praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly annow1ced such 
reliefs and rehabilitation packages, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the survivililg eligible 
members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. 
Even the Legislature hilS now provided for payment of suitable .. no-fault liability" irrcspectiive of the 
claim for fault liability. In the instant case the bread earning patriarch of the family has been shot dead 
under the circumstances discussed in the case. The public prosecution may result in punishment of the 
culprit. but that itself will bring no financial and livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the 
survivors, including the monor children of the bereaved family. In this case the widow Smti Kusum Bala 
Nath had to feed and bring up six children after death of Mahesh Nath. The Commission, as submitted by 
the learned senior counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Government Advocate, Assam, and 
for the ends of distributive justice. doth hereby direct the State Government of Assam to pay to tthe widow 
of the victim Smti Kusum Bala Nath, for the benefit of the family, a sum of Rs.5,00,000(Rtupees five 
lakhs) only forthwith. More than seven years have already elapsed, and it brooks no ftuthet i1el~y . 

1-

(11) 

SHRI DHANESWAR & SMTI SUSHILA RABHA KILLING CASE 
(Raagjuli P.S. Case No.J/99 ) 
(Date of occurrence. 9.3.99.). 

B) this Commission's order dated 3.4.2006. by virtue of the authority conferred on it by the: 
Go\·ernment of Assam's Notification No.PLA.33 t/2005/2 dated 3n1 September 2005, in continuation of 
the earlier Notification No.PLA 33112005/1 dated 22.8.2995, after hearing the applicant and th~: learned 
Senior Coun5el for the Commission and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the: interest 
of justice, it has taken up this case for inquiry. 

By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Cornmiaain is to inquire into, in each case. the following 
tenns of reference, and any other matters with recommendations, if any, namdy: 

"(a) Circumstances , in each case, leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(h) Identity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 
(c) To find out whether there was an} conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the moti\'4! behind 
such killing(s). 

(d ) Pinpoint rcsponsihilit} on persons who were invohcd ~ircctly or indirectly in the commiission or 
!-Uch killin~('>) · 

( e )To make recommcnd•tions to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
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(f) Any other ~r related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry." 
These terms are discussed below. 

"(A) Circumstances leading to• killing of Dbaueswar Rabha & Sushila Rabha. 
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On 9.3.99 at 7.45 A.M. Shri Gudhir Bantho, son of Late Parimal Rabha of Belpara lodlged an 
Ejahar at the Rangjuli Police Station to the effect that the same day at about 2 A.M. some unknown 
assailants came to his elder brother Dhaneswar Rabha's Belpara village house and shot him and his 
wife Sushila Rabha dead and left. As P.W. 1 Gudhir Bantho, younger of Dhaneswar Rabvha, later said 
lha1 on the night of 9.3 .99 while sleeping at his Belpara village house there was a Sraddha ceremony in 
a neighbouring house at night which his elder brother Shri Dhaneswar Rabha and his wife Smti Sushila 
Rabha and their two sons also attended. While Dhaneswar and Susbila returned home, at about 12 
midnight, their two sons slept in another brother's house. Gudhir's house was about 15 metn::s away 
from that ofhis elder brother Dhaneswar. At about 12 midnight Gudhir and hjs elder brother Dm~neswar 
and his wife Sushila were sleeping in their respective houses, He (Gudhir)was awakened by dog's 
barking sounds, and he thought that army or police might have come to Dhaneswar's house, as they 
very often usede to come. But a little thereafter, in slwnber he heard someone calling'' 0 U1ocle 0 
Uncle" followed by very powerful and continuous firing sounds, so violent that his own house was also 
rocked. Then he heard h.is elder brother shouting hai hai marili marili.( hai hai killed, hlled)l and a 
second later he heard his sister-in-law also saying "ki lcarUi baba" (What have you done, Baba) 
Thereafter also he heard sounds of three firing shots. Gudhir and his wife came out of their hou!se up to 
the plum tree but then in moonlight saw some men who could be the assailants, coming that vvay and 
his wife pulled Oudhir back inside their house in fear . By about 4 A.M . they mustering t:=ourage 
proceeded to Dhaneswar's house and found him lying dead, still holding a lantern, in pool ofbk>od and 
saw bullet injuries on his head and chest. Searching for their sister-in-law Sushila, they found her dead 
body Y. metres away from that of Dhaneswar.towards the cowshed, also in pool of blood. 

P.v. .J . Dr. Buddhes\\ar Mazurndar found the follov.ing injuries on the dead body of Smti Sushila 
Rabha in post-mortcn examination. 

(a) A clean incised wound in front of left lower abdomen exposing loops of intestine; (b) An entry 
wound circular 2 ·em in diameter on the back of right chest • 3 inch lateral to midline at level of 8111 

thoracic spine;. (c) An exit wound, oval with irregular margin on right exila muscles, subcutan,eous fat 
coming out through the wound 3 em x 2.5 em; (d) An entry wound 2 em x 2 em round. m~trgin iis 
blackened, on inner aspect of middle of right- arm; and (e) An exit wound on lateral aspect of middle 
part of right ann. with multiple fracture of right humerus. All ihjuries were antemortem and death was 
caused by shock and haemorrhage due to bullet injuries and sharp cutting injury .. 

On the dead body of Dhaneswar Rabha following injurie~ were found. (a) A clear incised wound over 
right little finger in the middle. (b) One oval (( 1.5 em x 2 em) in size entry wound in front of albdomen 
over the right sub-costal margin in midline, the surrounding skin is black. margin is smooth (c) An exjt 
v.ound over back of chest at level of lumber 2nd vertebrae in midline (3.5 em x 4 em) portion of 
subcutaneous tissue, fat coming out through the wound; and (d) A sharp incised cut wound over back 
of chest in the inter scapular region (2" x I") underlying subcutaneous tissue are cu .. Death was due to 
shock and haemorrhage caused by all the abo,·e antemortem firing and homicidal cut cut injuries; .. 

(B) The identity of the killers of Dhaneswar & Suahtla, and their accomplicea, if any 
The killings of Shri Dhaneswar Rabha & Sushi Ia Rabha were secret not as to time and manner of 

killing, but as to identity of the killers and t_heiraccomplice~. if any. Jt is a develo~. principle~ of_ law 
that accomplishes 81c the parties to the cnmc.On th_e h~•s of degree_s of comphc•tr to the: cnme. 
accomplices are divided into perpetrators and acccsso~tes. An ~cccssory •s one who ~xc1tes or helps the 
commission of a crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator as cxclust"Vely the person who m law perfc:mns the 
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crime.More p~sely, the perpetrator is the person who.being directly struck at by the criminal 
pro~bition, o~ends against it with the necessary mens rea or negligence. Thus, accomplices include. 
whtle accessones exclude the perp_etrator of the crime. However, often they are used as synonynnous. 

The identity of the killers and their accomplices; if any, has to be based on evidence. From the words 
uttered by Dhaneswar and Sushila Rabha before they were killed, as stated by P.W. I, the forrm:r saying 
"hai lrai mariti, marili " that is, '' hai hai you killed, you killed" and by Sushi Ia " ki lcarili bab" "(Baba, 
what have you done) may indicate that the killers were Assamese speaking. Sushila' s "Baba may also 
mean that the kiiJer was known to her. Both the deceased appeared to have addressed those words to the 
respective kill.ers. This is of course an inference, as no witness was asked this question. P.W. l Gudhir 
Bantho said that Anny and Police people used to come to Dhaneswar's house, mostly at rright.This 
raises a suspicion as to whether the killers were some such persans. 

P.W. 2. Shri R.ahit Rabha, a teacher in Goalpara Suterpara L.P. school, and a journalist,, sending 
reports to the Assamese daily "Pratidin", published from Guwahati,stated that there was regular 
-checking of the vehicles on the road near Rangjuli 1.8. But surprisingly, on that night then~ was no 
checking there .. From that the witness believed that the Government was involved in the killing of 
Dhaneswar Rabha and his wife.He further stated that whenever such secret killings took p•lace and 
ejahars was to be lodged, the O,C. s of the Police stations were invariably absent, and that thi~; also led 
to their being already aware of the respective incidents. Shri Rahit Rabba also said that he wrote the 
Ejahar on request of Gudhir Bantho who signed it in his presence; and he accompanied Elantho to 
Rangjuli Police station to lodge it. He deposes that, though he was an eye witness, he collec·ted some 
infonnation from ·~Pratidin'' , but had not brought the newspaper copy. His statement was: .. On that 
fateful night of 9.3-99 2 or 3 Maruti ••ans and Zypsys were parked on the road leading t01 Belpara 
village at a distance of about 150 metres from thi house of Shri Dhaneswar Rabba. The vehicles were 
parked in front of the house of Koren Rabha and'liankrcswar Rabha This Koren is on~ of the younger 
brothers of Dhaneswar Rabha The killers ran towards the vehicles after the incident. Bel\>re boarding at 
the vehicles they fired at random may be for scaring away the people Howe\·er, one 9f the assailants 
was left behind and (he) ran through the compound ofSankreswar Rabha He ran over a bucket rest near 
an undel"\'ell. This was seen by Anima Rabha, but out of fear nobody intercepted him and the man 
escaped. There was a paddy field. Immediately next to the compound of Sankeswar Rabha It was 
presumed that the man escaped through the field and there arc some bushes in the field and the people 
believed that the escapee took shelter under Qne of these bushes .. In those days by the term "Gupta 
Ghatak". people held some sulfarnen who were, namely, Roosvelt Rabha, Bimal Rabha and Rinku 
Choudhury .. In the morning one Ajoy Rabha came by the house of Bimal Rabha the sulfaman. Bimal 
Rabha "'as a married man and he heard the weeping of a woman who was crrying '"where her husband 
(Bimal Rabja) had gone". Then a red ManHi van .belonging to Bimal Rabha came out of his house and 
mo\ed fast towards Rangjuli . Another man saw that Maruti van stopping ncar the P.W.D . l.B. at 
Rangjuli and one man was seen boarding that Maruti van hastilly .. To his knowledge Roos\·t:lt Rabha 
and Bimal Rabha are stjJI alive. and that Bimal Rabha was involved in this incident. As th~! said red 
Maruti vehicle retimed to Amjonga from Rangjuli., the witness thought that the the left- behind 
escapee was none else than Bimal Rabha and that is why his car was taken out to rescue him and take 
him back home. as the cry was heard from the house of Bimal Rabha, This witness was thoroughly 
cross-examined but the statements were not shaken or rendered doubtful. The witness personally knew 
Roos~·elt Rabha, Bimal Rabha and Rinku Choudhury, all SULFAs moving together in Marutti Gypsys. 
Maruti vans and also cars .. Bimal Rabha had a Maruti van The Maruti Gypsy and the Maruti van used 
by them did not display registration numbers, They were very often seen in the Hollywood, Hotel at 
Habib Market, GoaJpara. ·· 
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Pursuant _to a notice under section 8 B of the Act Shri Bimal Rabha examined himself and was 
cross examined and was pennitted to cross-examine Ruhit Rabha later. on 24.11 .2006 at 
Goalpara .. Bimal Rabha in an application took the plea of mistaken identification saying that his name 
was BimaJ ~rasad Rab~a and not Bimal Rabha However the service report showed that ltlis elder 
brother rec::eaved the notace bt that name as he was reported to have been staying in Guwahati engaged 
in business, Hence the plea was rejected, His prayer for time was also rejected owing to paucity of 
time. In examination-in~chief Bimal Rabha stated that he did not know Shri Rahit Rabha who made the 
allegation and that what were aJleged against him were imaginary and concocted; that he did not 
knowanything about the incident and that he has married and has two elder brothers were employed, 
while his younger brother is not employed .. Cross-rxamined he said, inter alia, that he knew the~ Belpara 
village which was about 16 k.m. from his Amjonga , ·illage house~ that he never visited Belpara village 
that he came to know about the Dhameswar and Sushila Rabha killing case from discussion among his 
Amjonga villagers~ that he heard some people talking that Dhaneswar and Sushila's son Manoj was an 
ULF A; but he did not hear the name Dristi Rajkhowa. and that there was no other person in Amjonga , 
Bclpara and other villages or among the ULFAs and the SYLFAs, so that he was the only person to 
have been referrred to as Bimal Rabha 

Shri Bimal Rabha also stated that he was married and that his wife stayed with hin at Dudhboi 
where his first son was born in 1997 and his second son was born in the year 2000 at his father-in-law.s 
place at Kahilipara, and he later added, that his wife was there in 1999. He has been engaged in coal 
business since 2001 in Guwahati Reltola, but not as member of any syndicate of SULFAs. and he 
knew that there was coal business at Goal para also, but did not know whether it was run by SULFA 
syndicate; that he did not own any vehicle till about three months back when he purchased one 
"Scorpion .. vehicle.; that he did not know whether any one from Amjonga village owned anty Maruti 
Van around the year 1998/99; that Amjonga was about 6 k.m.s from Dudhnoi~ and that his bicycles 
repair and sale shop was about hal fie .m from Dud.hnoi P.S .. He knew Shri Rusevelt Rabha as Rusevelt 
used to come to Amjonga village .. 

To a question whether he was never in the ULFA. Bimal Rabha replied that he was in thle ULFA. 
since after his passing of the High School Leaving Cerificate Examination; that his alias was Suruj 
Bora. he was in the cadre of ULF A. he did not take any anns training;. and that he surrender1ed before 
the D.C. Goalpara in 1993 and received a sum of Rs. 2,00,000 (Rupees two la.khs as busi1ness loan 
which he has not so far repaid. Bimal Rabha also said that he has been engaged in business since I 996, 
presently he is in coal business at Guwahati where he is staying. He passed Higher Secondary 
Examination 

Bimal Rabha, in reply, said that he did not feel any uneasiness after surrender from the ULF A and that 
he never recei\oed any threat from the ULF A. There was no request from the Anny or police to him to 
pursuade ULF As to give up violene and return to the main stream. He denied the suggestion that he was 
in fact involved in the killings of Dhancswar and Sushila but deliberateky suppressed the truth, • ' Bimal Rabha said thatt he did not know whether there was a SULFA cai1IP near Bapuji Nagar in 
Goalpam Town and who were the SULFAs staying therein, He did not.: know anything about 
Dhaneswar and Susrula Rabha killing case, and did not remember the names ·of persons from whose 
conversation he learnt about the incident. He denied the suggealions that he was deliberately conc.!aling 
the tuth from the Commission; and that he did not know if the killings were State-orchestrated using the 
concerned SULF As, including himself, as the striking anns or executioners .. 

BimaJ Rabha ll.ncw Ru~velt Rahhn who used to come to Dudhnoi. but had no occosjon to talk to him. 
lie joined the t:LfA in JQ88 and surrendered in 1993 l·lis'f\mction was fixing ofbanncrs and IPOShers in 
suitable place~ . On surrender Govt. ga\'e him Rs.2 ,00,000 as loan. which he has not repzaid eLS yet. lie 
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said that the ~legations against him were imaginaary and concocted. Mr Jayanta Deka, th(~ learned 
counsel for Bimal Rabha argued the case of Bimal Rabha., but could not cause any dent on the 
allegation. Neither Bimal Rabha nor his learned counsel was present on the notified date for cross
examination of Rahit Rabha who was present for the purpose. Even then his counsel was he2ird by the 
Commission .. 

N .. W. 1 Shri Prabhat Bora, 1.0. said that he examine<S Shri Gudhir Rabha and Ruhit Rabha, 
inmates, but they could not give any clue He then proceeded to Sutarpara village and examined some 
inmates of houses who also could not give any clue.After the S .P gave him some verbal instructions and 
a supervisory note, he went to Belpara again and exan1ined six witnesses One Smti Anima Rabha told 
that she heard sound of vehicles and the assailants " and then she heard three muffled firing sounds."' 
On 14.3.99 he proceeded to .Thakuriapara village. about 3 miles a~ay, suspecting one Dhana Kachari 
but on examination no clue was found. He also went to Oaropara village and examined one Dhana 
kachari and Bhupen Kachari and Roma Boro, but yet no due found. He examined one Dilip Bora of 
Gorpara village, as his name was in the air, but with no positive result.He even went to Darranggiri 
bazaar and examined some persons and searched houses, but still without clue. He was transferred out 
and he handed over charge on 20.1.2000. From his efforts it appeared that he perhaps, believed the 
assailants to have been locaJ Assamese speaking tribals of the area. But look, he also wholly lforgot th~: 
case of SULF As of the SULFA Rehabilitation camp at Goal para which was,by car,not very far off ... 

ln cross-examination by Shri P.K Musahari Shri Bora said that Gudhir's house and Dh;meswar's 
would be 20/25 metres apart;.and that both were cutcha houses. He also disclosed that while being 
examined uls. 161 Cr.P.C. Gudhir Bantho told him that Ohaneswar's son was in the ULFA. This was 
significant for the 1.0. never analysed the problem of clue on its basis, though he was aware of this line 
of cases of killing relatives of ULFA members, and that he even knew that Manoj Rabha' s alias in 
ULF A ~as Dristi Rajkhowa He also said that he knew about Manoj Rabha as ULF A as his uwne was 
in police records and that he (Manoj Rabha) was wanted in coMection with a number of cases The fact 
of the 1.0 never having applied the SULFA hypothesis as in other cases of the line, showed that the 
I.O's investigation was a mere eye- wash; and that he even knew who were the culprits in this case. 
This was also indicative of unholy police-SULFA nexus so that The image of SULFA never occurred 
to the I.O.s in Lhis line of cases. It was not known whether or not this factor was or was not in the minds 
of the higher officers also during supervision of investigation. There is no indication in the Case Diary. 
However, when Manoj Rabha's name was. in the records maintained by police, and when he was 
wanted in several cases, in all probability, it was in the minds of higher officers also. There was 
inS1ruction to nab him, but there was none for persuading him to return to peace talks. The 1.0. did not 
know SULFA boysof ruighbouring areas, The Police station did not maintain any list of SUILFAs, but 
the attached S,B, did. The 1.0. visited Manoj Rabha's house 617 times before the incident.an.d told his 
father that ' tong enough time had elapsed and that he should persuade Manoj to surrender. 1.0. also 
admined that Dhaneswar was told that should they fail to persuade Manoj to surrender, the 
conl)Cquenccs for the family would not be good. It is also in evidence that the O.C. ofRangjuli P.S. also 
visited the house of Dhaneswar and sometimes with outsiders, and similarly suggested and cautioned 
Dhaneswar and his family. The 1.0 . also knew of similar recent cases in the State and killing of 
members of ULF A families .. He was also aware that there was some conflict between the U LF As and 
the SliLf 1\s. On bassis of those facts, he was asked: 

Q. Were you aware of such killings of ULFA family members also took place in the district of Goal para? 

A. I did not know otherwise. but 1 read in newspaper~. 
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Q. Did any susp~cion or idea come to your mind that the killing could have been the handiwork of some 
SULFAs? 
A. 'That idea did not come to my rrrind. 

Q. Was there any precise reason for that idea having not occurred to you at the appropriate time'? 

A.There was no spe~ific reason. 

Q Did you interrogate any SULFA person in course of your investigation of this case? 

A. No. no SULFA person was examined. 

Q. I put it to you that you knew that this killing was done by SULF As being in unholy nexus with the 
police and that you had instructions from your superiors not to investigate or involve any SULFA with 
the incident and that is why you deliberately did not do it and you have suppressed the truth to this 
Commission. 

A. It is not correct. 

One interpretation might be that the killing was not for SULf As themselves, but for ttne State's 
policy, to be executed by the Police, and hence SULFAs were not the killers but only instruments for 
the killers, and that is why the unholy nexus between the two .. 

N .W.2. Shri Abdus Sattar Paramanik, who was the next 1.0. received the case diary on 1.2.2000, 
and following up the Supervisory note visited the place of occurrence on 15.3.2000 and discu:!tsed with 
sources and engaged new sources on 15.52000, but no clue was available. Discussed with newly 
engaged sources on 15.1.2001 and discussed with it on 15.4.2001 and yet not having any clue, he opted 
for awaiting direction from higher authority . On 18.3.2001 he received the approval oeder of returning 
th~: case in F.R.(Final Report) and prepared the Final Report, being F.R. 5/21 dated 18.3.:2001 and 
submitted to the · Learned CJ.M .• GoaJpara who, after notice to complainant, accepted the same 
on .6.2001 .. 

The final position was that no clue at .all was found; and the vehicles used also cou:td not be 
located and F .R.(Fioal Repon) was submitted. on 18.3.200 I 
1.0. Shri Bora recovered and seized 5 No.s of empty cartridges but he did not send 1those for 
forensic/ballistic examination. · 

Shri Dcepak Kumar, I.P.S. the then S.O . of Goalp91a district, deposed that Army was not de;ployed in 
GoaJpara district. but the Unified Command Structure was applied to that district; and that he, as the 
Anny and CRPF did, attended the meetings of the District Level Co-ordination Committ,ee of the 
Unified Command Structure in his district and the scheme was to hold one meeting every month .. 

( Ia Dioah Ch. Rai Killin& C•se, Go•Jp•ra P.S. c•se No. 231199, we fiod the foUowiog: 

In cross..examination by Dr. Y.K.Phukan, ,Mr. Kumar said that he attended all the meetings C)f Deputy 
Commissioners and S.P.s of the districts organized by the then Chief Minister Shri P.K. Mahanta 
apparently to discuss Jaw and order problem, but he did not remember how many times,,.and that 
without seeing the minutes he could not say whether there were discussions about the 1'-illing of 
m•mlw"' nf' ll.FA r."'ili••· 12r pr'QB"" ... or Investigation S~(UII or sucn cues. He also saJd tlllat In the 
meetings of high police officers organized by the DGP thC question of investigation status of cases 
involving killings of members of ULF A families inquired into or discussed. the reply was thnt in such 
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type of meetings, ~e In-Charge of CID. Police Headquaeter discuss about the progress or inve:stigation 
failures, if any. Mr Kumar also answered that while he was S.P. Goalpara. the IGP(Operaticms) was 
Shri G.M. Srivastava. and he attended all the meetings called by the then Chief Minister Slui PrafuJla 
Kumar Mahanta, and also all the meetings called.by the then DGP~ Assam.; and that Sbri Srivastava 
used to advise them " to control tbe situation in a better way") 

The question arises as to whether what has been seen in the series ofGoalpara cases, namely, secret 
killing. failure to find any clue, despite the inmates of the victim family suggesting clues, and p1remature 
submission of F.R (Final Report. can be understood to have been the ''better way" to control the 
situation.? 

Being asked as to whether the investigation in this case was carried on inteiJigently, vigor<1•usly and 
properly, Mr. Kumar replied that he expected his fellow officers to do so; and that a case ending in F.R. 
did not mean that the case was closed, and the case might be re-opened andre-investigated . Re;plying to 
a suggestion that the police knew who were the culprits. but deliberately did not pursue to nab them 
under the influence of higher ups with ulterior motive known to them, the S.P. replied that it. was not 
correct as " the police only followed the rules and law laid down by the Constitution". To the suggestion 
that in all the cases of killings of members of the families ofULF A Chainnan Shri Arabinda R:ajkhowa, 
Cultural Secretary Shri Mithinga Daima.ry, the Foreign Secretary Shri Sacha Choudhury, the S.P. 
replied:"it is true that series of cases took place in Assam and it was investigated properly as per law. 
especially in the case during his time in Goalpara, but it was not correct that the police were involved 
in the cases with the SULFAs as no clue established in this connection. Moreover, they join police to 
safeguard the people in society and they are bound by law and no questionarises about the ne:xus with 
anti-social elements." What have been said by Mr.Kumar might have been the ideal positio111, but the 
actual ground realities, as have been revealed in the cases under inquiry, prove just the opposite and are 
so horrible as to confirm just what have been suggested to the witness. This indicates lack of knowledge 
of prevailing fealities by appropriate authorities in the Department in the district.. 

On the basis of the evidence, it is reasonable to believe the statement of Rahit Rabha as regards 
Shri Bimal Rabha h.aving been one of the assailants. firstly, it is not likely for Rahit Rabha to concoct 
th.e story of Bimal Rabha having been left behind under those circumstances from one' s pure 
imagination. The statement is studded with vivid details as to how Bimal ran, trampled over a bucket 
near a well, ran through fields and forests , concealed in a bush, how his wife wailed, how the red 
Maruti arrived and Bimal got into it, and how the red Maruti sped away towards Ranfjuli, The 
following information from Bimal Rabha would fit into the story, Bimal Rabha on date of o<;currence 
(9.3.99)was married and his wife was with him, He did not say that on the date of occurrence· his wife 
was not staying with him or that she wax in herf father's place for the whole of year 1999. H!is second 
son was born in 2000, the exact date not stated. The different stages of his escape could not have been 
imaginary and concocted in a tribal rural society of Belpara, as it is realistic in the rural surroundings. 
The .deliberate suppression of the truth by BimaJ Rabha is clear. 

On prayer of the learned counsel for Bimal Rabha, he was allowed an opportunity to cross·-examine 
Rahit Rabha on 25. J l.2006 at Goalpara, but on that date while Rahit Rabha appeared for bei!ng cross
examined. neither Sbri Birnal Rabha nor his learned counsel appeared before the Commission on that 
date.though the date was fixed in presence and with the consent of Shri Bimal abha aand his learned 
counsel. There was, thus, no violation of the principle of natural justice Even so, the learned counsel 
~as heard, but there was no dent on the allegations and the left-behind story .. 

In the matter of pinpointing responsibility, it is to be noted that the crimes may not always be 
taken to have been committed by some persons belonging to the locality, the police station area or 
even of that district. With the phenomenal increase in facilities for quick mobility it may be more 
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likely by distant ~ple. In course of investigation of the Goalpara district cases, it was learnt from 
the S.P. himself that there has been a SULFA rehabilitation camp at Bapujinagar in Goalpara Town 
with about 56 SULFA irunates and there was no roll call to ensure constant presence of them inthe 
camp and some of them were aJso allowed to sta.y at their respective homes. There was aho one 
small SULFA camp at Dudhnoi at the residence of SULFA leader Shri Rusvelt Rabha, and another 
small camp at Krisnai. There ixs no report about Rangjuli in this regard. It was further learnt from 
evidence that Shri Rinku Chowdhury of Dudhnoi has an Ambassador car and he used it. It w:as also 
in evidence in Smti Ruma Brahma'd case that the SULF As of Dudhnoi camp used a white Maruti 
van. .It was also learnt in Smti Ruma Brahma's case that Shri Rinku Chaudhury ofDudhnoii had a 
white Ambassador car, and the SULF As of Dudhnoi camp used a Maruti van .. From the facts: of the 
GoaJpara cases it appears that the kil1ers need not n~essarily be of the place or police station1 of the 
crime.The white Ambassador, the white Maruti Gypsy and the White Maruti van have been more or 
less common vehicles; and those have always been nomberfless or "A.F."s. (Applied for) Bimal 
Rabha · s red Maruti has added co;our to the series .. 

The white Maruti Gypsys, commonly associated with the Police, have been reportedly used ir11 secret 
killings. The question of availability of the prohibited bore weapons used by the secret killers is 
another problem,. The police explanation has been that those are available with the extremi!;ts, but 
in no case it has been shown which were those extremists. This confusing scenario has to bt: borne 
in mind in determining identity og killers along with the evidence of a case for deciding beyond 
reasonable doubt. The investigatio has not been found to be up to date in this regard. 

Shri Rimal R.abha's cycle repairing shop was about 6 kmms from Dudhnoi. He did no't know 
about the Bapukinagan:a.mp, but he knew Shri Ruseve;t Rabha who belonged to Dudhnoi. Shri 
Rinku Chowdhury wis Rusevelt Rabha's brother-in-law. The \·ehicles afterthe killing carne towards 
Rangjuli wherefrom the red Maruti car of Bimal Rabha came for his rescue and whereto it returned. 
The other vehicles must have returned that way. So it could be more reasonable to confine the 
identity of the killers in this case to the SULF As of R.angjuli Dudhnoi side with Shri Bimal Rabha 
as one of the assailants. 

The accomplices will be all those who either singly or institutionally aided, abetted, insl:igated. 
facilitated and helped the killers including the police-SULFA nexus. .It was also learnt in Smti 
Rums Brahma's case that Shri Rinku Chaudhury of Dudhnoi had an Ambassador car, atnd the 
SULFAs of Dudhnoi camp used a Maruti van. In this case there wos some discrepanc:r as to 
whether the second vehicle was a van or a Gypsy. While the first infonnation mentioned of 'Gypsy, 
Bhagirath and Ninnal mentioned van .. From the facts of the Goalpara cases it appears that the killers 
need not necessarily be of the place or police station of the crime.of the crime.The white 
Ambassador, lhe white Maruti Gypsy and the White Maruti van have been mor or less common 
vehicles; and those have always been nombcrfless or "A.F."s. (Applied for) . 

This case was one of its kind in Goalpara district and the contours of criminali'ty are 
now prominent. However, from its modus opemndi and it having involved an ULFA family, the 
Police-SUI.F A nexus was identifiable, though the individual perpetrators may not have been1 from 
Goalpara area itself, An almost pennanent SULFA camp at Goal para Town accommodutcd a 
nwnbf:r of StJLFA leaders. There was evidence in another case that there were smaller SULFA 
camps under Dudhnoi P.S. in the house of Rusvelt Rabha, and at Krisnai outpost. . These havt~ been 
emerging as important factors to be considered in this type of cases. The SULF As of Dudhnoi 
camp are suspected to be the perpetrators in this case. All Govt. agencies like the Police in Uinholy 
nexus and collaborators with the SULFAs will be the accomplices. Dhaneswar and Sushi Ia Rabhas 
l ~Lf A son known as Oristi R!ijkhowa is Ill\ important to .be conaidered in ao far u ulfocidc,,. arc 
conc:cm~d. That may put the Ulfociders in a suspicious comet, and concomitant suspicion against 
those ~ho 'olrerc at their command and arrangement.. 
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On the basis of the above evidence, the killers' identity is restricted to Binal Rabha and his 
SULJill~iates_as pcrpe~tors as an instrument of State policy, in unholy nexus with the Police 
of Ran&Juh. Tbeu accomplices are all those who executed the policy of 'Ulfocide', that is, 
deliberate killing of ULF As, the members of their families and relatives, aided, abetted, assisted, or 
facilitated the killings, namely, the involved Govt department and Rangjuli police administration. 

( C) Wbetber there was conspiracy in killing of Dhaneswar & Susbila Rabha and th•~ motive 
behind tbe killings. 

This term is replied in two parts, namely, conspiracy in targeting, and motive behind the !killing .. 

I.Coaspiraey.in targeting the victim. Conspiracy. in the context of the instant inquir,will mean 
criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section l26A oflPC as follows:. 
"when two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done .-
'(I) An illegal Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means , such an agreement is designated a criminal conspiracy: 
Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a criminal 
conspiracy unles.c; some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to such agrec:ment in 
pursuance thereof. 

Expiation.- Jt is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such agreeme:nt or 1s 
merely incidental to that object.. 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section J 07 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy for the doing 
of that thing. if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that conspiracy , and in order to 
the doing of that thing ; or 
Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 
Expiation -l.A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a matc:rial fact 
which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures.or attempts to cause or procwe, a thing to 
be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing.; or (Illustration omitted) ... . .. . 
Expiation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does anything in order 
to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the commission thereof, is said to aid the 
doing of that act". 

The Jaw and jurisprudence of conspiracy ha.S been discussed in para 1 0 of the Introductoty part of 
the earlier report; the same is referred to ... The question whether there was any conspiracy or not in the 
killing of Sh.Ti Dhaneswar Rabha and his wife Smti Susbila Rabha has to be decided on the basis of the 
Jaw, and facts in evidence on record. In case the answer is in the affinnative, then also the question will 
be as to who were the conspirators?. It is in evidence that Shri Dhaneswar Rabha and Smti Sushilai 
Rabha were requested by various agencies to persuade thheir son Manoj Rabha @ Dristi Rajkhowa 
who has been in the ULF A, and they were forewarned by the anny, and police that if Manoj Raabha 
could not be persuaded, by them, to join the peace talks and bring peace, the consequences would not 
be good for the family, and severaJ persons .participated in the act of actual killing on the fatelful night. 
there can he no other answer than that there was criminal conspiracy in the killing of Dhane:swar and 
Sushi Ia Rabha may, therefore, be indicati\·e of the forwarners having been a part of the conspiracy. 

Tho thon Chiof Mini•Cor hlm•olf Admitted to ha"o cuuse<J appcllJ~ to be: publl!lhed by sochtl organl 
social and literary organisations appealing to ULFAs to give' up violence and come to the peace~ process 
and the same was done by State agencies throughout the State, and some were also forwamed that 
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consequences of failure would not be good for them. Therefore, there was no denial of this having: been 
aa State policy tO be executed by the police, and tactically through some SULFAs.This means that the 
SULFA emerged as an extra~nstitutional authority. lilce the political police force maintained secretly 
by some distatorships. tn case the "SULFA were such a body of persons and were used by police either 
as an auxiliary, or as the striking arm, they would also be part of the conspiracy .. We have allready 
discussed that as conspiracies are often hatctted in srcrecy, these circumstantial evidence will be 
relevant and admissible. In the k.illing of Dbaneswar and Sushila there were definitely more than teo 
persons in the act of shooting. them down, but there was also a course of conduct involving the deciders 
of the course of action culminating in the killings .. Considering the facts of this case in light of 
definition of conspiracy, it can surely be held that there was a long drawn course of action amoun1ting to 
conspiracy. The manner of planning and execution of the act of killings show that there must also have 
been some authoritative asswance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore., there 
no clue found and the f.R. hastily submitteq. It is accordingly held that there was conspiracy in the 
killings.in this case ... 

II. Motive Behind Killings .. The.Motive. behind the killing may be analysed as direct or 
immediate; and the ultimate. Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of Dhaneswar and 
Sushila's son Manoj Rabha@ Dristi Rajkhowa having been in the ULFA, and hence it is an ULFA 
related case.and the motive behind the killing is explainable as perpetuation of A.G.P. rule by 
gdting rid of the ULFAs, their family memvers and their relatives, by elemination and 
denoralisation.The fact that there was a request made to the literary organizations and Sahit:ya 
Sabhas of the State to persuade the ULF As to surrender is in deposition of the then Chief Minister 
\.iahanta.in another case.Tnere is evidence of the Armymenm )919cemen and others having , ·isi1:ed 
the family house and first advising to recall Naboj from ULFA and later forewarning that the 
consequences of the failure to do so would be serious, A course of conduct by different agencies 
to~ards similar persuatuin and the forewarning that in case of failure to effect surrender 
consequences ~ould not be good for the family, and thereafter finally culminating in their killing 
!>upport such a conclusion. Contemporary similar killingsbrought in evidence of this case aliso 
~ho~ed that it ~as the consistent pattern to follow. One may question why, in face of 1the 
constitutional and legal right for every citizen to freedom of thought and belief. freedom of 
association. the relati'res need be pressuritcd to bring them back to peace talks, and ~hy relatives 
\.\ho failed to do so should be secret!) killed? The manner in. the weapons with, which the victi'ms 
ha\'c been killed leaves no doubt that the killers' enjoyed complete immunity for their acts of killiutg, 
The: way in ~hich in all the cases the investigations were made to fizzle out shows that the police: is 
in collaboration with them. All these also prove that the entire scheme is being remor1c
orchestrated. Tbosc in helm of those deparmenls must be held liable and must be brought to justi·ce. 
The maner being of criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence in series 
of cac;es ~ith common characteristics lead to such a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from those who 
harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a consequence is the motive' for an 
action. Intention and motive are often used synonymously. In criminal law the question of motive~ Is not 
material "here there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts t~msclves Bte sulfficient 
to disclose the intention of the actor. lo such cases while. motive is immaterial, intention is matetiaJ .. ln 
the Explanation lo section 161 IPC' .. a motive or reward for doing is illustrated as - a perso'n whc 
r(Xei\'es a gratification as a motive for doing what he docs not intend to do, or as a reward for dolni 
what he has not done. In this SCR.!IC. motive of the killina will mean that for which the killler has 
committed the killing. and without which he would not have dpne it. 

(D)Piapolnllna respoatlbllityon prtsoas lavolved dlrectlyor Indirectly Ia eo•mluloa of kllllna 
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This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct evidence:, we 
have to depend o-n relevant circumstantial evidence. That,of course, is forthcoming in such extents as 
could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons involved. fortWUltely the term of refe1rence 
mentions"involved directly or indirectly in comruission of killing'' This enables us to act on basis of 
integrated evidence rarher thsn on isolated ones. We have therefore to integrate such parts of evidence 
as will lead to a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibility.Besides what are 
found in relevant pieces of evidence, the common characteristics found in each individual case also 
throw some light. 

While anS\\·ering the terms of reference in this case. we also find the following conlmon 
characteristics of the first group of seven cases also in this case so as to justify a finding of "Uifocide, 
that is, deliberate killing ofULFAs, and their families and relatives, on their basis,namely: 

1. .That these killings involved an ULFA family, namely, that of ULFA-Manoj Rabha@ 1Dristi 
R.ajkhowa. and the investigations fizzling out and ending in Final Reports (F.R) . . 

2. That the killings. were committed at dead of night, and the assailants were spoken to in 
AssllJTiese by the . victims indicating that they were known to them.. · 

3 .. That the assailants were armed w1th sophisticated firearms, as the injuries inflicted on1 Shri 
Dhancswar and Sushi Ia Rabha would suggest.. 

4. That the weapons used in killing were fireamts of different bores and calibers, mosltly of 
prohibited bores normally found in police-military situations. 

S. That as fireanns of prohibited bores were mostly used; forensic/ballistic examinati•on of 
exhibits \\.ere avoided.and investigationallowed to fizzle out.. 

6. That the vehicles used were neither detected, nor seized by the police ... 
7. That there were no police patrolling in the crime area during the killin time.s .. 

. .. 8 .That the army was ubiquitous. By army we mean the armed forces of the Union deployed in 
·Assam in aid of civil power. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus in the ki1lings, some 
of the latter being constituted into an extra~onstitutional authority and used as the executioners. the 
modus npl!rondii being to visit the family , ask members to persuade its ULFA member to surr•:nder, 
failing which. to send an advance team to survey the location and structure of the house, then l<~ send 
armed and masked men to the family house at dead of night, knock at the door to wake up the inmates 
and then drag him/them out and shoot him/them dead, or take him/them away and secretly ki'll and 
thro"' the bodies somewhere .. The same was tho modus operandii in this case. 

9. That tbere was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ Chief 
Mini!:l1er. 

JO.That there has been connivance of SULFAs; and in this kiUing case no SULFA has. been 
interrogated or made accused or arrested. 

II . That the investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime perpetrate:d. 
I 2 . That modem methods of investigation, finger/foot prints, dog-squads were never used. 
13.That no condolence message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the victim famiily . 
14.That no ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made by the Govt. of Assam. in this case. 
t 5 That in this case, there is remote-orchestrated Ulfocide, death penalty having been imposed 

on the' ictims for .. status offences,'' of being the parents of ULF A Shri Manoj Rabha .. 

16.From this case ··remote- orchestration·· from Home Ninistry is deducible beyond reasonable do1ubt.. 
/ These common characteristics prove remote-orchestration from the apex source of consrpiracy 

.> committing "Uifocide'' through its instrumentalities including unholy police-SULFA nexus using some 
of the latter as stri&..ing arms or executioners .. 
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The pinpoi~ting responsibility on individuals has to be in conformity with the iclentity 
determined in tenn .. 8" The indirect responsibility will include ali Oovt. agency or instrumeJntality 
assi~ting. abetting. facilitating an<\ carryung out the ulf~ide in Manoj Rabha@ Deisti Rajkhowa's 
family. . 

(E) Recommendations to prevent re~urrence of such killings. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such killings. the 
Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely, (l) the immediate, and l(2) the 
long term. 

(l) The inunediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle the 
existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory order, but only an 
arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and operation of the 
armed forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt, "in aid of civil power .. of 
the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the State Govt. The Structure itself envisa,ges its 
review after every three months, and there is no limit to the review and may even envisage its 
dismantling. The parties concerned may agree to dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create 
it. The constitutional position as to deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the U1rtion in · 
a State has already been discussed in para 14 of "Part 1. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is 
referred to in this context. The deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union.in the 
State of Assam has been .. in aid of the civil power of the State.'' In case of the civil power of the 
State being sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of armed 
forces or other forces bf the linion for the State .. The armed forces and other forces of the Union 
~ere deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have been caused by the activities of 
the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed area under the 
Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has to a great exten\ been under control. The life in 
the State has become normal. The last Assembly election could be held without any disturbance, 
thanks to the co-operation of the local banned outfits. This may be an appropriate time for effective 
talks with the local outfits to observe cease fire. first for a short period, say six months, nnd for 
gradually longer and longer periods, and for restoration of mormalcy and confinement of the armed 
forces and other forces of the Union to the banacks. and on continuation and assurance of normalcy, 
ultimately Y.ithdraw, on an assurance of peace on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately 
lifting of their bans themselves. To achieve this, strenuous. but cordial, talks between the outtlts, the 
State Go~enunent and the Central Govt would be necessary~ and there is no reason why such talks 
should not succeed.in restoration of normalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invilted the 
Unified Command Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be mailfltained 
and insurgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the public are serious in this 
restoration of nonnalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation cannot be brought 
about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked out in 
consultation and cooperation.among the Government, the political parties, student organizations, the · 
outfits and the general public . Restoration ofnonnalcy will also effect \.'COnomy .. Meanwhile . in the 
interest of peace and tranquilit). there shoild be no witch hunting. Constututionally sp.eaking, 
restoration of normalcy is the tenninus of internal disturbances and anny deployment in the State. 

(2) The long terrn measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution and the 
laws in c8JT)'ing out each and ever)' function of the government. All the departments of the 
GO\.emment must function faithfully in ac:cordanae with th. m,.,.. .. ",. ''""''"''R"" af •h• 
t 'on!»tltullon of India. In other words, the lone term meu.ures may include, in the long run, the 
faithful o~-dience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the laws of the country, Th~ 
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Centre-State relationship must also be in accordance with the mandates of the Consti~:ution . 
Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be helpful in this regard. Manu1smriti 
said ( Buller) VIU, 351 . "By kil\ing an assassin the slayer incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in 
public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils upon fury.'' 386."That king in whose town lives n01 thief, 
no adulterer no defamer, no man guilty of violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of 
Sakra (lndra)'':420. "A king who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated 
above, and removes all sin, reaches the highest state (ofbliss)" Suk.rac:harya's Dandaniti is based 
on danda , meaning, punishment. Ancient sages said that without danda malsyanyayu will prevail 
and the strong will devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajna will be swooped! at by 
crows. Danda keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness in them, 
but some do not. fn the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the society. The 
nonns and laws of today are not materially different. Secret killing amounts to denial of all the 
constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these rights by the killer. If .. : 
killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths taken by them on assumption J. 
of public offices. The society need be protected from the people with such dangerous propensities, · 
It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, fury generates, fury and that brutalities gt:nerate • 
more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even keel of the society and some ex.cesses · 
commited by some elements had to be checked by appropriate measures, but that would not justify 
the lawfully established Government in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to extra
Constitutional organs zeopardizing the legaL fundamental and hwnan rights of the citizens of 
soverign, socialist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the peopte to 
govern them, ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India and the 
relevant Jaws. rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They shmuld be 
aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens ofthe State against their State 
itself. Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life, liberty, freedoms, non-discrimiination 
etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govern, secretly 
or openly . They must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious, communal, 
racial. ethnic, social , historical. or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they should be true t:o their 
oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in any form and manner .. While no training course will 
be appropriate, considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and discussions 
at government levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first resort of t~e people for protection of their life,liberty, property 
ctc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to help police in 
re~1oring law and order in society. provided they are capable of doing so. There is no doubt tlttat our 
Police force is one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficit:nt and 
instructed. some officers, by turn, may be sent for advanced training in detection and deci:sion in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police 
training College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other J'resent 
da)' crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the position in 
"'hich the SULF As found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their erMwhile 
colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate peotection, But 
u~ing their services as ' 'guides, ''spotters''. trouble-shooters and ccllaborators in police fulilctions 
could ne\er be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As. far less their being used as 
the strikinl!!.,arm or the men jn chara.e ofexoc1,Jtinn1 Tho• whn h""'- aAmmith•d •rim•.,. _.II ... ""1" h• 
brought to Justlce.As regards the others, let them now be l?ereft of the hallowed positions, ar1d give 
them fair field and no favour, at least following the insolvency principle of allowing the dl~clared 
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insolvent to have ~ fresh start in life. How the erstwhile affected people ~ill adore or avoid them 
will be a different matter altogether. However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable in criminal 
law. 

So far as the Government wings, ~agencies. and authorities, both official and political. the principle 
of"respomdent superior~ will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at the lower levels, 
higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to proper punishments. So far as 
political level authorities are concerned, the principle of collective resplonsibility may apply to all 
those who were fanning Govtmmcnt in the State at the relevant period. This principle of collective 
responsibility will find them out wherever they happen to be, during the period when the violatio01 
of Constitutional and legal rights of the affected citizens whose fundamental and other legal andl 
human rights were violated during their gove~ce. But regarding oth.ers,even here, except iru 
criminal cases. the insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also be givent 
fair field and no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting olf 
any sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of course, be an entirely 
different matter. 

(F) AJiy other matter nlated or nlnaat to tbe inquiry 
Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation , ex gracia, or on 

some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. In case of any 11nishap 
or calamity befalling any one or more of our citiz.ens or families, the welfare State considers it to its duty 
to offer rescue and relief to the affected persons and families, as the case: may be. lt is more so wh1en the 
sufferer bas reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The 
rendering of rescue, relief and recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of the 
State. It is really praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to bave instantly announced such 
reliefs and rehabilitation packagew, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving eligible 
members of th~ families, inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. 
Even the legislature has now provided for payment of suitable "'no-fault liability" irrespective of the 
claim for fault liability. 'The public prosttution may result in punishment of the culprits, but that itself 
"ill bring no financial and livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors. including the 
minor children of the bereagvQd famiJy. In this case: both the ~nts have been killed leavi1ng the 
orphanned children to fend themsclves.The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior counsel for 
the Commission and the learned Senior Govenuncnt Advocate, and for the ends of distributive justice, 
doth hereb) direct the State Government of Assam to pay to the orphaned children of the victim family. 
for the benefit of the children of Shri Ohaneswar Rabha and Smti Sushila, Rabha a sum of Rs 10,100,000 
(Rupees ten lakh~) only.forthwith. More than seven years have already elapsed, and it brooks no farther 
dela). 

x= 

(12) 

SHRI MAHENDRA RAJ KILLING CASE 
Raacjuli P.S. Cue No. 41199 

Date of occurrence. 15.9.99 
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By this Cornm~ssion's order dated 5.4.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred on it by the 
Government of Assam's Notification, No.PLA.331/2005/2 dated 3rd September 2005, in continuation of 
the earlier Notification No.PLA 331/2005/1 dated 22.8.2995, after hearing the applicant and the lelllmed 
Senior Counsel for the CommissJon and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Qssam, and in the interest 
of justice, it has taken up this case for inquiry. 

By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commiaain is to inquire into, in each case.the following 
tenns of reference, and any other matters with recommendations, if any, namely: 

"(a) Circumstances , in each case, leading to the kilJing of Shri Mahendra Rai 

(b) Identity of the killer(s) and nccomplice(s), if any. 

(c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the motive behind such 
killing(s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the commissi1on of 
such killing(s) 

( e )To make recomme~ations to prevent recurrence of such killings 
(f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

(A) Circumstaaces leading to the killing of Shri Maheadn R.ai. 

On 16.9.99 an FIR was lodged by Smti Binapani Ray at about5.45 P.M. at the Rongjuti P.S. and 
was received by Shri Hari Mohan Sinha. O.C. Vide G.D. entry No. 369 of Rangjuli P.S. Th~ 
investigation was entrusted to the 1/0 Shri P. Borah S.J. The FIR stated that her (Bi.oapani's) elde:r son 
Shri Mahendra Rai.and one Munin Das, a carpenter, went together on 15.9.99 at about J 0 A.M. and, as 
Munin Das reported, her son Mahendra Rai boarded a Maruti car in front of Rangjuli Hospital, and 
somehow he has not cetwned home since then. 

As P .W. 2 Smti Binapani Rai deposed that her son Mohenfra Rai was a contractor In September 1999 
he did a contract work in Buraburi Railway station in Goalpara district.On 15.9.99. Wednesday, he: took 
his meal at about 9.30 A.M. and went out as usual in connection with contract work, He used to return 
home every evening at 7 P.M. but that day be did not, and had not returned since. On 16.9.99 an FIR 
was lodged at the Rangjuli P.S. but she did not know who got her signature on it and who wrote it. 
because of her distressed mental condition. Sl!e said that Mahendra Rai did contract work jointly with 
one Soneswar Rabha of neighbouring Nagbari village, who had a truck. Asked about the circumstances 
of missing Mahendra Rai, she said that Mahendra Rai went out of his house with a carpenter and at 
R.angjuli Bazaar, Mahendra asked Sunil to attend to his own work while he boarded a white Maruti Van 
and proceeded to Dudhnoi whereafter he was seen no more. On being asked Sunil repeated the :story; 
and on 18111 ncar the road bridge of Dumuni some villagers traced blood marks and found the dead body 
which they themselves took to the Civil Hospital, Goalpara for post-mortem examination. After f11nding 
the dead body on 18.9.99 Shri P. Bora, S.L as 1.0. of the case applied to the C.J.M, Goalpara to the 
effect that Mahendra Rai's dead body was found concealed at a place within the Momoi P.S. area and 
prayed that the sections 302 and 291 lPC be added. to section 365 I.P.C. which was already there. 

P.W. I.Dr Rahmat Ali Ahmed, Senior Medical Officer. Goalpara Civil 'Hospital, Goalpara, 
conducted the post-mortem examination on the dead body of Mahendra Rai on 18.9.99 and foWld two 
injuries. namely, 1. One entry wound on the right side of the head and one exit wound on the left siide or 
the head. 2. One 3 1/2 em diametre exit woWld on the interior abdominal wall, just below the left 
hupochordrium at the mid line.: One 2 ~m di~etN •ntD' wn.,rwi i~ no._d "" th• "•h• •i...,. .. r ~h• .,__. 
1 IJ2" abo\'C the rJght ear; One exit wound IS noted on the· Jcft s1de of the head (31/2 em d.ian!lctre) 
through which s~mi-liquid brain material is coming out. The whole skull fractured in multiple pegrnents. 
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The whole~ damaged and maximum position was lost. All findings are antemortem in nature. Rigor 
mortis was present. It may be preswned 1hat death occurred at least 36 hrs before post-mo11em 
examination. From the nature of injuries, the doctor opined, that big type of fireanns were used .. : 

(B) Tbe identity ofthe kill~ and their accomplice-s, if any. 

The k~lling of Mahendra Rai was secret as to the identity of the kiUers and their accomplices, and 
also as to tune and manner of killing. lt is a developed principle of law that accomplices are the parties 
to the crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the crime. accomplices are divided into 
perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites or helps the commission of a crime by the 
perpetrator .. Perpetrator is exclusively the person who in law performs the crime. More precisely,, the 
perpetrator 1S the person who. being directly struck at by the criminal prohibition, offends against it with 
the necessary mens reu or negligence. Thus, accomplices include, while accessories exclude the 
perpetrator of the crime. However, oftem they are used as synonymous. 

Mrs. Binapani Rai also said that she had two sons and two daughters, the eldest, a daughter, was 
married. next was son Mahendra, the third was a daughter stll unmarried and the last was her son 
Mantu. aged 26 years, who joined the ULF A in 1999; that policemen used to visit their house enquiring 
whereabouts of Mantu and asked them to persuade him to surrender; the Armymen used to visit their 
house most frequently and advised similarly and said that failure ti make Mantu surrender would not be 
good. She said that the CRPF also used to come and ask them to make Mantu surrender, and they 
threatened that for failure to do so they shall have to face the consequences. She said that the members 
of the f:unily made it clear to all of them that they were unable to do so as they had no contact with 
Mantu. Binapani also disclosed that there were three other ULFAs in their village, namely, Swapan Rai, 
Akhim Rabha and Rahul Rabha, all joining after Mantu joined. Out of them, Akhim and Rahul had 
surrendered whereafter Akhim stayed at home as his elder brother was having a pharmacy at Rangjuli, 
but Rahul seldom stayed at home. Binapani further disclosed thaJ prior to the killing, as far back as in 
July a group of 5 boys wearing half pants and covering their faces in black cloths, arms in hand, carne at 
night and knocked at their door. though initially afTaid, she opened the door and then entering the house 
they wanted Mohan. who was then at Guwahati. they searched the house and went away. Hearing it 
almost all the villagers came and saw. She being alone, her husband being away in service, she did not 
know what to do and lived in fear of being killed since then, as her son was in ULF A. but did not know 
how to inform police. Asked who. she thought, were the killers of her son Mahendra, she replied: 
"These could be SULF As and with them there could be police, the Army and some Govt. agency." 

P.W. 3 Shri Ganesh Ch. R.a.i. a retired Armyman. aged about 62 years. father of the victim 
Mahendra Rai, deposed that when his son Mahendra Rai left his home on 15.9.99, he was at Sonapur 
Arm)' camp in its supply department, his son Mahendra never visited Sonapur; and he (Ganesh Rai) 
somehow had the apprehension that as his son was in the ULFA, and as in other cases, some member 
of our family would also be killed. Accordingly he requested Shri Bora to keep an eye oo his flllmily. 
When his wife fell seriously ill. he came home .. He said that he was informed by his family that ,army 
men used to visit his family but never misbehaved as he was in the anny. He said that both the ,army 
and CRPF people ~uested the members of the family to persuade his ULF A son Montu to come back 
and join the peace talks, failing which the consequences would not be good for the family . He was• also 
prnent \\hen in the month of July some 5 or more armed boys wearing half pants, and covering their 
facees with black cloths enttred and ransacked his house. The boys first tried to speak in Hindii, but 
soon thereafter spoke in Assamese. Though they said that they were from the anny. from his anny 
experience. he did not believe them to be so. Describing the. incittet:'t he said tha_t the anned and m_eiSked 
boys fi~t knocked at the door and when i1 was not opened some SAJd khura Jur1a khu/1 diyalc.. Bcu:'lg so 
addressed. he peeped through the wall hole and saw that the bo)'!' were having in their hands rifles of 
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the same series, perhaps so addressed he thought it better to open the door. No sooner than the door was 
opened, two of the boys in ready position with A.K. 47 rifles in hand, asked why he allowed his son 
Mantu to go and join the ULF A, he being a knowledgeable person. While the two were so talking the 
others searched every nook and comer of the house and while going out asked him to meet Mantl.il at 
Dudhnol, but as Mantu was not at home he could not be sent. Asked about his impression about the 
boys Ganesh Rai said the boys were surely Assamese, but he could not identify any l>ne 
individually.After the boys left he went out to see how they came and saw that they parlced their vehilcle 
behind a truck so as to make it out of signt from their house .. 

Shri Deepak Kumar, l.P.S., the then S.P. Goalpara district, Goalpara, in his affidavit da1ted 
13.9.2006, para 2, said that while he was S.P. Goalpara, he was informed about the incident ofRangjuli 
P.S. Case No. 14/1999 wherein l (one) person was killed, namely, Mohan Rai, ar esident of village 
Sardnrpara under P.O. and P.S. Rangjuli in the district ofGoalpara, Assam. ln para 3 of the affidavill he 
said that "on receiving the information, taken all necessary steps about the incident." .In cross he said 
that the Unified Command Structure was there in his district, but Army was not located within his 
jurisdiction. though they frequently used to visit the area. There were around 50 Sulfas in Goalpara 
district during hi~ time. He ' 'must have visited'' the place of occurrence and the house of the vic:tim 
Mahendra Rai, but he did not inquire whether any member of his family was in ULF A; and he did not 
ask his subordinate officers also to inquire it, but said that he took this S.R. case seriously.Amswering a 
question that while examined u/s. 161 cr. P.C. one Hitesh Patgiri clearly said that one Mantu IR.ai, 
brother of v ictim Mahendra Rai was in the ULFA, and yet the case was not investigated in that line, the 
S.P. replied that "The case was investigated to nab the culprits''.The following question was answer4:d: 
"Q. It is in evidence that the ULFA, the CRPF and the police visited the house of Mahendra Rai several 
times and they also asked the members of the family to persuade their member Mantu Rai to givt~ up 
violence and come back to the main stream, and despite that the case was not taken up and that the 
CRPF had threatened them with dire consequences, and the investigation did not take note of all 0\ese 
elements of evidence and rather hastened to submit the F.R. after barely six months of the date of the 
incident ? 
A. 1t was the duty of the Army. the CRPF, the police to visit the house of ULF A members and persuade 
them to surrender so it is not a question to be investigated in the case. 
Q. The investigation did not follow lhe line of the events and did not pursue the enquiry as to whether 
the kill ing was the handiwork of some SULFAs? 
A. The 1.0. will be the apopropriate officer to answer this question". 

The S.P Mr. Kunar said that he was "not aware tha1 a Final Report had been submitted! on 
31 .3.2000 ( date of occurrence 15.9 .99), because it was the Addl. S.P. Headquarters who approves, the 
Final Reportf' He said that "the practice was for .the Circle Inspector to write the PTogress Report (PR) 
on the basis ,of which he could suggest for F.R. for approval to the Addl S.P. Head quarters and 010 its 
approval it goes to the Court'' 

The above practice may or may not absolve the S.P. for early and improper submission of F.R. in 
an intricate secret killing case involving a centrally orchestrated muder of an ULF A family. More: so, 
when in all such cases in lhe district F.R.s have been submitted, more or less prematurely .. 

Replying to a question as to whether in the meetings organized by the the then Chief and H1ome 
Minister Shri Prafulls Kumar Mahanta the cases of secret killings involving members ofULFA families 
were discussed. Mr. Kumar replied that he attended all the conferences of the D.C.s and S.P.s in wih.ich 
the then Chief Minister PrafuHa Kwnar Mahanta addressed. He did not know at what level those 
conferences were organized during his tenure as S.P. in Goalpara district, but at the moment he did. not 
remember the: minute~ of the meetingR, 

The question was what were the differences and agreements between the meetings of the Unified 
Command Structure at the State level and the District Co-ordination Committee level and those 
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organized for ~.C.s and S.P.s and attended by the Chief Minister The answer of the S .P was that 
having not known the function of the Strategic Group, he could not compare the agendas of the two at 
the State level, but at the District Co-ordination Committee level and those organized for the O.C.s and 
S.P.s and attended by the Chief Minister, the fonner presided over by the D.C., took stock of the law 
and order situation of the district, there was intelligence sharing and mutual logistic support between 
different attending groups. ·•o .c.s and S.P.s meetings addressed by the Chief Minister review the 
current law and order situation in the district. There could be general discussion. There is no specific 
discussion casewise." 
During his tenure there was no ULF A-SULFA conflict in Goal para. and no idea of any possibililly of 
the SULFA having been involved in this case came to his mind. They always used to monitotr the 
activities of the SULF As There was no record of any SULFA coming from Guwahati and committing 
crime in Goalpara. Rusevelt Rabha, Hitler Rabha,. Purandar Rabha and Bimal Rabh.a., all Sulfas were 
not examined in this case and he could not say whether information was collected as to where were they 
on the fateful night of 15.9.99. though they were called to office for the purpose of their rehabilitation 
alloting 100 bighas oagricultWlll land for the putpose.The S.P. did not form any opinion as to who 
could possibly be the culprits . · 

The 1.0. examined the following persons under section 161 of the Cr.P.C. 1. Shri Hitesh Patgiri . 
aged about 45 years, a contractor in PWO. who was a co-villager of Mahendra Rai.On the next day. He 
said that he searched for Mahendra Rai in Dudhnoi and Momoi area. It is in evidence in another case 
that there was a small SULFA camp under Dudhnoi Police station area. He did not know wh<ether 
Mahendra was in ULF A or not, but his brother Mantu was not at home for last one year. Mahendru had 
no enmity with any one, but he believed that he was kidnapped by inknown miscreants. IRajiv 
Choudhury, son of Shri Bolin Choudhury of Ramgjuli, aged about 25 years, working at his own 
phannacy at Rangjuli Bazaar said that on the previous day he did not see Mahendra Rai, but heard from 
others that he had been kidnapped. From his pharmacy 4Pe Rangjuli hospital would be 5/6 meters •Only. 
Shri Aswini Kumar Sinha., son of Shri Sarat Ch. Sinh' of Village Rangjuli, aged about 45 year:s, 4111 

grade employee of Rangjuli hospital said that at 10 A.M.on 16.9.99 he saw Mahendra Rai talking with 
Rinku Rai on the PWO road. A white Maruti van was parked near them, but he did not see its number. 
Afler 2 to 3 minutes talk the boys boarded the Maruti van facing Guwahati side, then took a tum and 
proceeded towards Darangiri. He did not know the boy with whom Mahend.ra was talking, and that 
Mahendra had no enmity with anyone. Sunil Das, Carpenter, aged about 23 years said that he was 
fixing wooden doors and windows to the house of Rinku Rai and so he knew Mahendra and was to 
meet Manlu Rabha but did not find him in his house and so he came to Ra111gjuli 
P.W. 3 Shri Ganesh Ch. Rai, a retired anny person , aged about 62 years , father of the victim 
Mahendra Rai , deposed that when his son Mahendra Rai left his home on 15.9.99, he was at Sonapur 
Anny c8Jl)p in its supply department, his son Mahendra never visited Sonapur; and he(Ganesh Rai) 
somehow had the apprehension that as his son was in the ULF A, and as in other cases, some member 
of our fantily would also be killed. Accordingly he requested Shri Bora to keep an eye on his fa:mily. 
When his wife fell seriously ill, he came home .. He said that he was informed by his family that army 
men used to visit his family but never misbehaved as he was in the army. He said that both the army 
and CRPF people requested the members of the family to persuade his ULF A son Montu to come back 
and join the peace talks, failing which the consequences would not be good for the family. He was: also 
present when in the month of July some 5 or more armed boys wearing balf pants, and covering their 
faeces with black cloths entered and ransacked his house. The boys first tried to speak in Hindil, but 
soon thereafter spoke in Assamese. Though they said that they were from the anny. from his army 
experience, he did not believe them to be so. 

Describing the incident he said that the armed and masked boys first knocked at the door and ·~·h~o:n 
it was not opened some said khura dllfja khuli diyak. Being so addressed, he peeped through the woll 
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hole and. saw ~at the boys were having in their hands rifles of the same series, perhaps so address,ed he 
tbo~~ht at _better to o~n th_e door. No sooner than the door was opened, two of the boys in 1ready 
po~ltion With A.K. 47 nfles m han~ asked why he allowed his son Mantu to go and join the ULF A , he 
betng a knowledgeable person. While the two were so talking the others searched every noo}t and 
come.- of the house and while going out asked him to meet Mantu at Dudhnoi, but as Mantu was not at 
home he could not be sent, Asked about his impress ion about the boys Ganesh Rai said the boys were 
surely Assamese, but he could nit identify any one individually.After the bos left he went out to see 
how they came and saw that they parked their vehicle behind a truck so as to make it out of signt from 
their house .. 

Shri Deepak Kumar, I.P.S., the then S.P . Goalpara district, Goalpara, in his affidavit dated 13.9 .2006, 
para 2, said that while he was S.P. Goalpara, be was informed about the incident ofRangjuli P .S. Case 
No. 1411999 wherein l(one) person was killed, namely, Mohan Rai , aresident of village Sardllu-para 
under P.O. and P.S. Rangjuli in the district of Goalpara. Assam. In para 3 of the affidavit he said that 
"on receiving the information • taken all necessary steps about the incident." .In cross he said that the 
Unified Command Structure was there in his district. but Anny was not located within his jurisdiction, 
though they frequently used to visit the area. There were around SO Sulfas in Goalpara district dluring 
his time. He "must have visited'' the place of occurrence and the house of the victim Mahend.rll Rai, 
but he did not inquire whether any member of his family was in ULF A~ and he did not ask his 
subordinate officers also to inquire it, but said that he took this S.R. case seriously.AmsweJing a 
question that while examined u/s. 161 cr. P.c. one Hitesh Patgiri clearly said that one Mantu Rai, 
brother of victim Mahendra Rai was in the ULFA, and yet the case was not investigated in that lime, the 
S.P. replied lhat "The case was investigated to nab the culprits. The following question was answe1red : 
"Q. It is in evidence that the ULF A, the CRPF and the police visited the house of Mahendra Rai s.everal 
times and they also asked the members ofthe family to persuade their member Mantu Rai to gi.ve up 
violence and come back to the main stream, and despite that the case was not taken up and that the 
C'RPF had threatened them with dire consequences, and the investigation did not take note of all these 
elements of evidence and rather hastened to submit the F.R. after barely six months of the date of the 
incident ? 
A. It was the duty of the Army, the CRPF, the police to visit the house of ULFA members and 
persuade them to surrender so it is not a question to be investigated in the case. 
Q. The investigation did not follow the line of the events and did not pursue the enquiry as to whether 
the killing was the handiwork of some SULF-As 
A. The 1.0. will be the apopropriate officer to answer this question". 

The S .P Mr. Kunar said that he was "not aware that a Final Report had been submitted on 
3 1.3.::!000 (date of occurrence 15.9 .99), because .it was the Addl. S.P. (Headquarters) who approves the 
Final Repo~)' ' He said that "the practice was for the Circle Inspector to write the Progress Report (PR) 
on the basis of which he could suggest for F.R. for approval to the Addl S.P . Head quarters and on its 
approval it goes to the Court'' 
The above practice may or may not absolve the S.P. for imptpperly early submission of F.R. in an 
intricate secret killing case involving a centrally orchestrated muder of an ULFA family . More so. 
when in all such cases in the District F.R.s have been submitted, more or less prematurely.Replying to a 
question as to whether in the meetings organized by the the then Chief and Home Minister Shri P1rafulls 
Kumar Mahanta the cases of secret killings involving members of ULF A families were discussed, Mr. 
Kumar replied that he attended all the conferences of the D.C.s and S.P.s in which the then Chief 
Minister Prafulla Kumar Mahanta addressed. He did not know at what level those conference~: were 
o~ani1:ed durin~ his tenure Alii S.P. in C.aaiPA"' .di•tnol, \.~t •• tho •non•••" ho c.ttcJ nul rememb,er tne 
mmutes of the meetings. • 
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The question. was what were the differt,nces and agreements between the meetings of the Unitlied 
Command Structure at the State level an~ the District Co~ordination Committee level and thiose 
organized for D.C.s and S.P.s and 'ttended by the Chief Minister? The answer of the s'.P was · that 
having not known the function of the Strategic Gwup, he could not compare the agendas of the tw1o at 
the State level, but at the District Co-ordination Committee level and those organized for the D.C.s and 
S.P.s and attended by the Chief Minister, the former presided over by the D.C., took stock of the law 
and order situation of the district, there was intelligence sharing and mutual logistic support between 
different attending groups. "D.C.s and S.P.s meetings addressed by the Chief Minister review the 
cwrent law and order situation in the district. There could be general discussion. There is no spedfic 
discussion casewise. •• 
During his tenure there was no tJLF A-SULFA conflice in Goal para, no idea of any possibility of the 
SULFA having been involved in this case carne to his mind. They always used to monitor the activilties 
of the SULF As There was no record of any SULFA coming from Guwahati and committing crime in 
GoaJpara. Roosevelt Rabha., Hitler Rabha,, Purandar Rabha and Bimal Rabha, all Sulfas were not 
examined in this case and he could not say whether infonnation was collected as to where were theJ( on 
the fateful night of 15.9.99. though they were called to office for the pwpose of their rehabilitation 
alloting 100 bighas oagricultural land for the purpose.The S.P. did not fonn any opinion as to who 
could sibly be the culprits. It has been learnt from evidence in another case that Shri Rusevelt R.21bha 
and his brother~inlaw Shri R.inku Choudhury were from Dudhnoi, and that Dudhnoi SULF As u.s4~d a 
white Manui van at that time. 

This case was the first of its kind in Goal para district and the contours of criminality are 
not prominent. However, fTom its modus operandi and it having involved an ULFA family, the 
Police-Sl!LF A nexus was identifiable, though the individual perpetrators may not have been from 
Ohoopdhara area itself, An almost pennanent SULFA camp at Goalpara Town accommodating a 
number of SULFA leaders. There was evidence in another case that there were smaller SULFA 
camps under Dudhnoi P .S. in the hou~ of Rusvelt Rabha, and at Krisnai outpost.. These have 
been emerging as important factors to be considered in this type of cases. The SULFas of Dudhnoi 
SULFA camp are suspected to be the perpetrators in this case. All Govt. agencies like the Police in 
unholy nexus and collaborators with the SULFAs will be the accomplices. 

Considering the above Shri Bimal Rabha' s Cycle- repairing shop was at about 6 kms from 
Dudhnoi,c\ idence on record, the modus operandii of the case, the fact that the inmates of the Maruti 
van \\ith whom Mahandra Rai talked behind the white \1aruti van, which was associated \\ith the 
SULf' As there, for some time, and the fact that the SULFA boys were in the Police Station, though said 
to ha~e been for rehabilitation purposes, and the fact that earlier also 516 half pant wearing. maskc!d and 
armed boys came to the house of Mahendra Rai, searched for Mantu and expressed resentment for 
allowing him to go to ULF A. speaking first in Hindi and latc:r in Assamese,it is reasonable to limit the 
identity of the killers to concerned Dudhnoi and Goalpara identify the SULFAs Shri Roosevelt Rabha. 
Shri Hitler Rabha. Shri Purandar Rabha, Aimal R.abha and Shri Rinku Rai as the perpetrators. )\JJ the 
Oo'-1. agencies that aided. abetted, assisted or facilitated the commission of the crime will be the 
ccomplices thereof. 

The F.R. submi"ed by l /0 . Hari Mohan Sinha S.L Srikrishna outpost and sent to Goalpara P .S . on 
2.1.99 F.R. No. 45 dated 27.5.2000, accepted by Magistrate but there is no copy in case record .. This 
case <Jisenes rc~invcstigation in the interest of justice. The case records to be sent back for the purpose .. 

cl> To find out ·•·•••r th•- ••• ••Y -••pl-ey Ia ................ vletf•• and ... ~ IIIIOff\'e 

behiad such lillings. · 
This term is replied in two pllrts, namely, conspiracy in targeting, and motive for killing. 
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. l~Coaspin~ .. in targeting the victim. Conspiracy. in the context of the instant inquir,will mean 
cnnunal consptracy which is defined in Section t26A ofiPC as follows: . 

.. When two or more persons agree to ~o or cause to be done.-
'(1) An illegal Act, or 

(2) A;' act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a criminal conspiracy: 
Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a criminal 

conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to such agreement in 
pursuance thereof. 

Explanation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such agreement or is 
merely incidental to that object.. 

Abebnent ofa thing. As defined in Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy for the doing of 

that thlng.if an act or iflegal omission takes place in pursuance of that conspiracy , and in order to the 
doing of that thlng ; or 

Thirdly. institutionally aids. by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 
Explanation - I .A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a material fact 

which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures . or attempts to cause or procure, a thing to 
be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing.; or (Illustration omitted) ...... . 

Fxplanation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does anything in order to 
facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the commission thereof. is said to 1aid the 
doing of that act". 

The Jav. and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para 10 of the Introductory part of the 
earlier report; the same is referred to ... The question whether there was any conspiracy or not in the killing 
of Mahendra Rai has to be decided on the basis of the law. and facts in evidence on record. In c;ase the 
ansy.;er is in the affirmative, then also the question will be as to who were the conspirators?. 111 is in 
e\oidence that the parents of Mahendra Rai were requested by various Govt.agencies to persuade their son 
Mantu to give up and come back and surrender and were forewarned by the anny and police that if they 
could not be so persuaded to surrendr. the consequences would not be good for the family Earlier 
all>O.some unknma,n half pant wearing masked and armed boys came to their house Jookung for Mohan 
and asked \:\hy Manto was allowed to go to ULF A and enquired of his whereabouts, most probably to kill 
him, This must be treated as part of the conspiracy The then Chief Minister, who has, of couse dEmied it 
before the Commission. but he revealed that he requested the literary organizations to persu21de the 
ULF AS to surrender and come to the main stream. Someone or more from those were likely to try to 
persuade Nah~ndra·s plU'ents to the same effect.There is evidence to show that the SULFA camp was in 
touch "ith the police. Indeed the police- SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments by the llcamed 
counsel for the Commission, the Government, and the parties. This means that the SULFA emerged as an 
extra-constitutional authorit) . In case the SVLF A were such a body of persons and were used by police 
either as an au:\iliary, or as the striking arm. they would also be part of the conspiracy .. We have ;llrqad) 
disc~!Jed that .13 conspiracies are often hatched in srcrecy. these circumstantial evidence will be ru~l·t 
and admissible. In the killing of Mahcdra Rai lllere were more than two persons in the act of takin:g away 
and shooting. There was also a course of conduct involving the deciders of the course of action 
culminating in the killing. Considering the facts of this case in light of definition of conspiracy,, it Gl1l1 
o,urely be held that there was a long drawn course of action amounting to conspiracy. The manner of 
planning and execution of the ace of killing show that theR: must also ha\le been ~me •.utho~itati\1~ 
assurance of safe1) to the killers after the act was completed. lllerefore, there was consparacy an th11s case .. 
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. 11: Motive Behin_d Killing .. The.Motive. behind the killing may be analysed as direct or 
tmme<hate; and the ultamate. Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of Mahendra Rai"s 
younger brother Mantu Ra.i having been an tJLFA and hence it is an ULFA related case.and the 
mo~ive ~hind the killing is e~plainable as perpetuation of A.G.P. rule by getting rid of the ULFAs:. 
thetr fanuly memvers, and thetr relatives, by elemination and denoralisation . 

. Ther~ ~s evidence of the Armymenm, policemen and others having visited the family house and firs.t 
advtsmg to recall Mantu from ULF A and later forewarning that the consequences of the failure l•J 

do so would _be serious, A course of conduct by different agencies towards similar persuatuin antd 
the fotewarmng and thereafter sending half pant wearing anned and masked persons in search of 
Mahen, and finally culminating in Mahen Rai's killing support such a conclusion. Contempordry 
similar killingsbrought in evidence of this case also showed that it was the consistent pattern to 
follow. One may question why, in face of the constitutional and legal right for every citizen to 
freedom of thought and belief, freedom of association, the relatives need be pressurized to bring 
them back to peace talks, and why relatives who failed to do so should be secretly killed? The 
manner in, the weapons with,"which the victims have been killed leaves no doubt that the killers 
enjoyed complete immunity for their acts of killing, The way in which in all the cases the 
investigations were made to fizzle out shows that the pol.icc is in collaboration with them. All thes,e 
also prove that the entire scheme is being remorte- orchestrated. Those in helm of those deparmen1:s 
must be held liable and must be brought to justice. The matter being of criminal nature proof must 
be beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence in series of cases with common characteristics lead to 
such a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from those: who 
harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a consequence is the motive for an 
action . Intention and motive are often used synonymously. ln criminal law the question of motive is not 
material where there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts themselves are suflilcient 
to disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motive is immaterial, intention is material.. In 
the Explanation to section 161 IPC "a motive or reward for doing is illustrated as - a person who 
recei,·es a gratification as a motive for doing what he does not intend to do, or as a reward for doing 
what he has not done. In this sense, motive of the killing will mean that for which the killer has 
committed the killing, and without which he would not have done it. 

(D) Pinpointing responsibility on persons who wen: involved diredly or indiredly ia tbt: 
commission of sucb killings 
This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct evidence, we have 
to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of coursem is forthcoming in such extents as could 
help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons involved. Fortunately, the term of reference 
mcntions'' inwlved directly or indirectly in commission of killing" This enables us to act on basis of 
integrated e\·idcnce rarher thsn on isolated ones. We have th~ref~re.to integrat~ s_u~h part~ of evidence 
as ~ill lead to a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt, for pmpomtmg responstbthty.Bestdes wh1at are 
found in relevant pieces of evidence. the common characteristics found in each individual case also 
thro~ some light. . . 

Tbc common characterisCics of tbe first group of seven cases .• Whtle answenng the tenns of 
reference in each c:ase we also find the following common characteristics among the cases in this 
second group, so as to Justify a finding of a general plan of''Ulfocide" i.e., deliberate killing of ULF As. 
and their families and relatives on their basis,namely:: 

1. That this killing involved an ULF A family; and investigations fiz.zli~g1 out, ending in Final Report. 
2 . ·n t tht~ taktns awo)' at' Mahendra Ro.l wuln the evenl~g. but the k II ng walt secret .. 
3 .. That

1

~e assailants appeared to be friendly and the killing was treacherous and eery cruel. .. 
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4. That the ~~ns used in killing were invariab!y fireanns of different sizes, bores and calitK:rs, 
mostly ofprohtbtled bores no~ally found in police-.11ilitilry situations 
5. . That as. fire~s ~f pro~lbtled bores were used; forensic/ballistic examination of exhibits w•ere 
avotded.and mves!tgahon ulhmately fizzling out. 

6. L.~at the velllcles us.;_d were mostly Maruti Gypsys & vans, and always without Registration 
OUfil~A<J:. .• 

7. That there were no~lice patrolling in the crime areas. 

~ ~· . That_ tt;te army was u~iquitous. By anny we mean the anned forces of the Union deployed in Assam 
m asd o~ CIVIl po~er. ~er~ was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus in the killings, some of the 
latter bei~ c_onstJtut~~ mto an ~xtra--constitutionaJ altthority and used as the executioners. the modus 
ope_randu bemg to vtstl the farmly. ask members to persuade its ULFA member to surrender, failing 
whtch, to send an advance team to survey the locati(tn and structure of the house then to send amned and 
masked men to the family house at dead of night., knoJck at the door to wake up the inmates and then drag 
him/them out and shoot hjullthem dead, or take him/them away and secretly kill and throw the bo•dies 
somewhere .. 

9. That there was gcnewl resentment and decry a~ainstthc Unified Command Structure/ Chiclr 
Minister . 

. 10. That there has been ~.;onnivance ofSULFAs; and in no killing case any SULFA has been made 
accused or arrested. 
11 . That the investigatiqal did not commensurate v. ith the seriousness of the crime perpetrated. 
12. That modem scientiOc methods of investigation, finger/foot prints, dog-squads were never 1uscd. 
13. That no condolence !Jlessagc was sent from the then GovL of Assam to any ofthe victim fnmilies. 

14. That no ex-gratia/cumpensatory payment" 15 made by the then Govt. of Assam.in thte case. 
15 That this cas, there i:; re,;,ote- orchestrated Ul~ocide, death penalty having been imposed on the 
"·ictims for >Aslalus ofTcnc..:~, .. of being members of an ULF A families . 

16. From this case .. remote- orchestration" is deducible. 
These common charact~;ristics prove remote or~hcstration from an apex source of conspiracy 
committing Ulfocide t!uough its in~ln.unent.alities ir eluding concerned SULFAs as ~xecutioncrs. 

The pinpointing of responsibility on person:> directly or indirectly involved has to be made 
consistently with the idc:utity dctem~ined in tenn .. R" The person indirectly responsible willl ne the 
accomplices to the crime. One important point is lhc use of the white Maruti van which has by then 
been associated with the l>udhnoi camp StJLFAs Dudhnoi appeared to have provided the gallows for 
several persons picked up from places outside Dudhnoi area. 

(£) Recon~mt:adatio..,a to prevent re<urrcnce of such killing.•. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and ·.visdom, to prevent recurrence of such killings, the 
Commission would like lu make twofold rccommci\Ualions, namely, (I) the immediate, and (2) the long 
lerm. 

( 1) The immediate meast•re is, first to try to keer• in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle: the 
existing Unified Commaud structure. ~hich is neither a statute nor ~ s1.1tutory order, but onl:y an 
arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the Slate liovt., signed by Hts Exvellency the Govemc)~ of 
Assam. regarding dcplo)fncnt 311d operation of t: .c am1ed forces and other forces of the ~~~on 
deployed by the Central (jovt, "in aid of c.ivil po~l'f'' ~f the State of Assam, on rcq~esV rcquiS.~llon 
by the: State Govt. The Sl&.~.~Cture il!>Clf cn\'lsogcs 1ls rev1cw af\cr every t~rce months, nnd there us no 
limit to the review and U'lay even envi.sagc its di:>mantlinJ::. !h~ parttcs ~?r1ccmed may agn::e to 
dismantle it in the same ,~ 1ay they agreed to create it. The consututiQnal pos1t1on as to deployme1nt of 
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~~e ann~~. fo!ces and other ~~~r~es of the Union in a State has already been discussed in para 14 of 
Part I. INTRODUCTOR) · of the earlkier report and is referred to in this context. The 
deployJJ1~t of the anned forL:es and other forces of the Union.in the State of Assam has been "in 1aid 
of the ~lVII. po~e.r of the St~te." -In case of the civil power of the State being sufficient enough to 
cope With Its CIVIl prohlcm~. ex hypothe.'>i., there is 110 need of armed forces (lr other forces of the 
~nion for. the State .. The anucd forces and other forc es of the Union were deployed to cope with the 
mtemal dast~rbanc~ though~ to have been caused b~· the activities of the banned outfits disturbing 
t~e area leadmg to 1ts declar;:~tion as a disturbed area under the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the 
disturbance has to a great e~tent been under control. The life in the State has become normal. 1rhe 
last Assembly elec~ion coull) be held without any disturbance, thanks to the co-operation of the lo•cal 
banned outfits. Th1s may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to observe 
cease fire. ~rsl for a short p\lriod, say six months, and for gradually longer and longer periods, :md 
for restoratton of mormalcy and confinement of the armed forces and other forces of the Union to 
the barracks, and on continuiltion and assurance of normalcy, ullimately withdraw, on an assurance 
of peace on the part ofthe Qunned outfits and ultima:eJy lifiing of their bans themselves. To achieve 
this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outfi is, the State Government and the Central Grovt 
would be necessary; and there is no reason why such talks should not succeed. Disturbance and 
insurgent activities invited lhe Unified Command Structure. It is in the hands of the people to as~;ure 
that peocc will be maintain~v and insurgent activitic'> will he curhcd and normalcy will be resto:red. 
If the public are serious in !his restoration of normalcy, there can be no earthly reason why su<:h a 
situation cannot be brough~ about hy mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modali1tics 
may be worke::d out in con:.!Jit.ation and cooperation.among the Government., the political panties, 
student organizations, the O!Jtfits and the general public. Restoration of normalcy will also effect 
economy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility, there shoild be no witch hunting. 
Constututionally speaking, J·¢storation of normalcy is the tem1inus of internal disturbances and army 
deployment in the State. Uu~er Article 355 of the Constitution of India it is the duty of the U111ion 
of India to protect againsl external aggression and internal disturbance and to ensure that the 
Government of every Stat~ is carried on in accordance with the provisions of the Constitu1lion. 
There is no problem of e)!tcmal aggression in A::sam, the only problem being that of inte:mal 
disturbance. If lhat is solved and nonnalcy is restorcd1 the State will be in a position to carry on in 
accordaaaaaance with the pr~>visions of the Constitu1ion of India .. 

(2) The long term measures !.Ire meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution and the 
laws in carrying out each and every function of the government. All the departments of the 
Government must functiop faithfully in accord,mce with the mandatory provisions of the 
Constitution of India. In olher words, the long tc•·m mca!lurcs may include, in the long run , the 
f<Jithf'ul obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the laws of the count'?'• ".fhe 
Centre-State relationship wust also be in accor<!ance with the man~ates (>f the ConstJtutlo_n: 
Guidance of the famous Surkaria Commission's report will be helpful m this regard . ManusJmntl 
said ( Buller) VIII, 351. ''F'y kil ling an assassin the slayer incurs ~o ~uilt, (whether) ~c docs i~ in 
publi'c or secretly; in that cq_:;e, fury recoils upon fury." 386."That_ kmg m whose to~ lives no thaef, 
no adulterer no defamP.r, no man guilty of violence =.nd no c~mmttter of assaults a!tams the world of 
Sakra (Indra)''; 420 ... A kil)g who thus brings to " concl~sao~ all the legal ~usmess ~~u.meJrated 
above and removes all sin. reaches the highest statr~ (of bhss) Sukracharya s Dandamti as based 

00 da~da meaning punisi1ment. Ancient sages ~,id that without tlandu matsyanyaya will pr·evail 
and the st:Ong will devour Jhe week, even the sacred pra.wtla of the yclj~a will be swoop~d ~~t by 

D l k ak · when the country is a• leep. All people have mnate goodness m them, crows. am a ceps aw c ·· . . . . . 
b d t I th a' ·ence of punishment tl·.osc wall demoralize others m the soc&ety. The 
ut some o no . n e v~ . . d · 1 f 1 

d I f d . ot materially differ~nt. Secret k11lmg amounts lo ema o a .I the noons an aws o to ay •I' e n 
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constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these rights by the killc:r. 1f 
killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths taken by them on assumption 
of.pub_lic offic~s . The soci~.;ty need be protected from the people with such dangerous propensiities. 
It IS tnte learrung that every actiott has a reaction, fury generates fury and that brutalities gen1::rate 
more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even keel of the society and some excc~sscs 
commited by some elemet!ts had to be checked b)' equally harsh measures, but that would! not 
justify the l~w~ully establbl.ted Government in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to 
extra-Constttuhonal organs zeopardizing the legal,. fu.ndamental and human rights of the citize~r~s of 
sovcrign, socialist and de•uocratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the people to 
govern them, ought to be ¥.ell versed with the provisions of the Constitution of lndia and the 
relevant laws.rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They shoulld be 
aware of the constitutionalljmitations as also the rights of the citi:t.cns ofthe Stale against their State 
itself. Fundamental rights qf citizens, including rights to life, liberty, freedoms, non-discrimination 
etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citi7.ens they govern, sec:relly 
or openly. They must not l1;,1rbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious, communal~ 
racial, ethnic, social,histori~!ll. or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they should be true to their 
oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in any fonn and manner .. While no training course: will 
be appropriate, considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and discussions 
at government levels may r~fresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is tl1e first resort of the people for protection of theirlife, liberty, property 
etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to help police in 
restoring law and order in ~ocicty provided he is capable of doing so if called upon. There is no 
doubt that our Police force i:i one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more 
efficient and instructed, some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection\ and 
decision in modem crimes <.~nd criminal practices. Su~.:h trained police personnel may be put i1n the 
police training College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other 
present day crimes and criOil! prevention. 

Regarding the SULFA:,; suspected, it may be app• opriatc to ohscrvc that because of the po:sition 
in which the SULFAs found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their erstwhile 
colleagues having been de:;"rted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate peotectiolil, But 
using their services as "guides, "spNters". trouble·~hooters and ccllaborators in police fum=tions 
could never be vi\!Wed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far less their being us:ed as 
the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be berefi of the hallowed posilions. 
and give them fair field anJ no favour, at least following the insolvency principle of allowing the 
declared insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid 
them will be a different m;&tter altogether However, the insolvency principle is not applicalble in 
criminal law. 

So far ac; the Govem1ucnt wings, agencies, an1 authorities. both official and politicatl, the 
principle of .. respomdent ~upcrior" will surely appl:. ; and for all the lapses and misdeeds .at the 
lower levels, higher level, authorities also shall be held liable and be subjected to proper 
punishments. So far as [X<litical and minister leve' authorities are concerned, the principle of 
collective resplom;ibilily may apply to all those who were forming Govtmment in the State at the 
relevant period. This princit'le of collective responsihility will find them out wherever they happen 
to be, during the period wheu the violation of Con~tiltaional an~ legal rigl~ts of th_e affected citizens 
whose fundamental and oth~r legal and human nghl.> were •••olated dunng thetr. govemanc4~. But 
even here, except in the crin.inal cases, the insolvene> principle should be follo~cd and the po,Jitical 
persons also be given fair fi;;ld and no favoue in the ensuing political process of the Sta~e. Le11 then: 
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be no witch hun~ing o~ any sort. How the same affected people v.ill accept or reject them will, of 
course, be an entnely dstferc11t matter. 

(F) A~y other mat!~~ r~la_tcd or relevant to tbe inquiry 
Undt:r thiS lh~ Comnuss10n would like to dcnl with the question of compensation, ex gracia. or on 

some reasonable bas1s. We urc all proud to claim that our Stat~ is a welfare State. In ca'\e of any mishap 
or calamity befalling any OI')Jj or more of our citizen~ or families the welfare State considers it to be its 
duty to offer rescue and reli~f to the affected persons and families: as the case may be. It is more so when 
the sufferer has reasons to fetl that the State itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. 
The rend~ring of resc~e, relief and recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of the 
State. It as really praasewor~hy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly announced such 
reliefs and rehabilitation pac.:!<age5, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving e'ligible 
members of the lamilics, ina'>much as sometimes th1.. very hreud earning patriarch is lost to the family. 
Even tbe Legislature has now provided for payment of suitable "no-fault liability" irrespective of the 
claim for fault liability. In t1.1~ instant case the bread ·~aming patriarch of the fami91y has been shot dead 
under the circumstances di!i~ussed in the case. The j)uhlic prosecution may resull in punishment of the 
culprit, but that itstlf will t!ring no financial and livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered 'by the 
survivors, including the minor children of the berea&'Ved family. The Commission, as submitted by the 
learned senior counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Government Advocate, and for the 
ends of distributive justice, joth hereby direct the Slate Government of Assam to pay to the parents of the 
victim, Shri Ganesh Chandra Rai and his wife, for tht: benefit of the family, a sum of Rs 5,00.000(Rupees 
five lakhs). only forthwith. More than seven years ha ve already elapsed, and it brooks no farther delay. 

x= 

(13} 
SHRl SWAPAN PATGUU KILLING <.:ASE 

Goal para P.S. Case ~o. 79/99 

(Date of occurrence 11.5.99) 

By this Commission's order dated 23.8.2006, l'ly virtue of ,~he authority confe_rred o~ it ~:y the 
Government of Assam's Notification No.PLA.331/2005/2 dated 3 September 2005, an conhnuah,on of 
the earlier Notification No. No.PLA 331/2005/1 dated 22.8.2995, after hearing the applicant ~d the 
learned Senior Counsel for lhc Commission and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and m the 
interest of justice, it has taken up this case for inqui~ . 

By virtue of the afore:;aid Notifications the C~mmiaain is to ~nqui~e into, in each casc.,.thc 
follo':"ing terms of rcferen<.;..:, and any other matters wtth rccommendaltons, tf any, namely: 

"(a} Circumstances, in eaclt case, leading to the kill ing of its victim. 

(h) Tdcntity of the killcr(s) 11nd accomplicc(s), if any. 

' ( c) To find out v.hether there was any conspirac:· in targeting the victims and the motive behind 

such killing .. 

(d) P. · ·b· J·n on persons who were irvolved directly or indirectly in the commissio•n of anposnt respons1 1 '·i . 
such killings 
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( e )To make recommendiltions to prevent recurrence of such killings 

(f) Any other matter reluted to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

.. (A) Circumstance:~ leading to the killing of Shri Swapan Patgiri 

68 

On 12.8.99 at IO .~O.A.M.Shri Siddhi Nath rntgiri, son of Shri Hara K.anta Patgiri of New 
Goalpara to. ~e ef!ect th4l the previous evening ( 11.5.99) at about 7.P.M. his nephew Shri Swapan 
K~ Patgm, _while he w~ marketing in the Baladmari Durgamandie market, some Wlknown amled 
mt~ts ~mmg by Matt•t• car, forcibly took him into it and fled away. Till then he even after v<trious 
enqwnes dtd not find any lrace of his nephew. Accordingly he prayed for necessary action .. 

Srimati Renu Patgiri !:l~ed about 50 years, w/o I .ate Deben Patgirl and mother of Swapan @ Sapon 
Patgiri, of Baladmari villa~e in her affidavit dated 10.10.06 states that on J 1.5.99 Tuesday eveni~ng, at 
about 7.30 P.M. while Swapan was marketing in the Durgamandir market, some unknown nrmed 
miscreants coming by a Mi,l!1Jti van forcibly taking him into the van, fled away. Getting the infomtation 
her brother-in-law (Husbapd's younger brother) immediately proceeded to the place of occurrenc:c and 
failing to find out the boy even after lot of inquirie~;. lodged an F.l .R. at the Goalpara Police s,tation 
whereupon the Goalpara P.S Case No. 79/99 ( G.R. No.318/99) was registered and investigated. On 
l2.5.99 the dead body of ~wapan Patgiri was found under a culvert of Salmora Gaon under Outdhnoi 
Police Station area by the tlPiice and got the inque..<;t performed as per their G.D. entry No. 340 dated 
12.5.99 

P.W. 3 Dr Nabasrce M11doi conducted the po~t- . nortem examination on the swollen dead body of 
Swarmo flat{;iri , aged 28 }Cars; rigor mortis absent; and found the following antemortem i~jurics: 
l.Deep cut injury on left side of neck, blood woos:ng from the wound, size 3"x3". left JugulaJ~ vein 
and left carotic artery cut. 2 .. Penetrating injury fro~n right side of the temporal .. region to left side of 
temporal regiom W'xl" si•)e of left temporal regicm. 3. Hole under cranium under- wall, size '/~" 
diarnetn, brain membrains lacerated .. Lacerated injury of brain present.. Cause of death was sho1ck and 
h.aemorthage caused by bullet injuries on scalp and i.he deep cut on left side of the neck. Post-mortem 
~port was prepared and deposited in office the same day on 15.5.99 Death was caused by shod and 
hacmorThage due to the bull!,:l and cut injuries stated in report. : . 

(B) Tbc identity of the killus and their accomr·lic:es, if any. 

Accomplices are ~ parties to the crime. Oil the basis if degrees of complicity to the crime, 
divides the accomplices <P;.rties to a crime) into perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who 
excites or ps the commissiou of an offence by the perpetrator. Perpetrator means exclusively the person 
who in Jaw perfonns the otfence. More precisely, the perpetrator is the person who. Reins dlircctly 
struck at by the criminal prc1hibition, offends against it with the necessary men.~ rca or negligence~ Thus, 
while accessories exclude, the accomplices include the perpctmtors. However, often they are used as 
synonymous. The identity uf the killer.. and their accomplices, if nny, hns to be based in evidence on 
record. 

Smti Rcnu Patgiri, widuw of Late Deben Patgiri and mother of the victim Swapan @ Sapon Patgiri 
in her affida••il dated t O. tc,l.2006 stated that on t 1.5.99. Tuesday, at about 7.30 P.M when her son 
Swapan @ Sapon Patgiri ~as marketing at the Balad~ari Dur~a Mandi~ market, ~m_e unknown 
miscreant&, a."Tlled with dcaJiy weapons, coming hy <l whatc Mandt van, forctbly took ham mto the van 
and fled away .. My broth~r-in-law (husband's y..>unger brother) getting the infonnatio1n and 
immediately proceeded to tlu,: place of occurrence in Baladmnri market. and lind!ng no trace lod1ged lhe 
F.l.R. at the Goalpara Polic~J ·station whereupon the Goalpara P.S.case No, 1_~19? { G.R. case No. 3 J 8/99) 
was registered and investiga&;:d. On 12.5.99lhe dea~ ~y of SwaP":" Pa.tgm was fo~nd ~nder a culvert 
on the No.37 National High\\&)' under the Dudhnoa I .S. by Dudhnoa pohce who regast~nng G.D. entry 
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No.~80 of 12.5.98 brought out and conducte inquest over it . Under the circumatances on appli<cation 
Sectton 32? J.P.C. r/w s.:l5(1 )(A) 27_ Ann~ Act wem added in the Goalpnra P.S.case No.79/99.u/:s. 356 
I.P.~ • . Wttness r~~erred to a news .. 1tem m Assamese daily ''Pratidin'' issue of 11;11;2003 capltioned 
saytng that the poltt1cs ot secret killmg was at the top. 

In para 8 of the affidavit it wac; said that failing to nllb anyone the police submitted F.R. (final report) 
on 3l.J .2~In p~a 9 of \he affi~avit it was said that 4 Nos of security police were on duty ne:ar the 
place of ktdnappm~ at 8uladman hazar and they even talked with the assailants; and could know the 
names of the culpnts. _It was also said that there were two boys of Bapujinagar among the culprits. It 
was also sta!ed that Wlt~ln 3 I 4 minutes of kidnapping Shri Upen Boram C. I. and Shri Nitya Ranjan 
Mah~ta amved at the Si?Ot _and were told by the people present that they·would be able to rescue the 
bo~ tf th~y ~u_rsued the vehtcle, but surprisingly, instead of doing so, they dispersed the gatheriing by 
thetr lathts.l h1s li.:ft no '.loubt that the police were in league with the kidnappers/killers. It waLS also 
sta~ed that the then S,P. Uecpak Kumar was also telephonically informed several times, and inst~:ad of 
takmg ~eps he retort_ed ))hri Siddhi Nath Patgiri, Advocate that Patgiri having been the tchief of the 
~~SS tl w~ not unlikely that his nephew would be picked up, and that he was not sitting only for this 
mctdent. Shn Prakash Cit. Das. Advocate also telephoned to the S,P, without result. 

~e deponent was lol~ by the employees of "1vtarami Hotel" located in front of the Goal para Civil 
Hospttaltha from 8 .A~. to 2 P.M. Shri Dhanapati Mcdhi, Shri Jagannath Sangma,@ Chira, Shri Shri 
Rusvelt Rabha, Shn Btnl!l Rabha, Shri Munna Sarma, and Shri Jayanta Rabha, @ Tepa. coming in a 
Maruti van enquired of ~wapan Patgiri thrice in th•: hotel, and that fortunately at that time Sw<llpan was 
out of Goal para Town. 

P.W. 2. Shri Siddhi Nath Patgiri deposed that in the 11.5.99 evening, while at home, his nephew 
Homen Patgiri informed that his brother Swapan Patgiri was lifted from Durga, Mandir Bazar by some 
unknown miscreants in their white Maruti van ; and that hearing it he immediately rushed 1lo Ourga 
Mandir Bazar where the people present told him that at about 7.30 P.M. some unknown miscr1eants, all 
armed with A.K. 47 rifle:~, came and stopped near Swapan and forcibly took him into the Marutii van and 
and fled away.; and that they tried to intercept, bul when riOes were pointed at them they desis.ted,j and 
that four armed policcrrwn were also present there and they talked with the inmates of the vehicle on 
acquainted terms, but wl.~en asked they did not di\·ulge anything. Within Y. ninules of the incident Shri 
Upen Bora, C.L and Sh~:! Nitya Ranjan Mahanta O.C. arrived the place place of occurrence where the 
people surrounded and r~quested them to pursue the kidnapping vehicle and rescue the boy, but, instead 
of doing so they lathj-chi,lrged the gathering. talked with the four armed policemen on duly and le:ft for the 
Goal para P .S soon follo\~ed by the four policemen. The people present there told Shri Siddhina1th Patgiri 
that Roosevelt Rabha, J~~annalh Sangma, @ Sira., Bipu1 Rabha. Ohanpati Medhi and Jayanta 1Rabha@ 
Tepa were there in the V<tn, but the gathering could not do anything. those being equipped wi1lh deadly 
weapons. Coming back l:;hri Siddhinath Patgiri telephoned to the S.P. narrating the incident including the 
names of the inmates of Ute vehicle, but the S.P. Mr. Dcepak Kumar straightway told him that as he (the 
deponent) wa~ the distreil.:t Chainnan of the MASS, his nephew might have been lifter by those SULF As .. 
Wh!!n he telephoned again. after about an hour, the S.P. told him, said to be rather rudely, that be was not 
sitting there for his(deponenfs) business alone. Under the circumstances, the deponent bel:ieved the 
police must have been ih league with the SULFAs in the kidnapping.and that is why the Bap!Uji Nagar 
SULFA camp was con1itantly being guarded by l'olice. In cross-examination the witness said that he 
knew the names of kid!lilpper SULF As but for St:\!Urity reasons did not state them in the FTR; that the 
SlJLF As Jet loose a reign of terror at Goal para; that the ~ULF As of t~e cam~ were almost constant 
companions or the army, the police and CRPP, r•rtc~ v.:earmg army/p~1hcdc .umronns that a group of 
SULFA boy's carne t:> ~is shop 2/3 times before lhe tnctdent_and enqn!rcd about Swap~ wh~ then was 
not in the shvp; that on'i SULFA went to call Sw<~pan from hts marketmg place and seemg hun and the 
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vehicle he refused to come uear the van , sat on the road and entreaticd to spare his life, but Roosevelt 
R_abha ~ught h?ld of him by the waist and lifted and forcibly put him inside the van that left soon; that 
hts famaly was tnformed by O.C. Nitya Ranjan Mahanta on 12.3.99 that Swapan's body was fou1od and 
someone was to go and ide11tify it,.and gave a lift to him to that place. that he tried to lift the deatd body 
but could n~t ~ue to the decv cut injury on the neck, ; that the police took the dead body to Du.dhnoi P.S. 
on a Marut•. G•ps~ . that he himself was detained on scveml occasions; and that he did not go to r•cply to 
the F.R. notice bemg appreh~:nsive of his own security. 

From the a~ve evidence there could be no doubt that the Army, the police and the co111cemed 
SULF As were actmg _hand-!n-hand. It amounted to declaring war on the ULF A The protector tumed the 
destroyer, the ~rotectmg fe.uce itself eating up the crops it was meant to protect. It, therefore, dc~erves 
exemplary pumshment. 

The modus ~perandii, including the coming of 4/5 armed youth to Swapan's house in July earlier, 
and S?mone ~omang and enquiring of Swapan earlier in the day, the white Maruti van which bus been 
as~1ated wtth the SULFA:.; of <?oalpara, and Dudhnoi ,the direct naming of them by the patgiris :Md the 
ev1dence of the SULFAs put 1t beyond reasonab!e doubt that the abovenamed SULFAs w•ere the 
perpetrators and all thos aided, abetted, assisted or facilitated, wilt ne the accomplices. 

N.W. 1. Shri Deepak Kumar S.P. Goalpara denied the statement attributed to him by Shri Siddhinath 
Patgjri. He said that the cont;erned officers were directed by him to nab the culprits. He did not rennember 
whether he visited the place: of occurrence. He did not remember that four anned policemen were posted 
there nor did he remember how many people gath:.:red there at the Durgamandir Bazar at the 'time of 
kidnapping. He said that the lathi charge incident must have been reported to him. Asked whether the 
named SULfA boys stayed in Cioalpara tuwn, he replied that there was a rchahilitation camp for SULFAs 
within Goalpara Town and there was an arrangeme'1t for their stay and some of them may have: stayed 
then: but they were not bound to stay and they were allowed to stay at their homes if the so desired. The 
camp was set up under the rehabilitation camp of the then Govt. of Assam. SULF As were paid stipends 
out of money received fro~l S.B. Headquarters and paid to them at prescribed rates. The camp was in 
Goalpara t0\-\11 and not wilhin po!ice Reserve. Police guarcded the camp and kept watch, TI1c O.C. 
Goalpara and other officers were briefed to keep watch over them, but no records of their movements 
kept, and no records of movements were there on 11 .5.99 because there was no such allegation against 
SULFAs staying in the camp. Mr. Kumar did not know Shri Siddhinath Patgirt P.W. 2, and did nc:>t know 
that Shri Patgiri was the District President of MASS.and he did not know that family ' s linkage with 
ULFA, if any. There we~ rehabilitation guidelines. SULFAs were given stipends for one ye:ar after 
sWTCnder. He did not know if any SULFA inmate was provided with P.S.O. The P.S.O.s were always to 
be in uniform.and they are provided with carbines and sten guns. SULFA inmates were not provided with 
vehicles.Whcn he visited th~;: camp there were 113 inmates including 76 RNSF (Rabha National Security 
Force) Mr Kumar knew S{ll.f A Rusvclt Rabha, bul he did not know whether he wa.<~ there in the camp, 
but Ruscvelf Rnbha wao; a ,·cry old surrenderee. Thcrc was security for there wa.c; a threat pcrccp'lion and 
the Addl S .P, was to supervise the camp. He did not remember whether there was any clash between the 
ULF /\s and the SULF As . .fumatc SlJLF As were no~ a !lowell to carry anns. lie was not required to issue 
any supervisory note, Addl S .P (HQ) and C.l. supervised the S.R.cascs. lie knew that there was no clue 
found in the case, yet the id!!a of SULFA s being involved in the case did not come to his mind. l-Ie stated 
that .. investigation to a cas~ is a collective effort of the Police Department and it may ewveal tfrom the 
case diary what idea was f~rmcd in this case." The lailure to find any clue was brought to his nettice and 
the case was still pending Qi.l the date of his transter in the year 2000. Mr. Kumar denied the sug:gestions 
that the investigation was ;1~ desired from higher aiJthorities as an eye wash and that the Police allowed 
the SULFAs to carry arms und use vehicles and ".::reused in killing ULFAs, their family members and 
relatives. 
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~-:·~. S~ Rusvelt Rabha of Dudhnoi, said that receiving notice from this Commissiion he 
consul . IS earned COUlll>el and then submitted a:·, application praying for time and copies of some 
Papers wh1ch were shown by iffice t h' b d · · · d'd . , . . o am, ut ue to pauc1ty, no tame could be allowed . . He saad he 1 
not know anythang abo_ut lht; mcadetlt mentioned in the deposition of Shri Siddhi Nath Patgiri, P.W. 2, and 
he prayed that th~ nolicc i~!>Su~d to him be withuravm and the proceeding against him be dropped, lie 
however prayed, m the aJt~rnatave, that he be allowc:d to cross- examine Shri Siddhinath Patgiri and he 
was allowed to do s~. He d~pose~ inter alia, that he was falsely implicated; that he was provided with a 
PSO (Persnal Secunty Ofhcer) m 1998 (with a carbine· that he owned a revolver of .32 bore for which 
he ~d to st~re ammuniti~ns;~ He joined ULF A in t986 of his own, after he passed his High School 
Lea~mg Certtficate Ex~q~atto_n and thereafter admitted into Krisnai College He was ULF A Vice 
C~rman. of Goalpara dJstu_ct, m the political wing. and was provided with an armed body guard. As 
Vtcc-Chaarman he ~as fun~taonless .Police wanted him now and then, 1 le surrendered in 1992 of his own. 
when he was mamed,.alon~ with Shri Pabitra Rabha thereafter he was engaged in timber businc~ss and 
presently owns a weigh-bridge and purchased a moon-beam Maruti in 200 t .According to him the 
Bapujinagar SULFA camp wasser up in 1999. He ne·•er visited the SULFA camp at Bapujinagar. !He was 
addressed by others as "P~da'' because he was not the boss of the SULF As. He has been li•ving in 
Goalpara Town only in 2090 his weigh- bridge. being at Solrnari at National Highwat 37. He did not 
know Swapan Patgiri nor his family. He has come to know of Swapan Patgiri's incident "only now". He 
knows Shri Jagannath San~;ma @ Sira, Shri Oipul Rahha, Shri Ohanapati Medhi. but not Jayants. Rabha 
@Tepa. as SULFAs. As nil of them surrendered beiore 1999 and the SULFA camp was set up iu1 1999, 
they did not live in the SU(.fA can1p then. Once ULFA demanded Rs.S.OO,OOO (Five lakhs) from him an<l 
he report~ to pn!ice and P·ulicc provided him with a PSO .. I k denied the suggestion that he was involved 
in the killing of Swapan Putgiri, and that thderc was unholy nexus between police and SULFA or that he 
has suppressed the trutl1 from the Commission .. He had no .occasion to read the' paper "Paheki~a "issue 
which published his name ~shaving been involved ir this case. 

N.W. 4 Shri DhanapaLi Medhi said that recei,·ing notice from this Commission he consulted his 
learned counsel and then submitted an application pr. :;.ying for time and copies of some papers whi,ch were 
shown by office to him, bu1 due to paucity, no time could be allowed .. He said he did not know anything 
about the incident mcntiom:d in the affidavit and deposition of Shri Siddhinath Patgiri P. W. 2, und he 
prayed !.hat the notice iss:,IJed to him be withdraY.n and the proceeding against him be dropped, He 
however prayed, in the alttmative. that he be allo\\;:d to cross- examine Shri Siddhinath Patgiri and ht 
was allowed to do so. He qeposed inter alia, thai the allegations made against him were false . He was 
married and has a daughte1 of three and half years.jivin in joint familu wilh his parents and brothetrs, He is 
permanent resident of Bapu.jinagar which is included in Baladmari area. He joined ULF A in 1988/'89 after 
passing the High School Leaving Certificate Examination and then completed the Higher secondary 
examination in Arts in Go~lpara College. His ULF/\ function was to fix posters and banners. as general 
member and his alias ~ Rai.He surrendered in 1992, In 1991 he worked in a plywood mill in 
Meghalaya. He was prosecuted under T ADA when he was in ULF A. After surrender he was staying in 
his Bapujinagar house, He did not know whether a SULFA camp wac; set up in Baoujinagar, but saw one 
near .it.He did not accept the Govt.loan of Rs 2,00,000. Of the named persons he knew only Rusvelf 
Rabha. Jagannath Sangma, Munna Sarma and Ratan Das., Jagannath Sangma and Ratan Das belonged to 
Bapujinagar.Afler surrend~r he plied his family truck supply.i ~~ gravel and stone. He was n~t ~rreatened 
hy ULF A at1er his surrencl!:r. He learnt about Swapan Patgm s case after two days of the ancadcnl. He 
said perhaps he was out on the dale of the i~cident in his truck. He ~~~~ it a~ Chowk discuS!ii?n. He 
learnt that Swapan Patgiri ~vas killed, but h~ ~td not .know S~~pan Patgm . . Jic dtd not kno": t~e dtstancc 
hctwccn his house and that of Swapan Pa1g1r1, nor ht. heard hts name. t lc dtd n~t. hea.r anythtng a.bout the 
MASS. He also did not knuw the aims and objects of the ULFA. lie saw people JO~mng UL~ A and so he 
also joined, and because P•>lice wanted him now and then, he surrendered. I Je dad not thmk about the 
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~ncide~t ~d had no impr~~ion about it. He did not know Siddhinath Patgiri denied that he was involved 
m the mctdent, or that ther·· was poJ ' ULFA · ' · · · ,._, . ~ 1ce nexus, or that pohce protected h1m nor was he g.JVIJlg awse 
ev•d~n~ as suggested, He denied that the police-Sulfa nexus acted according to State policy in c:ausing 
the kllhng through some St lLF As .. • 

. Notic~ w_itnc~:o;cs ~j1ri Ruscvclt Rahha and Shri Dhanpati Mcdhi were allowed to cross
exam~ne Shri S_tddhinath l'atgiri, uncle of Swapan Patgiri.Accordingly Shri Patgiri was cross
exanuned on thet~ be~alf by Mr.Jayaanta Deka at Goalpara on 2.12.2006. First concerning 

In cross-exammatton_ of Shri Siddhinath Patgiti by Mr. Jayanta Oeka.Advocate,on behalf cld Shri 
R~v.elt Rabha and Shn ~han~a~i Medhi, the learned counsel devoted mainly on the credentials of Shri 
P~n Counsel asked Shri Patgm whether he purchased the Bhaluk dubi land of which he mentioned in 
~IS answ~r to Q. No. 1 ~· Sl~l;i Patgiri replied that it wc;s a Govt land occupied by his wife and elder sister
m-law (Eidder brothers \\1fc) and they were paying to Government Touzi llahi rcvenue . . and the plot 
was enclosed by ~~Is; an!J that it was encroached upon by SULFAs after Swapan Patgiri's incident; and 
that Swapan Patgm was cunnected withe land as he was his(Siddhinath Patgiri's) nephew .. He did not 
remember when the first Tauzi bahi revenue receipt was obtained. However. the fact of tau:;~ bahi 
revenue payment was not t.:hallenged. Questioned as to what was the description of the vehicle used by 
the kidnappers. Shri Patgiri replied that in the FIR he described it as Marui car. but he corrected Jhimself 
in his affidavit by describiug it as white Maruti van. Shri Patgiri replied that in his FIR he menti•:med of 
ubknown assailants lifting ~wapan Patgiri, because nf security reason. Being asked about the sources of 
risk. he replied that his predecessor district Chaim\an of MASS was kidnapped from the rCJ•ad and 
murdered not long before theis incident. Shri Pat~iri admitt~d that in his examination-in-clhief he 
mentioned only 5 names, and said that then he felt st.-cured because the Govt. has changed and the present 
Govt. appointed this Commission. Shri Patgiri demed the suggestion that he falsely implicated Shri 
Rusevelt Rabha. Shri Jagatmath Sangma @ Sira. Shri Shri Bipul Rabha. Shri Shri Ohanpati Medhi. and 
Shri Jayanta Rabha@ Tepa. and asserted that tho~e were truely mentioned.and not out of gu1udge as 
suggested.Questioned as to-why he did not mention tlte names in his statement uls, 161 Cr.P.C. he replied 
that because the police th~mselves were involved, it would be of no use to mention .. He denied the 
suggestion that he was depusing falsely before the Commission .. .. . 

Mr. Jayanta Oeka '-'iAS heard after the cross examination was ovc ilfld his submissions were 
considered. The facts of kidnapping and killing were not challenged, only who were the assailants was 
questioned. This has to be Llecided on the basis of evidence .. . 

N.W. 2 . Shri Nitya RJU'jan Mahanta T.S.l. Goalpara Sadar P.S. ftc joined Goalpara Sadar P.S .. on 
9.5.99 and the incident happened on 11.5.99. On 12.5.99 the FJR was lodged, G .D. Emtry made and the 
case was registered and he was entrusted by CJ cum O.C. Shri Upcn Bora to investigate the case. He also 
performed the Miscellaneous case diary items At 7. 15 P.M. He arrived at Durga Mandid Bazar antd found 
an a.c;scmbly of persons anl.l asked them why they were there, and wac; told that sometime earlier ll person 
was kidnapped therefrom and taken away toward:; Beltola.He tried to pursue the vehicle; tbe police 
patrolling party at Reltola h>ld him that a white numberless Maruti van crossed that point in great speed 
and did not stop at their ~·histlc .Then he proceeded to S.P. 's bunglow where Cl. Shri Upcn Bora was 
already in and S.P. alertetj all police stations and outposts to intercept th~ white numberless Matruti van 
Back to Behola market hs: picked up staff and proceeded towards Malia and the CI/O.C. proceeded 
towards Momoi . Rcachin~ Momoi he asked the police petrol party about the van .. an~ they replit~d in ~e 
negatve, thereafter he pr~cecdcJ to Malia P.S. the~ met. the C.l. of Oudhnot crrcle. and rctummg 
therefrom he searched for lhe white numberless Marutt van In the lanes and bye-lanes of Goalpa:rn Town 
and found no clue whatsuevcr. Coming back to Gf;alpara P.S. he and C.l Upen Bora searched for the 
·ch· 1 the whole ni,.ht iii vain and no clue found "l hen he proceeded to Gce<tanagar, Natun Goalpara 

\ IC e t> h · · .I · fi · h 
residence of Shri Siddhi 1.-Jath Patgiri and while rt.'C•Jrding his s~tcment, e rc~etv~u m_ ormahon t . ~t a 
young man's dead body was found at Salpara uroder Oudhnot P .S,. and ~uh Stddlnnath Patgm he 
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~~~d to Salp~ where he found the dead body near a culvert where Dudhnoi O.C. and staff were 
G ~ Y ·~r;· ~e dad ~ot ex~ine the dead body closely, as the place fell under Dudhnoi P.S. and came to 

0 
2~000 J.~ contmue~ ~nvestigation thereafter, but there was no clue till his transfer to Rangjulli P.S. 

~n 1 d · : . B : cl ~- rc'4un~d. t~ submit crime reports to S.P. every day That was his first vlisit to 
.a a man u.ar .. e td r.ul Vtsat the SULFA camp at Bapujinagar but went there only to sec whcth.cr the 

psckets were ~orkmg prop!-=rlY there. The SULFA camp was about '!. k.ms from the Goal para P.S. There 
was no su~rvtsory not~ fr()m the higher authorities. He knew that Tapan Oas killing case precede:d this 
case .. ~e dtd not base hts investigation on the facts that Tapan Das' was an ULF A case while Swapan 
Patgm s was relate~ to ~ASS. He was aware of ULF A killing SULFA or vice versa, but not aware of 
MASS ~embers ?em~ k11Jed by SULFA. He consulted S.P in different stages of investigation. It was his 
duty to da~us~ ":ath.ham. 0~ no clue being found,. he conslted C. I. at every stage of the case but diid not 
seek any tnslnchons from h1gher authorities. ULF A list was there at the P.S. but he did not rcm,embcr 
whether Swapan 's name v.as there or not. He did mot hear any ULF A-SULfA clash in Goal para diistrict. 
!here was no d~mand on ~wapan Pargiri from any extremist group. Asked what was the basis of the note 
m the C.D that 1t could be the handiwork of some ex-tremist organisation, he said that it was on basis of 
the modus operandii of kidnapping and shooting dead ... He did not remember to have heard aboiUt any 
ULF A-SULFA clash. He ~id not suspect any SULFA man in the case. He did not ascertain whellner all 
the camp Sulfas were or U.Ot in the camp on the night of occurrence He did not inquire in DIO's office 
about the while numberl~:ss Maruti van. He denied the suggestion that police knew that SULF As 
committed the crime and was making eye-wash investigation. protected the concerned SULF AS an·d tried 
to foist it on some extren1ist group Be knew that there was a SULFA camp at Oudhnoi but he had not 
seen it. Arter 4 ycur.-; of ll11.! incident the camp Wa'i uot in Shri Rusvclt Rahha's residence but in a hotel. 
He had not heard that the Dudhnoi SULFA camp u<.cd to ply a white Ma.ruti van. He did not kno·w that 
there was another SULFA camp at Krisnai. He knew that in different such killing cases in Goal para 
assailants used AmbasscuJor car, Maruti vans and cars,hut he did not try to ascertain to whc1m the 
Ambassador car belongel.) . He heard that Rinku ( houdhury was from Dudhnoi. where he served in 
2004/5. He knew that his(Rinku's) house was in New Dudhnoi, but he did not know whether the family 
ownrd a car. He had no ic,J~a as to why in several cases victims have been kidnapped or lifted from other 
places but their dead bo~ies were found within Dudhnoi Polist station area. I lc tried to intc1rrogatc 
extremists but did not get iSily ... He denied that the note recorded on 15.7.99 was meant to divert attention 
from real facts. No extr.:mist organisation claimed responsibility in Swapan Patgiri's case. When 
observing the modus operi,~ndii and attributing it to e:<tremist group. he did not pay attention to the 1:ut and 
ligature marks on the dead body .. 

N.W. 5 Shri Upen Chandra Bora was the Cll /O.C. of Goalpara Sadar P.S. On 11.5 99 he went to 
meet the S.P Goal para anJ there came Shri Nitya Ranjan Mahanta T.S.I and thereafter their steps together 
have alrdcady hcen narr.ttl;.() by him. Coming back from Malia, he proceeded to Ourgamandir Aa:7.aar he 
found their three road \.tossing checking party aud learnt tha Shri Swapan Patgiri was the kidnapped 
person. I tc proceeded to meet Swapan Patgiri' s mcther and Uncle Shri Siddhinalh Patgiri who s,ent the 
FIR to P.S. ani.J enquired 11fsome persons at Ucltola. Oapujinagar and Pahartloli areas and returned to P.S. 
and sent raiding parties lv different places and found no clue. As the investigation was continuing he 
retired in No\·embcr 2000. He did not know that there was a SULFA camp at Dudhnoi. He knc:w Shri 
Rusvelt Rabha but he diy not know that his house was at Duchnoi.lle did mpt hear the name otf Rinku 
Choudhury. He visited R;,pujinagar SULFA camp r:s there were instructions from higher authorities. He 
found Rusvelt Rabha in that camp. He did not know whether many of the camp SULF AS stayed outside 
as there was no Roll call: He had no view to expre:;<; as to who could be behind the incident. He did not 
have any i<'ca of interrog.-ting the SULF As .in the 0:1puji~agar camp: They did ~ol take i~fo~atio1ns fro?" 
SULFAs for conducting operations, but dtd not know tf athers d1d. He knew of an mc1dent wherem 
SULFAS were arrested . ror shooting and killing. He denied the suggestion that he knew SULFA's 
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involvement but consiste~tlly with State's police did not arrest them He denied the suggestion that at 
Matia ge~ting the informuJ!on that the white Maruti van left towards Dudhnoi he did not deliberately 
pursue the matter and showed no clue. He denied the suggestion that soon after the kidnapping the 
gathering asked them to pucsue the.vehiclc and insteatl they lathicharged the gathering to disperse .. 

This Bora-Mahabta co.nbinatiun bas been found both in Tapan Das and Swapan Patgiri cases blamed 
by the people to have beC<u found soon after the incidents, but oot pursuing the culprits promp•tly, and 
therefore alleging that they guarded the criminals rather than apprehending them,. 

This case was the fin,l of its kind in Goalpara district and the contours of criminality arc not 
prominent. However. from it'> modus operandi and h having involved an ULFA family, the Police:
SULFA nexus was idenf.!tiable, though the individual perpetrators may not have been frorn 
Goalpara area itself, An u!most permanent SULFA camp at Goalpara Town accommodating a 
number of SULF/\ leaderl;j. There was evidence in another case that there were smaller SULfA 
camps under Dudhnoi P.S. in the house of Rusvclt ltabha, and at Krisnai outpost.. These have 
been emerging as importanl. factors to be considered in this type of cases. The SULFas of Dudhnoi 
SULFA camp are suspected to be the perpetrators in this case. All Govt. agencies like the Police in 
unholy nexus and collabor<Jtors with the SULFAs will be the accomplices. 

On the basis of the :tbove evidence on records, and the surrounding circumstances, thte 
identity of the killers has lll be made on the basis of the named persons, namely, Shri Rusevelt 
Rabha. Shri Jagannath San~rna @ Sira, Shri Bipul Rabha, Shri Dhanpati Medhi, and Shri Jayan1ta 
Rabha @ Tepa. and; their accomplices will include all those who individually or institutionaJIIy 
aided, excited, abetted, facilitated and carried out the kidnapping, thl! murder and concealment of 
the kidn:1pping and murder 1l Swapan Patgiri 

(<.:) Whether thercw.-s conspiracy in targetin!~ the victim and the motive behind such 
killing. 

This tennis replied in twu parts,narnely,l.Conspiracy in targeting, 2. Motive behind such killing. 

I. Conspirac:y in tnrg\!ting the victim. Conspiracy.in the context of the instant inquiry,wm 
mean criminal conspiracy a!i defined in Se<:tion 126A ~,r IPC as follows: . 

"When two or more pi!rsons agree to do or cause to he done .
(I) /\n illegal 1\ct, or 

(2) An act whicl~ is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a 
criminal conspiracy: 

Provided that no agr~,;~ment except an agreement to commit an ofTcnce shall amount to a 
criminal conspiracy Wlless ~orne act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to sw::.h 
agreement in pursuance thea ~of. 

Explanation.- Jt is iJ1lf113terial whether the mD lerial Act is the ultimate object of sut.:h 
agreement or is merely inci~Jentalto that object. 

/\hctment of a thing. -0~; defined in Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code (I PC) 
" !\ pcr!>un vbcts the duing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any j)(!rson to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy for 

the doing of that thing. if at; i1Ct or illegal omission tnkes place in pursuance of that conspiracy , 
and in order to the doing of !hat thing ; or 

Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegaJ .;,mission, the doing of that thing. 
Explanation - I.A per~an who, by wilful misre~·resentation, or by wilful concealment or a 

material fact · ·1hich he is bqqnd to disclose, voluntaril:. causes or procures. or attempts to cause or 
procure, a thing to be d{me, is said to instigate the doing of that thing; or (Illustration 
omitted) ...... . -
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Explanation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, docs 
anything in order to facilitat~ lhe commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the commission 
thereof, is said to aid the doiog of that act". 

The law and jurisprudcjtce .of conspiracy has been discussed in para I 0 of the Introductory 
Part I of this report; the sam~ ·is referred to ... The question whether there was any conspiracy o•r not 
in the killing ofSwapan Patai.ri has to be decided on the basis of the Jaw, and facts in eviden~:e on 
record. In case the answer is in the affirmative, then also the question will be as to who were the 
conspirators? It is in evidcn~e that the family members of Swapan Patgiri were treated by :some 
authorities as an ally ofthe (jLFA. The kidnapping of Mahesh Nath who was predecessor District 
Chairman of the MASS Wa:i an instance. So also was the statement of the S.P. Goalpara Shri 
Deepak Kumar who alleged!~· told Shri Siddhinath Patgiri that because he was Chairman oJf the 
MASS, his nephew was ki<.l!•apped. The ULFA families were requested by various agencies to 
persuade wards in IJLFA to surrender, and were forewarned by the army, the CRPF and police 
that if they could not be ~rsuaded.. by them to join the peace talks and bring peace:, the 
consequences would not be good for the families .. The persons who participated in the ~1ct of 
actual ki11ing on the fateful eyening, must have been tile same or their agents and accomplishe:s and 
as such. there could be no Mlher answer than that there was criminal conspiracy in the killing. of 
Swapan Patgiri Therefore, there could be no doubt that forwamers having been a part c•f the 
conspiracy . The then Chief Minister published press appeals to the members of ULF A families to 
persuade their ULFA mem~rs to give up path of violence and surrender, the Anny, the CRPF and 
the police accordingly advise~ the families, and also forewarned that consequences of failure to do 
so would not be good forth~ family .. There is evidence to show that the SULfAs were enj•oying 
protection from the police. 1 his may have disabled the police from taking the right action a1gainst 
the SULFA in this case. Similar situation was found in case of Nalbari police shel1tering 
SULF As.lndeed the police- ~ULF A nexus has been submitted in arguments by the learned counsel 
for the Commission, the Go\emment, and the parties. This means that the SULFA emerged as an 
extra-constitutional authority. ln case the SULFA wt re such a body of persons and were used by 
police either a.c; an auxiliary, ~, r as the striking arm, th!y would also be part of the conspiracy ... We 
have already discussed that as conspiracies are often hatched in srcrecy, these circumstantial 
evidence will be relevant at1J admissible. In the· killing of Swapan Patgiri there were 516 named 
persons in the act ofkilling. ~ut there was a course o• conduct involving the deciders of the c:ourse 
of action culminating in th~o: killing. Considering the facts of this case in light of definitilon of 
conspiracy, it can surely bs: held that there was a long drawn course of action ~ountiing to 
conspiracy. The manner of }Jianning and execution of the act of killing shows that there mUJil also 
have been some authoritati-.,·e assurance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. 
Therefore, it is held that thcr~,; was conspiracy in this killing cac;c. 

II. Moti\'e Behind Killings .. The.Motive. behind the killing may be analysed as d iircct or 
immediate; and the ultimate. Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of Shri Siddhinath 
Patgiri having then been tht: District Chairman of Manab AdhikarSangram Samity (MASS) which, 
rightly or wrongly, has beet! treated as an organisation in support of the ULFA, and hence it is an 
ULFA related case.and the motive behind the killing is explainable as perpetuation of A.G .P. rule 
by getting rid of the ULI'As, their family memhers and their relatives, by elemination and 
denoralisation.The fact that there was a request made to the literary organizations and Sahitya 
Sabhas of the State to persuo~de the ULF As to surrender is in deposition of the then Chief Minister 
Mahunta.in ·nothcr casc."l'lu:rc is evidence of somt· person~ having visited the ~hnp of !Sworan 
Patgiri during the day be lor~ kic.Jn:1pping, but Swapcm wo~ not in his shop .. A course of conduct by 
different agencies towards :!lmilar persuatuin and t~.e forewarning that in case of failure (10 effect 
surrender consequences wo~ :d not be good for the family. and thereafter finally culminating in their 
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kidnapping and killing -support such a conclusio:t. Contemporary similar killings brougiht. in 
evidence of this case alsv showed that it was the consistent pattern to follow. One may quc~stton 
why, in face of the constitutional and legal right for every citizen to freedom of thought and belief, 
freedom of association, til,: relatives need be prcssuri7.cd to bring them back to peace talks, nndl why 
relatives who lailcd to dl) so should be secretly killed? The manner in, the weapons with, which 
the victims have been k!lled leaves no doubt that the killers enjoyed complete immunity for their 
acts of killing, The way in which in all the cases the investigations were made to fizzle out s:hows 
that the police is in coll;:boration with them. All these also prove that lhc entire scheme is 'being 
remorte- orchestrated. Those in helm of those deparments must be held liable and must be bmught 
to justice. The matter L~ing of criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt .. The 
evidence in series of <(lLSes with common characteristics lead to such a conclusion b(:yond 
reasonable doubt. In this \<ase Ma<;s was treated on the same footing as ULf A. 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from those 
who harboured the ultiniate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a consequence is the 
motive for an action. It11ention and motive are often used synonymously. In criminal law the 
question of motive is no( material where there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused aJld the 
acts themselves are suffi~ient to disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motive is 
immaterial, intention is H.aatcrial.. fn the Explanation to section 161 lPC "a motive or reward for 
doing is illustrated as- a person who receives a grat ification as a motive for doing what he do.es not 
intend to do, or as a rew;trd for doing what he has not done. In this sense, motive of the killing will 
mean th:lt for which the biller hDs committed the kidnapping Dnd the killing. 

(0) &•inpointing re'il!On'iihilityon persons invc>lvcd directly or indirectly in commission or 
killing. · 

-This is the most diffi.cult·task of the Commission. In the absence of effcctiv~ direct evid•ence, 
we have to depend on rdcvant circumstantial evidence. That ,of course, is forthcoming in such 
extents as could help us in pinpointing responsibilj~, on the persons involved. 

Fortunntcly the term of reference mentions"in,,olved directly or indirectly in eommissic::~n of 
killing'' This cnublcs u~ ~o act on bw;is of intcgra'cd evidence rarhcr thsn on isolated ones .. We 
have therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a conclusion beyond reasonable 
doubt, for pinr-ointing r~:;ponsibil i ty .Besides what arc found in relevant pieces of evidence:, the 
common characteristics li.mnd in er.ch individual case also throw some light. We have,of courrse,to 
follow the general principles of evidence enunciated by the authorities on evidence, in pinpointing 
the responsibility beyonc{ reasobanlde doubt in this ~.:ase . 

The best evidence rule ."Phipson on Evidcncl!," 9111 cd. P. 51 under caption : "The nest 
Evidence Rule. Strict Pr(lur' Says: "The maxim tha! '' the best evidence must he given of whic:h the 
nature of the case pcrmil~." has often been rcgardetl as expressing the great fundamental principle 
upon which the law of evidence dt:pends. Althoug''• however, it played a conspicuous part iin the 
early history of the subj<.a .. t, the maxim at the present day affords but little practical guidance:. The 
applicability of the rule · ,,epends on the nature o :· the subject to be proved. In the compli:cated 
nature of things today the emphasis has somewh.:.t changed. (P. 53) According to Phipso.n,."ln 
the ,present day, then, it is not true that the best <:vidence must, or even may, always be l~ivcn, 
though its non-producti,m may be maHer for comment or affect the weight of that whiich is 
produced.AII ac.Jmissi~lc ~yidencc i-; in general cqunlly reccivable.Thus. circumstantial evidence is 
no longer excluded hy direct, and even in criminal cases the mrpu.v Jelic:li may gcnerallly be 
established by either species, or, indeed, by the deft.ndanl's mere admissions o1,1l of Court" . 
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The Supreme Court say~ that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; and that circumstantial 
evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in this group of se·ven 
cases is therefore is rclevQI)! and admissible, 

Best on .. lltc Principl~~ ofTiic Law of Evidcnn~." (9111 ct.l) in its lnlruduction (pp.4-5) said: 

6. "With regard to intensity of persuation, the fa~· ulties of the human mind arc comprehended 
in the genera. knowledge nttd judgment. 1. By "knowledge" strictly speaking. is meant an acrtual 
perception of the agrccmt;gt or disagreement of any of our ideas ~ and it is only to such a 
perception that the term "certainty~' is properly applicable. Knowledge is intuitive when this 
agreement or disagreemen~ is perceived immediately, by comparision of the ideas themsel•ves; 
demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e. when it is deduced from a comparision each 
with intervening ideas which hac; a constant and immutable connection with them, as in the c:a-;e 
of mathematical truths of \\:hich the mind has taken in the proofs, and lastly through the agency of 
our senses, we ohtain a per,:cption of the senses the existence of external objects, our knowledge is 
said to be sensitive. But knpwledgc and certainty arc constantly used in a secondary sense, which 
it is important not to overiQok; viz, as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable convictiont; as 
when we say that such a one received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that. we 
are certain or morally certain, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

7. 2. "Judgment", .. the: other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledge in respect of 
intensity of persuation, pl&~ys quite as important a part in human speculation and action, and, as 
connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty by which our 
minds take ideas to agn.:c or disagree, facts or propositions to be true or fabe, by the aid of 
intervening ideas whose ('onnection with them is either not constant and immutable, or i:s not 
perceived to be so .. The t(;undation of this is the probability or likelihood of that agreement or 
disagreement, of the truth \)r falsehood, deduced or presumed from its confonnity or repugnancy to 
our knowledge, observatio11, and experience. Judgement is ofien based on the testimony vou•:hing 
their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch of the former. as our belief in such ~cases 
rests on" presumption of the accuracy nod veracity uf the narrnlms." 

The observation , accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore. important. 
However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. Deka has s;tated 
about political intcrfcrenc;c of the Executive police functioning, one has to be cautious on the 
appreciation of evidence. 

Tbe following comO.l!)D characteristics of tbe fint group of sntn rasn are found il~ this 
ca'ie while answering it~ tenns of reference so as lo justify a finding of a general plan 
or'Ulfocide"i.c .. deliberat~ killing of ULFAs and their families and relatives, on their basis, namely : 

1. That this killing involved an ULF A family. being that of the ULF A Chief Shri Anlbinda 
Rnjkhowa, and its invcstig;.1tion is kept pending. but no clue .. . 

2. Unlike in other ca.c;~;S, this killing, ofDimba Rajkonwar, were committed in the evcnin~; light, 
but light was off immediaf\ily thereafter, to allow the assailants to escape under darkness. 

' 3 .. The assailanls cov~,:red their faces with black wrappers and caps, to avoid heine idcntific:d. 
4. The wt:apon used i'' killing was a firann~ of prohibilcd bore being .321.38 bores generally 

found in policc~military si~~tions 
5. lbe lircam1:s beinu of prohibited bores, forensic c;;amination of the material exhibits wa." 

avoided.or unduly delaye\1 . The report was collected long afier. Investigation ~.tzled out .. 
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6. The vehicle used ¥-as reportedly a red coloUJ·ed Yamaha Motor c~cle without num~er plate · 
which was never seized or taken into custc .3y, despite havmg one answcnng the 
description,.infonm:d b; it~ owner. 

7. There were police patrolling in the crime areas prior and posterior to. but nut during the 
killing. 

~t the anny was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus i;n the 
killing, some of the latter being comstitulcd into an extra-constitutional authority and used as the 
executioners.the modus OJ,erandii being to l'isil the family, ask members to persuade its ULFA 
member to surrende, failiJ.!g which, to send advance;; tean to locate and survey the house, then to 
send armed and mac;ked p~rsons to shoot /them dead or take them away and kill them secretly and 
throw the bodic:; somcwhca~,. In this ca:;e killing W& in the evening. 

9. There was genera! resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structwel Chief 
Minister .. 

~here was connivauce of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA an accused desphe 
clues .. 

11. The investigation did not commensurate with •.he seriousness of the crime perpetrated .. 
12. That modem scien~Hic methods of invcstigalion, finger/foot print!;, dog-squads were never 

used. 
13. No condolt.:nce mes:-.agc was sent from the G .1vt. of Assam to the victim family. 
14. No ex-gratia/comp(;usatory payment was ma~.:e or oOcrcd by the Uovt. of Assam.in this 
case. 
t 5 In this case death n~.<nalty has been imposed :or "status offences," on Dinb'a Rajkonwatr 
for being a member of ULFA f.'lrnily of the ur.r: ~Chief Shri Arabinda Rajkhowa .. 

__.l:'· From so:ne cases ' 'lcmote orchestration .. ancl principle of"kill and gel killed" are 
deducible. The remote \'ias suprosed to be at Ho-ne. 
This conclu~:ion is base~ on the similarities~n cases in almost all rcpcctc;, 
which could not be so, unless there was remote c rchestration from higher authorities. The 
remote was ~upposed tu have been at Home. The kill and get killed applied to a SULFA lc:ader. 

Questioned on the two case~. namely, that of killing ·.>f Dimba Rajkonwar and that of Dr. 

Oharanidhar Das and family, St.ri G.M. Srovastava said (A,. 88) Normally police compares 
the caseson the basis of modu.'i operandii and circwnsta:1ces. In this case I have not seen thecase diary 

nor J have seen the statemwns . But the reason and motive behind the killings may come out only 
afterlhorough investigation of the s ituation and examining in detail every aspect and possibilities 
by investigation officers mul the onicers supervisor:: level. 

Regarding the SULFA:; suspcclcd, it may be apj,ropriate to observe that because of lhc posilion 
in which Inc SlJI.FAs fo11nd themselves, between the devil anc.l the Jeep sea .. their erstwhile 
colleagues having been dc:tertcd by their act of sun·ender, they deserved adequate peotccticm, But 
using their services as "guides, "spotters". trouble-shooters and ccllaborators in police fUIIlCtions 
could never be viewed as woper treatment meted OIJt to the SULf' As, far les.c; their being used as 
the striking ann or the mcriin charge of execution. bt them now be bereft of the hallowed P'J'Sitions, 
and give them fair field an~ no favour, at least foll JWing th~: insolvency principle of allowing the 
declared insolvent to have,, fresh start in life. How the erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid 
them will hc a different m~!lcr altogether. 

So far ac; the Govem1 ~ent wings, agencies, a uJ authorities, both offic,ial and politic:al, the 
principle of .. respomd>!nt ~uperior'' will surely apply~ and for all the lapses and misdeeds: at the 
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lower levels. higher lcvel;i authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to proper punishmtents. 
So far as political and minister level authorities arc concerned, the principle of collective 
resplonsibility may apply to all those who were fcnning Govtrnment in the State at the relc~vant 
period. This principle of ~,;ollcctivc responsibility will find them out wherever they happen l!o be, 
during the period followjng the violation of Constitutional and legal rights of the affected citizens 
whose fundamental and other legal and human rights were violated during their own govemumce. 
But even here the insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also be ~~iven 
fair field and no favoue iu the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting 
of any sort. How the san,~~ affected people will accept or reje<:t \hem will, of course, be an en1Lirely 
different matter. 

(F.) Rccnmmcntlativn~ to prevent recurrence of such killing.~. 

With its limited k.nowlcd~e. experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such killing~•. the 
Commission would like tv make twofold recommendations, namely, (1) the immediate. and (2) the 
longtenn. 

{1) The immediate m~ure is, first to tty to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dism~mtle 
the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory order. but 1only 
an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and operatio1n of 
the armed forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt, "in aid of dvil 
power" of the State of Assam, on request! requisition by the State Govt. The Structure itself 
envisages its review aflc1 every three months. and there is no limit to the review and may •::ven 
envisage its dismantling. The parties concerned m;;~y agree to dismantle it in the same way they 
agreed to create it. The ~onstitutional position as to deployment of the armed forces and <>ther 
forces of the Union in a State has already been discussed in para · 14 of "PaJi1 I. 
INTRODUCTORY." of II! is report and is referred to in this context. The deployment of the a.tmed 
forces and other forces ()f the Union. in the State of Assam has been "in aid of the civil pow1cr of 
the State." In case of lh.: civil power of the State being sufficient enough to cope with its civil 
prohlem~, ex hJpnlhe!ii, \here i~ no need of armed fi 1rce~ or other force~ of the Union for the S'latc . . 
The armed furccs and uthcr forces of the \Jni11n were dc[lloycd to (;ope with the intu~mal 
disturbance thought to h .. we been caused by the activities of the banned outfits disturbing the area 
leading to its declaratinn as a disturbed area w1der the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the 
disturbance has to a grec:~.t extent been under control. The life in the State has become nonnal. The 
last Assembly election wuld be h~ld without nny disturbance, thanks to the CO-Qperation of the 
local banned outfits. Thi~ may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfiits to 
observe cease fire. first for a short period, say six months, ar.d for gtadually longer and longer 
periods, and for restoration of monnalcy and confinement of the armed forces and other forces of 
the Union to the barrack:;., and on continuation and assurance ofrtonnalcy, ultimately withdraw, on 
an assurance of peace vn the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans 
themselves. ·r o achieve t),is, strenuous, but cordial, talks bctW~..-cn the outfits, the State Govcmtmcnt 
and the Central Govt would be necessary~ and there is no reason why such talks should not suc:ceed. 
Disturbance and insurge~t activities invited the Ur,ified Command Structure. It is in the hands of 
the people to assure lh;;i peace will he maintained and insurgent activities will be curbed and 
nonnalcy will he rc:sto1·c4J. Jf the public Me serious in this rcstonttion of normalcy, there can lbc no 
earthly reason why such a situation cannot be bro•.•ght about by mutual co-o~ration of the State 
and its people. Modalities may be worked out in consultation and coopcration.amont~ the 
Government, the politii:~l parties, student organi7.ations, the outtits and ~he genc:raJ p1ublic. 
Restoration of normalcy will also effect cconorny .. Mennwhilc, in the ioterest of PQCC: and 
tranquility. there shoild VI-! no witch hunting. Conslututionally speaking. restoration of nonnalcy is 
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the terminus of internal di:.lurbances and anny deployment in the State. Under Article 355 of the 
Consiitution of India it is tit~ duty of the Union of India to protect against external aggression and 
internal disturbance and to ensure that the Government of every State is carried on in accordance 
with the provisions of the ( :onslilution. There is no problem of external aggression in Assam,. the 
only problem being that ofintcmal disturbance. lfthat is solved and normalcy is restored, the State 
will be in a position to C'!t'ry on in accordaaaaaar:ce with the provisions of the Constilutio1n of 
India .. 

(2) The long tenn mc:~ures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution 
and the laws in carrying O\lt each and every function of the government. All the departments of the 
Government must functit!ll faithfully in accordance with the mandatory provisions o:f the 
Constitution of India. In o1her words, the long term measures may include, in the long run, the 
faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the laws of the country,, The 
Centre-State relationship !)lust also be in accordance with :.he mandates of the Constit1ution. 
Guidance of the famous Sc.~rkaria Commission's report wilt be helpful in this regard. Manusmriti 
said ( Buller) VIII, 351. "Uy killing an assassin the slayer incurs no guilt, (whether) he doe!• it in 
public or secretly; in that ca:re, fury recoils upon fury." 386.'That king in whose town lives no thief, 
no adulterer no defamer, nQ man guilty of violence and no committer of assaults attains the wo•rld of 
Sakra (lndra)''; 420. "A ki11g who thus brings loa conclusion all the legal business cnumc:ratcd 
above, and removes all sin, reaches the highest slate (of bliss)" Sukracharya's Dandaniti is !based 
on dunda • meaning, puni!;hment. Ancient sages said that without danda mutsyanyayu will prevail 
unJ the strong will devout· the week, even the sacred pru.\·aJu of the yajna will be swooped at by 
crows. Dundu keeps awak!-! when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness in them, 
but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others \n the society. The 
norms and laws of today ~re not materially different. Secret killing amounts to denial of all the 
constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these rights by the killler. If 
killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths taken by them on assumption 
of public offices. The soci.;ty need be protected fwm the people with such dangerous propensities. 
It is trite lt:aming that cvety action ha~ a reaction, fury generates fury and that brutalities generate 
more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even keel of the society and some excesses 
commited by some elemepts had to be checked by equally harsh measures, but that would not 
justify the lawfully established Government in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibili.ties to 
extra~Constitutional organs z.eopardizing the legal,. fundamental and human rights of the citiz:ens of 
soverign. socialist and democratic Republic of India.. Those who are entrusted by the pectple to 
govern them, ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India &Jnd the 
relevant laws.rulcs, and athninistrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They should be 
aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State against their State 
itself. Fundamental rights 11f citizens., including rights to life, liberty, freedoms, non-discrimiination 
etc. must not be violated. 'I !'ley must never have propensity to kill the citi;r.ens they govern, s.ccrctly 
or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious, communal, 
racial, ethnic, social,historkal. or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they should be true to their 
oaths and be absolutely fre~o· from corruption in any form and manner .. While no training course will 
be appropriate, considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and discussions 
at government levels may h.:fresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first resort of the peuple for protection of theirlifc, !liberty, 
prop<~rty etc.Sprcading db!irTcction towards police is an offence. Everyone ~as the duty 1.0 help 
police in restoring law anq order in society providd he is capable of doing so if called upon.. There 
is no doubt that our Police force is one of the best :n the country.To make our police still more and 
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more efficient and instructed, some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection 
aod decision in mooem crimes and criminaJ practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in 
the police training College. They ~ould undergo a traioing course in hwnan right and cyber and 
other present day crimes and crime prevention. . 

Regarding the SULFAs suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the position 
in which the SULFAs found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their erstwhille 
colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate peotection, But . 
using their services as .. guides, "spotters''. trouble-shooters and ccllaborators in police functiolliS 
could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULFAs, far Jess their being used illS 

the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be bereft of the hallowed positioras, 
and give them fair field and no favour, "' least following the insolvency principle of allowing thte 
declared insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid 
them will be a different matter altogether However, the insolvency principle is not applicable in 
criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and political, thie 
principle of "'respomdent superior" will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at the 
lower levels. higher levels authorities also shall be held liable and be subjected to propc~r 
punishments. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned. the principle of 
collective rc:splonsibility may apply to all those who were forming Govtmment in the State at the 
relevant period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever they happc:n 
to be, during the period when the \'iolation of Constitutional and Jeg,al rights of the affected citizens 
whose fundamental and other legal and human rights were. violated during their governance. But 
even here. except in the criminal cases. the insolvency principle should be followed and the politic11ll 
persons also be given fair field and no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. let the•~ 
be no witch hunting of any sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of 
course. be an entirely different matter The insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal matters .. 

this. strenuous, but cordial, talks bc1ween the outfits, the State Government and the Central Go•vt 
~ould be necessary; and there is no reason why such talks should not succeed. Disturbance lll11d 

insurgent acti••ities invited the Unified Command Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assw;-e 
that peace will be maintained and insurgent activities will be curbed and nomwcy will be resto~:t. 
If the public are .serious in this restoration of normalcy. thae can be no earthly reason why such a 
situation carmot be brought about by mutual c<H>peration of the State and its people. Modalitic:s 
may be worked out in consultation and cooperation.among the Government, the political parties. 
student organi7..ations, the outfits and the general public. Restoration of normalcy will also effect 
economy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility. there shoild be no witch huntillJg. 
Constututionally speaking, restoration of normalcy is the terminus of internal disturbances and am1y 
deployment in the State. Under Article 355 of the Cons&itution of Indio it is the duty of the Union of 
India to protect against external aggn:s.sion and internal disturbance and to ensure that the 
Government of every State is carried on in accordance with the provisions of the Constitutio1n. 
There is no problem of external aggression in Assam. the only problem being that of internal 
disturbance. Jf that is solved and normalcy is restored, the State will be in a position to ~rry on 1in 
accorduuaance with the provisions of the Constitution of India. 

(F) Aay o~er ••ttrr re~tfd or nlcnat lo alar mq._iry 
Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of c:ompcnutian • ex arKi.a. or on 

some rea50nable buis. We are aU proud to claim that our State is • welfare Stale. In cue: of any miahap 
or calamity befallins any one or more of our citizens or families, the welfare Stllte considen it to its dul) 
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to offer rescue and relief to tbe affected persons and families, as the case may be. It is more so wlhen the 
sufferer has reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. llle 
rendering of rescue, relief and ~ompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part. of the 
State. It is really praiseworthy of the Chief Mirusters of the States to have instantly announcc:d such 
reliefs and rehabilitation packagew, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving digible 
members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. 
Even the Legislature has now provided for payment of suitable ''no-fault liability" irrespective of the 
claim for fault liability. The public prosecution may result in punishment of the culprits, but that itself 
will bring no financial and livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors, including the 
minor children of the bereaved family. In this case Swapan Patgiri 's father expired and his mother is 
alive.The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior counsel for the Commission and the learned 
Senior Government Advocate, and for the ends of distributive justice, doth hereby direct the State 
Govenunent of Assam to pay to the mother Smti Renu Patgir, for the benefit of the family, a sun11 ofRs 
5.00.000 (Rupees five lakhs ) only. forthwith. More than seven years have already elapsed, and it brooks 
no farther delay. 

x= 

(1 4) 

SHRI DINESH CHANDRA. RAJ KILLING CASE 

GoalpaGoalpara Case No.ra P.S. Case No.231199 
(U/a. 302/34 IPC r/w a. 25(1) (a)/27 of Arms Act) 

Dae of occurreoce 24.12.99 

By tbis Commission's order dated 5.4.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred on it by the 
Go\emment of Assam's Notification No.PLA.~Jl/2005/2 dated 3nt September 2005, in continuatlion of 
the earlier Notification . No.PLA 331/2005/1 dated 22.8.2995, af\er hearing the applicant and the 
learned Senior Counsel for the Conunission and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the 
interest of justice. it has taken up this case for inquiry. 

By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commiaain is to inquire into, in each case.the 
following terms of reference. and any other matters with recommendations, if any, namely: 

''(a) Circumstances . in each case, leading to the killing of its victim .. 

(b) Identity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s}, if any. 

( c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in tarBeting the victim and the motive bchindl such 
killing. 
(d ) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in th~ commissBon of 
!.uch killing. 

(e) fo make recommendations to pre\oent recurrence of such killing. 

( f) An)' other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry; .. 
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(A) Circu~staoces leading to tbe killing of Sbri Dinesb Cbandn Rai. 

On 24.12.99, morning, an FIR was lodged at the Agja Outpost of Goalpara Police Station by Shri 
Dhiren Ch. R.ai to the effect "that af night of 23.12.99 at about 1 A.M. unknown miscreants came to his 
house, caused various excesses and indiscriminate firings killing his eldest brother Shri Dinesh Ch Rai 
at the centte oftbeir courtyard. and left" 

As P. W. I Shri Dhiren Ch. Rai stated that they were three brothers Shri Dinesh Ch. Ftai. a 
bachelor. was the eldest, he was the middle, and the youngest was Shri Mani Kanta Rai; and that 
they all lived in a joint family .. Hearing about earlier secret killings, they dcided not to open the d;oor if 
anyone called at night. On 3 .12. 99 at about 12 midnight I I A. M about three persons entered their 
courtyard and struck against their door and tried to open it. They spoke in local language which 
indicated that they were non-llindi people After about half an how of their continuing to do so, wiithout 
any reason, Dinesh Ch. Rai opened the door and the assailants caught hold of him and made hi.llrt caJl 
other inmates who did not respond. Then they heard repeated firing sounds, but did not know that their 
brother was being killed. A little thereafter villagers came and called them from out~ide and comir.ag out 
they found their brother killed. The assailants left before the arrival of the villagers. Their nephew wrote 
an ejahar which was dictated and signed by Dinesh Ch. Rai, and it was lodged at the Agia OutpCJst. of 
Goalpara Police Station whereupon the .Goalpara case No. 231/99 uls. 302/34 IPC rlw 11. 25(1) (a)fl7 
of Arms Ad was ~istercd. 

N .. W.3 Dr. Sahidul Rahman found the following injuries on the body ofShri Dinesh Rai. 

y on upper lip on right side; 2. Pehetrating injury below right eye 2 em x 2cm. 3; Exit of injury N. I 
and 2 below left year.and left eye , skull etc., brain blown outside. 4 . . Penetrating wound below and 
medial to right nipple, size 2 em x 2cm. Penetrating wound above right nipple 2cm x 2cm. 6 . Exit 
wound of 5 through back of chest of left side 5 em x 5 em. All the injuries were fatal, and e one may 
cause instantaneous death death, individually.As regards weapons used, the doctor opined that 
sophisticated and powerful rifles were used from close range There was, therefore no doubt th:at the 
death of Shri Dinesh Ch. Rai was caused by the bullet injuries ca.used by the assaillanls .. 
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(B) The identity of Clae killers, and their accomplices, if any 

The killing of Dinesh Chandra Rai was secret as to the identity of the killers and their 
accomplishes though not as to time and manner of killing. lt is also a developed principle of law that 
accomplices are the parties to the ~rime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the crime, accomplices 
are divided into perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites or helps the commission 
of a crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the person who in law perfonns the crime. More 
precisely, the perpetrator is the person who. being directly struck at by the criminal prohibition, o'ffends 
against it \\-ith the necessary mens rea or negligence. Thus. accomplishes include, while accessories 
exclude the perpetrator of the crime. However, oftem they are used as synonymous. 

The identity of the killers has to be based on evidence on record. P. W. 1 said that the night was 
moon-lit and their house has cement-plastered wall, with soors having small gaps through which they 
could peep outside. So peeping they saw three persons in civil dn;ss with black treousers andjack(:ts 

and some poliC'C-like caps.; At that time they saw only three persons with arms like A.K. 47 riflc:s, but 
later learnt that there were two others waiting about a furlong away. The three were talking in !Hindi, 
but from their intonation we thought that they were non-Hindi Rabhas. There were ULF As amo1ng the 
neighbouring Rabhas, some of them having been led by him to surrender whom he could have 
identified if produced before him. 

P.W. I.Dhiren Rai did not know why his elder brother was killed, but said that his younger 
brother·s son Jayanta Rai was in the ULFA and that could be the reason for the killing of his: elder 
brother. He believed that the premature submission of the F.R.within two and half years, withorut any 
clue in the case was because of complicity of police with SULFAs in the killing 

P. W.2 Shri Gajen Rai , a co-villagenn deposed that Dinesh Rai was a popular social worker having 
no enmity \\-ilh any one. and he believed that Dinesh was killed only because of one of his brother's 
son was in the ULF A~ and that Dinesh Rai himself apprehended the danger before his death as he 
himself disclosed. Dincsh Rai did not belong to any political party. He did not participate 'inanti
foreigner activities. he was critical of Govt activities. but never attended any public meeting.Having 
heard about the similar cases. he also believed that the Giovemment was in league with the SULIF As in 
this case .. 

N. W. 2. Shri Kamal C'h. Bora, of Agia outpost. the 1.0. of this case deposed that arriving at the 
place of occurrence taking stock of the situation and the dead body. he was of I he impression thai there 
~ere random firings and thcinmates could save themselves being behing the half brick walls. He seized 
11 Nos. of of empty cases of A.K. 47 rifle and 3 numbers of small. and 4 nos of tired bullets, rom near 
the dead bod)' . and seized them. Meanwhile the Circle Inspector and the Addl. S.P.(HQ)(Mr. Seal (since 
expired) arrived and issued necessary instructions. He examined as many as 11 witnesses from inmates 
and villagers He said that extremist activities increased in Goalpara district since 1997; and t.hat he 
knew and had met and talked to Dhiren Rai, but did not know the deceased Dinesh Rai. He did not ask 
any ofthc inmates as to whether they would be able to identify the assailants if produced before them. 
1\ccording to him. there was no army camp within Rongjuli jurisdiction. 

Regarding the language used by the assailants he told that at first they spoke in Hindi. but later in 
local Assamese accent. When shown that Dhiren Rai said that they were Rabha Tribals and that he 
deliberate\)' did not ask that question. he denied the suggestion.and also denied that he deliberatdy did 
not follow up the instruction of the Addl. S.P.(HQ) to ascertain to which group those lribals belonged. 
~Je further said that he suspected and examined the following three Rabha tribals. Namely. Pt-asanta 
Rabha. son of Mahesh Rabha of village Dariguri. Sanjip Rabha.. son of Jogen Rabha of village Dariguri. 
Digen Rabha., alias Deven Rabha son of Mrigen Rabha of Village Oariguri. P.S. Go~tlpara, bUtt there 
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was no mention that they were SULFAs; and that they did not belong to any organization. He also 
examined Niren. RBbha of Himajuli village, who also was not a SULFA. He admitted that there was a 
sizable number of ULF As in Rangjuli area and that a good number of them had surrendered .. Rc:cotds 
of SULF As were maintained at police headqucmers He denied the suseestion that he deliberately did 
not pursue the clue as to SULF As as indicated by the inmates of the ~use. for reasons best kno•wn 1o 

' him. The I.O. Shri Kamal Ch. Bora was aware of the ULFA family members killing cases in Go.alpara 
and other disbicts of Assamk He was akso told by Kamal Ali, examined under S,l61 Cr,P.C. th~lt Shri 
Dhiren RBi's son Shri Jayanta R.ai was an ULFA. Yet he says, the question of probability of SULFA 
being involved in the ceirne occurred in his his mind, but be could not do anything in the a.DSe':e •;>f any 
clue. 

Regarding apprehension of killing in the minds of the members of the family, he was not aware of 
it or it having been told to any polce officer. He did not know that Jayanta Rai surrendered aftc:r this 
incident. He knew SULFAs Rusevelt RBbha and Pirandar Rava only.of the RBbha SULFAs and that 
Rusevelt Rabha was always seen in a vehicle. He could not locate the black Maruti Zypsy allc~gedly 
used in the crime, though he interrogated several people, but he did not go to the DTO for the puqx>se, 
nir did he conduct any raid, He did not consider SULF As to be extremists, nor did be know about illegal 
activities ofthem. 

The empty cartridge cases and fired bullets and ammunition recovered from the plc:~ee of 
occurrence were not sent for forensic/ballistic examination, as according to him,"such examinatictn will 
ne necessary only if the arms were also found to trace whether those ammunitions were fired from 
those arms as in tgs case boo arms were recovered, so it was not necessaru to send those amm~mition 
for ballistic examination". He also did not examine the probable makes, bores and other particulars of 
the weapons. Reason for not sending those for examination was that he was otherwise busy in s:everal 
matters. H ecould not also follow up the instructions of the ADDI S.P.(HQ) for the same reason .. 

The distance between the Bbelakhamar village of Jayaota Rai and the Agia outpost was about 18 
kms. During his tenure in Agia outpost, two killings, namely, this and the Mahesh Nath' s killing, both 
being lJLFA relat~ cases. He did not know whether the State Government was involved in conspiracy 
with the SliLF As. as were alleged in some other such cases. He handed over charge on 17.7 .::!001 being 
transferred. 

Successor Shri Sunil Ch. Sarma was entnlsted with investigation of the case on 
10.11 .2001 .According to him. once the SSP(CID) wanted the case and he took thr case diary ttl) him , 
and it was examined by one DSP Shri A. Sarma went through the case diary taking from him, and the 
DSP issued certain verbal instructions on its investigation, one of those being to sent thd the material 
exhibits to the Goalpara Police Reserve Armourer for examination. But the I.O.'s transfer order Ji\aving 
been issucd .on 1.2.2002, he could not follow it up. The case diary was with him from 10.11.21001 to 
8.7.2002 . No entry was made from 10.11.2001 to 8.2 .2002. ahd he did not trunk about its clue. 

Successor 1.0. Shri Achyut Talukdar received the Case Diary in .Feb/March 2002. After about :! 
months of his investigation he submitted the proposal for f .R. (final Report) and it was appro,r"cd by 
the lhen Addl S.P. (HQ) Mr. Bijoy Kilagram whereafter it was placed before the CJM Goalpan on 
10.9.2002. Shri Talukdar admitted that in this case no clue was founf, no Charge sheet submittted and 
none made accused, He also admitted that before finali7..ation of F.R. no notice was recorded tcJ have 
been served on~ complainnnt and no notice is recorded to have been issued by the CJM. Net order 
"as shown to have been issued by the O.C. Goalpara for issue of the F ,.R Shri Talukdar also admit1ed 
that as l.O. he did not make any observation, sugsestion or recommendation fOI' i~uc of f .R . in this 
ca<;e at that stage:. lie denied the sugsestion that this was so on pressure from above. 
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N.W. 1. Shri Oeepak Kumar, t.P.S. , the then S.P. Goalpara , in para 2 of his affidavit dated 
13.9.2006, said that ''while he was S.P. Goalpara, he was infonned about the incident ~f Goalparl~ P.S/ 
case No. 231/99 wherein one person was killed, namely. Shri Dioesh Ch. Rai. a rcs1dcnt of V1lla~e 
Bhelakhamar under P.O. & P.S. Goalpara in the district ofGoalpara., Assam." ln para 3 thereof rue satd 
that" on receiving the infonnation ·.taken all necessary steps about the incident." 

Cross- examined by Shri P.K. Musahari. the learned Sr. Govt. Advocate Assam, Mr. D~eepak 
Kumar said that the entire district of Goal para was equally backward and that during his tenUJie the 
district was infested more or less by different extremist groups such as ULFA, RNSF (Rabha National 
Security Force), BLT, ANVF(Achik National Volunteer Forcc).The bordering areas appeared to be 
more thickly infested because of their facilities of retrieving beyond the borde3r and to return ba•ck for 
operation.; and that these areas were ideal for operations and networking by the extremists. Ambwshing, 
kidnapping and killing incidents were gradually on the rise.As regards force, during his time there was 
no anny column, but 4 companies of CRPF and the District Executive Force were there under him,. 

According to the S.P. records of ULFAs, SULFAs and Other extremist groups were maintain1ed by 
the District administration.Police administration always tried for surrender of extremists; and 76 IRNSF 
boys surrebdercd. 

As regards the investigation of the case and supervision thereof Mr. Kumar's answers w•ere of 
must have, shold have, could have type He came to know of the case in the morning of 24,12,99, he 
must have visited the place of occurrence; the other officers must have visited before him;he did not 
issue any supervisory instructions, but it was duty of Add I S.P.(HQ) to have done so; such notes were to 
be placed before the S.P. for infonnation only; that the 1.0. alone be able to answer infonnation about 
investigation matters; he came to know about Jayabta Rai having been an ULF A only in investigation 
ofthe case~. but he did not remember whether he visited his house; 

Mr. Kumar categorically said that the police always appealed to the ULF As for their surr•ender; 
and Govt. also made some rules as to to whom, and how to surrender and what were the b<:ncfits 
available to surrenderees. He said that it was their duty to visit the houses and take informayions about 
their ULFA members, though be did not remember whether he at all visited Jayanta Rai's family boose 
for the purpose.; and that without being infonned he could not say that some groups even forwamed the 
family that should they failed to persuafe their ULF A members to come and surrender, the 
consequences for the family would not be good. But he did not rule that out.lf SULFAs attemp•ted to 
nake their erstwhile ULF A colleagues to surrender, it would, surely receive approval of Police 
administration, he said. 

Replying to a question whether the Final Report to be submitted was to be brought to the botice of 
the S.P. he said that it was to be approved by the Addl S;P.(HQ); and that he was transferred out of 
Goalpara bon in October 2000, while tne F.R. was submitted on 10.5.02. As to when Final Repo1rt is to 
be submined he said that there was no fixed time schedule, but when all efforts to find out a clue failed. 
the Final Report is submittee by Police and the CJM accepts it. Referring to the killings of Shri Dinba 
Rajlo.onwar who was elder brother of ULFA Chief Shri Arabinda Rajkhowa. Phuleswari Dus's 
familybeing the family of liLF A Cultural Secretary and few other cases of the line he was asked 
Y.hether rhat ru,pect was considered in the case, he ~d yes. Asked what would be his inference if the 
modus operandii of several cases be the same, he said rhar killing always had the same modus OJX!randii 
The foJlowing question and answer show: 

Q. In a concrete case where the members of the famil)l were advi...d tn hMna hAck ihiPir llJI .. F ol\ 
members to the peace talks and they were aJso told that the consequences of their failure to do so would 
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not be good for the family and unfortunately after some time a member of the family who was so told 
and so forewarned was killed, what would be your normal conclusion? 

A. Naturally a suspicion will arise. 

In cross-e-xamination by Dr.Y.K.Phukan, the Jearned senior counsel for the Commissi,on,Mr. 
Kwnar said that he attendc::d all the meetings of Deputy Commissioners and S.P.s of the districts 
prganized by the then Chief Minister Shri P.K. Mahanta apparently to discuss Law and order problem . 
but he did not remember how many times.and that without seeing the minutes he could not say whether 
there were discussions about the killing of members of ULFA families. or progress or investiigation 
status of such cases. He also said that in the meetings of high police officers organized by th•! DGP 
the question of investigation status of cases involving killings .of members of ULF A families inwred 
into or discus!>ed the reply was that in such type of meetings , the In-Charge of CJD • Jlltjlice 
Headquaetcr discuss about the progress or investigation failures, if any. Mr Kumar also answened that 
while he was S.P. Goalpara. The IGP(Operations) was Shri G.M. Srivastava, and he attended aH the 
meetings ..:allcd by the then Chief Minister Sshri Prafulla Kumar Mahanta., and also all the m•:etings 
called by the then DGP, Assam.; and that Shri Srivastava used to advise them " to control the si1tuation 
in a better wa~, .. 

Mr Kumar said that there was a SUL:F A camp at Goal para for SULF As andRNSF surrelllderees 
and an ar~a of 100 bighas was given to them for their rehabilitation. There were about 50 SULFA.s most 
of them living in their houses. As regards utilization of services of SULF As he said while their s•:rvices 
were not outilised, there was no bar to their being uti11zed as informers and guides . .. 

This case was the first of its kind in Goal para district and the contours of criminality are 
not prominent. However. from its modus operandi and it having involved an ULF A family, the 
Police-SULFA nexus was identifiable, though the individual perpetrators may not have been from 
Dhoopdhara area itself. An almost permanent SULFA camp at Goal para Tov.n accommodating a 
number of Sl~LfA leaders. There was evidence in another case that there were smaller SULFA 
camps under Dudhnoi P.S. in the house of Rusvell Rabha, and at K.risnai outpost .. These have 
been emerging as important factors to be considered in this type of cases: The SULFas of Dudhn,oi 
SULFA camp are !>Uspected to be the perpetrators in this case. All Gov1. agencies like Jhc Police in 
unholy nexus and collaborators with the SULFAs will be the accomplices. 

Considering the evidence on record and tbe surrounding circumstances, the identity o.f the killers 
may be limited to SULF As of Goalpara camp in mexus with the then Goalparapolice 

( {')Whether rhere was any conspiracy ip targeting the victim and motjve behind such 
killing . 

This tennis replied in two parts. namely, conspiracy in targeting, and motive for killing. 

t.Coospiracy.in targeting the \·ictim. Conspiracy. in the context of the instant inquir,will mean 
criminal conspiracy as defined in Section l26A of fPC as follows:. 
··~ hen t~o or more persons agree to do or cause to be done .-
'( I) An illegal Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by illegaJ means , such an agreement is designated a c1rimin~: 

conspirac) : 
Pro,·ided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a criminal 

conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to such agreement in 
pursuance thereof. 

Explanation.· It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such agr"~ment or 
is merely incidental to that object .. 
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Abetment of a ~g. As defmed in Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code (lPC') 

.. A person abets the doing of a thing . who-

First- instigates any persc;m to do that thing; or 

188 

Secondly- engages with· one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy for the doing 
of that thing.if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that conspiracy , and in order to 
the doing of that thing ; or 
Thirdly. institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 
Explanation -l .A person who. by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a materi:al fact 
which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures .or attempts to cau.sc= or procure. a thiing to 
be done. is said to instigate the doing of that thing.; or (Illustration omitted) . . .... , 

Explanation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act. does anything in 
order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the commission thereof. is s.aid to 
aid the doing of that act" . 

The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para 1 0 of the Introductory part of 
this report; the same is referred to ... Thc question whether there was any conspiracy or not in the !killing 
of Dinesh Ch. Rai has to be decided on the basis of the law, and facts in evidence on record. In case 
the answer is in the affirmative, then also the question will be as to who were the conspirators?. It is in 
e\-idence that Dinesh Ch, Rai was requested by various agencies to persuade his younger brother' s son 
shri Jayanta Rai, who has been of ULFA, and was forewarned by the anny, that if could 1r10t ~ 
persuaded, b)' him, to join the peace talks and bring peace, the consequences would not be good for the 
family Earlier in l994.some unknown persons came to his quarter and enquired of hls where~!lbouts. 
most probably to kill him. as some other person whose whereabouts could be collected at that tim•e were 
secretly killed, and lot of troubles were created at the residence of thc:ir father at Lakowa, and the fact 
that two persons participated in the act of actual killing on the fateful evening, there can be nc1 other 
answer than that there was criminal conspiracy in the killing.lbere is evidence to show that the SULFA 
camp "as in touch with the police. Indeed the police- SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments 
b) the leamed counsel for the Commission, the Government, and the parties. This means tltat the 
Sl'lFA emerged as an extra-constitutional authority . In case the SULFA were such a body of persons 
and ~ere u!>W b)' police either as an auxiliary, or as the striking arm, they would also be part of the 
con~piraC) .. We have already discussed that as conspiracies are often hatched in srcrecy. these 
circumstantial e\ idenoe wilt be relevant and" admissible. In the killing of Dinesh Rai were several 
persons in the act of shooting. But there was a course of conduct involving the deciders of the course of 
action culminating in the killing. The earlier coming of the half pant ~ting, msdked and armed 
persons \\as aho a part of the cinspiracy. Considering the facts of this case in light of definiltion of 
conspirac). it can surcJy be held that there was a long dra"TI course of action amounting to constpirac) . 
The manner of planning and execution of the act of killing shows that there must also have been some 
authorit31he assurance of safdy to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore, it has to be held 
that there \\as conspiracy in this case .. 

If. Motive Behind Killing .. The.Motive. behind the killing may be analysed as direct or 
immediate; and the ultimate. Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of Dincsh Ch. Rati's 
brother'90n Shri Jayanla Rai having been in the ULFA, and hence it is an ULFA related casu111d 
the motive behind the killing is explainable as pe~tuation of AG.P. rule by gettin~ rid of 11he 
UL.FAs, their family mcmvers and their relatives, by elimination and demoraJisation.llte fact ~hat 
there \\L'i a requat nwde to the literary or&anizations and Sahitya Sahhas of the State lo penunde 
the: lllfAs to sunmder is in deposition of the then ChiefMmister Mahanta.in another cax.Then: is 
e\ idence of the A.rrnymenm policemen and olhers havins visited the family hou~ and fiirst 
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advising to recall Jayanta Rai from ULF A and later forewarning that the consequences of the 
failure to do so ·would be serious. A course of conduct by different agencies towards similar 
persuatuin and the forewarning tha,t in case of failure to effect surrender consequences would not be 
good for the famiJy, and thereafter finally culminating in their killing support such a conclusion .. 
Contemporary similar kiJijngs brought in evidence of this case also showed that it was the 
consistent pattern to follow. One may question why, in face of the constitutionaJ and legal right fi:>r 
every citizen to freedom of thought and belief, freedom of association, the relatives need be 
pressurized to bring them back to peace talks, and why relatives who failed to do so should be 
secretly killed? The manner in. the weapons with, which the victims have been killed leaves no 
doubt that the killers enjoyed complete immunity for their acts of killing, The way in which in all 
the cases the inve!>1igations were made to fizzle out shows that the police is in collaboration with 
them. All these also prove that the entire scheme is being remorte- orchestrated. Those in helm •of 
those deparments must be held liable and must be brought to justice. The matter being of criminal 
nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence in series of cases with common 
characteristics lead to such a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from those~ who 
harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a consequence is the motive for an 
action. Intention and motive are often used synonymously. In criminal law the question of motive is not 
material where there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts themselves are sufficient 
to disclose the intention of the actor. ln such cases while.motive is immaterial, intention is material.. In 
the Explanation to section 16 I IPC "a motive or reward for doing is illustrated as -a perSOiil who 
recei.,es a gratification as a motive for doing what he does not intend to do, or as a reward for dqing 
what he has not done. In this sense, motive of the killing will mean that for which the killc~r has 
committed the tilling and without which he would not. 

(D) Pinpointing responsibilityon persons involved directly or indirectly in commission of ~tilling. 
This is the most difficult task of the Commission. lo the absence of effective direct evidence, W(~ have 
to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is forthcoming in such extents as could 
help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons involved. Fortunately the term of refc:rence 
mentions'"imolved directly or jndirectly in commission of killing" This enables us to act on baiSjs of 
integrated e"idence rarher thso on isolated ones. We have therefore to integrate such parts of evidl!nce 
as will lead to a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibility.Besides wh,at are 
found in relevant pieces of evidence, the cominon characteristics found in each individual case also 
thro·w some light. 

Best on "The Principles ofThe Law of Evidence.'' (91
h ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) said: 

6. "With regard to intensity of persuation, the faculties of the human mind are comprehended 
in the genl!ra. knowledge and judgment. 1. By ''knowledge" strictly speaking, is meant an actu~ll 
perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas ; and it is only to such a 
perception that the term "certainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is intuitive when this 
agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of the ideas themselves; 
demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced from n comparision each 
with intervening ideas which has a constant and immutable connection with them, as in the case 
of mathematical truths of which the mind has taken in the proofs, and lastly through the agency of 
our senses, we obtain a perception of the senses the existence of extemaJ objects, our knowledge is 
said to be sensitive. But knowledge and certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which 
it i• imr,.,rtoenl nnt ln .,,orln<)k; vl.t:, •• •ynnnymoull whh ecttl!fd hellof nr rciioionablo convlellon; U-1' 

,,.hen ~e say that such a one received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or ttun ~e 
arc certain or morally certain, of rhe existence of such a fact etc:· 
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1. 2. "Judgment", ''the other faculty of the mind though inferior to k~owledge i~ resJ»ct of 
intensity of persuation, plays quite as important a part in human speculation and action, ~d. as 
connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty by which our 
minds take ideas to agree or diSagree, facts ot propositions to be true or false, by the aiid of 
intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant and immutable, or i~; not 
perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that agreemeu1t or 
disagreement. of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its confonnity or repugnan~cy to 
our koowJedge, observation, and experience. Judgement is often based on the testimony vouc:hing 
their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch of the former, as our belief in such <;ases 
rests on a presumption of the accuracy and veracity ofthe narrators." 

The observation. accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, impo1:1ant. 
However. when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. Deka has stated 
about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to be cautious on the 
appreciation of evidence. 

The best evidence rule .''Phipson on Evidence," 91
h ed. P. 51 under caption : .. The Best 

E"idence Rule. Strict Proor· Says: .. The maxim that "the best evidence must be given of which the 
nature of the case permits_·• has often been regarded as expressing the great fundamental principle 
upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, however, it played a conspicuous part in the 
earl) histof) of the subject, the maxim at the present day affords but little practical guidance. The 
applicability of the rule depends on the nature of the subject to be proved. In the complio~ted 
nature of things today the emphasis has somewhat changed. (P. 53) According to Phipson .. "In 
the .present day, then, it is not true that the best evidence must, or even may. always be gi 'Ven. 
though its non-production may be matter for comment or affect the weight of that whiclh is 
produced.AII admissible evidence is in general equally receivable. Thus, circwnstantial evidenc•e is 
no JonKer excluded by direct, and even in criminal cases the corpus delicti may genera.JI), be 
established by either species, or, indeed. by the defendant's mere admissions out of Court". 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; and that circumstantial 
c:vidence i~ generall) available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in this group of st~ven 
cases is therefore is relevant and admissible, 

Best on "The Principk-s ofThe La" of Evidence." (91
h ed) in its Introduction rrpA-5) said: 

6. ··with regard to intensity of persuation, the facuhi~ of the human mind are comprcher11ded 
in the genera. knowledge and judgment. 1. By "~o~ledge" strictly speaking, is meant an ac:tual 
perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas ; and it is only to suc:h a 
perception ~at the term ·•certainty" is properly applkable. Knowledge is intuitive when this 
agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of the ideas themselves: 
demonstrati\e when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced from a comparision ~~ach 
with inteNening ideas which has a constant and immutable coMection with them, as in the ~case 
of mathematical truths of which the mind has taken in th~ proofs, and lastly through the agency of 
our senses, we obtain a perception of the senses the exbtence of external objects, our knowledge is 
said to be sensith·e. But knowledg~ and certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, wlhich 
it is important not to overlook; viz. as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable l:onviction; as 
when we say that such a one received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or thll't \\e 
are certain or morally certain. of the existence of such a fact etc." 

1. 2 . .. Judgment", '"the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowlcdse In respc:-ct of 
intensit) of penuation. plays quite as imponant a part in human speculation and action, and, as 
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connected with ju!isprudence, demands our attention even more. (t is the faculty by whic~ our 
minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true or false. by the a1d of 
intervening ideas whose connect\on with them is either not constant and immutable, or is ntot 
perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that agreement or 
disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or preswned from its conformity ~r repugnanc~ to 
our lvtowlcdge, observation, and experience. Judgement is often based on the testimony vouchmg 
their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch of the former, as our belief in such cases 
rests on a presumption of the accuracy and veracity of the narrators.'' 

The observation , accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, importa111t. 
However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent (!f Police Shri K.C, Deka has stat,cd 
about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to be cautious on the 
appreciation of evidence. 

Tbe foJiowing common characteristics of the first group of seven cases are also found ih 
this case while answering its terms of reference so as to justify a finding of a general plan 
or'Uifocide"i.c.,deliberate killing of ULFAs and their fan1ilies and relatives, on their basis, namelly : 

While answering its tenns of reference in this case, the following com10on charaderis1tics of 
the first group of seven cases are also found in this case. so as to justify a finding of a general plan 
of .. Uifosidc", that it,delibe.rate killing of ULF As , their families and relatives,on their basis. namE~Iy: 

t..That this k.jJ)jng involved an ULFA family, namely, that of ULFA Jayanta Rai, and 
investigations ended in Final Reports (F,R) submitted on I 0.5.2002. pretending to have found no due. 
and in abuse of the process of the criminal court .. 

2.That the killing was committed at dead of night, by anned assailants who covered their" faces 
w·ith black cloth, and spoke in Assamesc to awaken the inmates for killing. Dinesh Rai. 

3 .. That assailants were armed with sophisticated firearms of prohibited bores. 

4. That the weapons used in killing were firearms of different sizes, bores and calibers, mo:Stly of 
prohibited bores normally found in police-military situations 

5. That as fireanns of prohibited bores were used; forensic/ballistic exan1ination of exhibits •were y 
avoided. and investigation ultimately fizzling out. 

6. That the vehicles used, a black Maruti Gypsys, without Registration nwnbers. 
7. That there were no police patrolling in the crime area .. 

-..,..--· 8. That the army was ubiqaitous. By anny we mean the armed forces of the Union deployed in 
Assam in aid of civil power. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus in the killings., somt:! 
of the latter being constituted into an extra-constitutional authority and used as the executioners. the 
modus operandii being to visit the family, ask members to persuade its ULFA member to sun·ender, 
failing which, to send an advance team to survey the location and structure of the house, then to send 
armed and masked men to the family house at dead of night, knock at the door to wake up the inmates 
and then drag him/them out and shoot him/them dead, or take him/them away and secretly k:ill and 
throw the bodies somewhere .. 

9. That there was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ Chief 
Minister . 
... · · 10. That there has been connivance ofSULFAs; and in this killing case no SULFA bas been made 
accused or arrested. 

11. That the investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime perpetrated. 
1 :!. 'That modem eclemlnc methods or Investigation, fl!lger/rool prlnls, dog-squads were never 

used. 
U . That no condolence message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the victim familly 
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14. That no ~x-gratialcompensatory payment was made by the the~ Go~. of Ass~:in this CJase. 
15 That in this case there is remote- orchestrated "Ulfocide" that IS, deliberate kJihng of a member of 

an ULFA family, death penally ~aving been imposed on the victims for "status offences," of being 
members of ll LF A or U LF A related family .. 

___..-t6. From this case "remote- orchestration" is deducible, it being from "Home" • that is, the H~me 
\..-Minister, the apex authority committing Ulfocide through its instrumentalities including unholy poltcc

SlJLF A nexus, some of the latter being used as striking arms or as executioners .. 

Considering the evidence and the surrounding circmstances, it is considered to be beyond •reasonable 
doubt to pinpoint the responsibility on the concerned SULFAs of the Goalpara SULFA camp including Shri 
Rusevelt Rabha and Puranddar Rabha in nexus with the Goalpara police, the fonner being u:sed as the 
striking arm or as the executioners. The accomplices will be all those Govt agencies that aided, abetted, 
instigated, helped and facilitated. either individually, or institutionally, in the commission of killilng of Shri 
Dinesh Ch. Rai. 

(E) R~comm~adatioas to pnvent ncurnac~ or such kiiUnp. 

With its limited knowledge. experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such killings. tthe 
Commission would like to make twofold recommendations. namely, (I) the immediate, and (2) rthe 
long term. 

(I) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle 'lhe 
existing Unified Command structure. which is an Order of His Excellency, the Governor of Assam 
and neither a statute nor a statutory order. but only an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and 'lhe 
State Govt. regarding deployment and operation of the anned forces and other forces of the Uniion 
derloycd b) the Central Go\1, .. in aid of civil power'' of the State of Assam. on request/ requisitiion 
b) the Stale Govt. The Structure itself envisages its review after every three months,; and there is no 
limit to the review and may even envisage its dismantling. The parties concerned may agree to 
dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional position as to deployment: of 
the armed forces ~d other forces of the Union in a State has already been discussed in para 14 of 
"Part I. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is ~ferred to in this conlexL The deployment of the 
armed forces and other forces of the Union.in the State of Assam has been .. in aid of the civil po\,er 
of the State." ln case of the civil power of the State being sufficient enough to cope with its c iivil 
problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of am\ed forces or other forces of the Union for the State .. 
The armed forces and other forces of the Union were deployed to cope with the internal disturbance 
thought to have been caused by the activities of the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its 
declaration as a disturbed area under the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has t•o a 
great extent eeen under control. The life in the State has become normal. The last Assembly elect ion 
could be held without an)' disturbance, thanks to the co-operation of the local banned outfits. This 
may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to observe cease tire. first fc1r a 
short period, say six months, and for gradually longer and longer periods, and for restorution of 
mormalcy and confinement of the armed forces and other forces of the Union to the barracks, und 
on continuation and assurance of normalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an assurance of peace on the 
part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To achieve this, stTenuo'us, 
but cordial, talks beto.~~cen the outfits, the State Gov~:mment and the Central Govt would ~ 
necessary; and there is no reason why such talks should not suc.c::eed.in restoration of normalcy. 
Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified Command Structun:. It is in the hands of the 
pcnple to assure that pcecc will be maintained and insursent activities will be curbed and nonna,Jcy 
will be: restored. If the public: are serious in this restoration of normalcy. there can be: no ca11.hly 
reason ¥rhy such a situation cannot be brought about by mutual co-operation of the State and its 
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people. Modaliti~s may be worked out in consultation and cooperation.among th~ Governme.nt, the 
political parties, the student organizations, the outfits and the general publtc: . Restor;ahon . of 
normalcy will also effect economy. Meanwhile. in the interest of peace and tranqu1hty, there sh01ld 
be no witch hunting. Constututionally speaking, restoration of normalcy is the terminus of internal 
disturbances and army deployment in the State. Under Article 355 of the Constitution of India the 
Union of INdia is to protect the State from external aggression and internal disturbances. There has 
been no external aggression in Assam. The onternal disturbance is the problem to be s~olves as 
discussed abive. 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution 
and the laws in canying out each and every function of the government. All the departments of the 
Government must function faithfully in accordance with' the mandatory provisions of the 
Constitution of India. In other words, the long term measures may include, in the long run, the 
faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the laws of the country, The 
Cen.tre-State relationship must also be in accordance with the mandates of the Constitution. 
Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be helpful in this regard. Manusmriti 
said ( Buller) Vrii, 351 . "By killing an assassin the slayer incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in . 
public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils upon fury.'' 386."That king in whose town lives no thief, 
no adulterer no defamer, uo man guilty of violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of 
Sakra {lndra)";420. "A ~ing who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated 
above, and removes all sin, reaches the highest state (of bliss)" Sukracharya's Dandaniti is based 
on danJa , meaning, punishment. Ancient sages said that without danda matsyanyaya will prevail 
and the strong will devour the week. even the sacred prasada of the yajna will be swoop~ed at by 
crows. Danda keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness in them, 
but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the society. The 
norms and la\\·S of today are not materially different. Secret killing amounts to denial c•f all the 
constitutional. legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these rights by the killer. If 
killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths taken by them on assumption 
of public offices. The society need be protected from the people with such dangerous propensities. 
It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, fury generates fury and that brutalities generate 
more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even keel of the society and some excesses 
commited by some elements had to be checked by equally harsh measures, but that would not 
justify the lawfully established Government i~ abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to 
extra-Constitutional organs zeopardi7.ing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citizens of 
soverign, socialist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the peopfe to 
govern them. ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India and the 
relevant laws.rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They should be 
aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State against their State 
itself. fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life, liberty, freedoms, non-discrimination 
etc. must not he violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govern.. secretly 
or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious. communal. 
racial. ethnic. social. historical.or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they should be tru•e to their 
oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in any form and manner .. While no training course will 
be appropriate. considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and discussions 
at government levels may refresh their k.nowledge.and experience. 

Th.- Pnlif'P dPJ'IRrtmllf'l1 jq th• fif"'l r .... nrt of tho f"'Afll• r,.r f1rnloe1tinn nf t.heir lifo,lth.ri,., fii'OJ'IOM)' 

etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to help 1police in 
rc~toring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is one of the b':st in the 
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country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed, some officers, by t\JI.m, ~ay 
be sent for advanced training in detection and decision in modem crimes and criminal prract1ces. 
Such trained police personnel 'Jilay be put in the police training College. They should un1dergo a 
training course in human right and cyber and other. present day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected. it may be appropriate to observe that because of the po:sition in 
which the SULFAs found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their erstwhile colleagues 
having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate peotection, But using their 
services as "guides, "spotters''. trouble-shooters and ccllaborators in police functions could never be 
viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far less their being used as the striking ann 
or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be bereft of the hallowed positions, and give them 
fair field and no favour, at least following the insolvency principle of allowing the declared 
insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the erstwhile affected people will adore or av01id them 
will be a different matter altogether. However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable in 1criminal 
matters. 

So far a'i the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and politiical. the 
principle of ·'respomdent superior'' will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at the lower 
levels. higher levels authorities shall also be held liable and be subjected to proper punishments. So 
far as political and minister level authorities are concern~d. the principle of collective resplonsibility 
may apply to all those "ho were forming Govtrnment in the State at the relevant period. This 
principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever they happen to be, during the period 
when the violation of Constitutional and legal rights of the affected citizens whose fundamental and 
other legal and human rights were violated during their governance. But even here, rxcept in the 
criminal cases, the insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also he given fair 
field and no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting of any 
sort. 1 low the same affected people \\ill accept or reject them will, of course, he an entirely different 
matter Insolvency principle is not applicable in crimioalmatters (F)Aw:ty other 
(6) Any other matter related or ~levant to the inquiry 

Und~r this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation, ex g,racia. or 
on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. In case of any 
mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families, the welfare State considers 
it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the atTected persons and families, as the case may be. It is 
more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate or even remote 
cause of the misery. The rendering of rescue, relief and recompense docs not in any way amount to 
any fault on the part of the State. It is really praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to 
have instant!) announced such reliefs and rehabilitation packagew, and offer in approprilltte cases 
employments to the surviving eligible members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes the very 
bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. Even the Legislature has now provided for payment of 
'.>Uitable "no-fault liability" irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant case tlhe bread 
earning patriarch of the fami91y has been shot dead under the circumstances discussed in !lhe case. 
The public prosecution may result in punishment of the culprit, but that itselfwill bring no :financial 
and li\'elihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors, including the minor chiildren of 
the hereavcd family. The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior counsel for the 
Commission ~nd the learned Senior Government Advocate, and for the ends of distributiv<~ justice, 
doth hereby d1rect the State Government of Assam to ~y to the joint family of Shri Dhiren C'h. Rai 
and Shri Mani Kanta Rai of the victim joi~t familyi ,for th~ beoefit of the joint family, 81 sum of 
Rs5.00.000 (Rupees five lakhs) only.forthw1th. More than seven yean have already clap!'led. and it 
brooks no farther ddoy . 
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SHRI LAKHAN RABHA KILLING CASE 

Goalpara P.S. case No.76/2000 

95 

By this Commission's order dated 23.8.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred on it by the 
Government of Assam's Notification No.PLA.331/2005/2 dated 3'd September 2005, in continuation 
of the earlic:r Notification No.PLA 331/2005/ 1 dated 22.8.2995, after hearing the applicant and the 
learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the 
interest of justice, it has taken up this case for inquiry . 

By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commiaain is to inquire into, in each ~case,.the 
following terms of reference, and any other matters with recommendations, if any, namely: 

"(a) Circumstances . in each case, leading to the kiJling of its victim 

(b) Identity ofthe killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victims and the motiv·e behind 
such killing. 

(d ) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the commission of 
such killing. 

( e H o make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings 

( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;'' 

.. (A) Circumstances leading to the killing of Sbri Lakhao Rabha. 

The G.R. case records show that on information received from Shri Ram Chandra Rabha , son of 
Shri Sankhadhar Rabha of Dakuakata village. P.S. Dhupdhara, district Goal para, on 10.12.2000 at 
about 8.10 A.M. the O.C. Dhoopdhara P.S. Shri Pradip Kr. Talukdar received a telephone call from 
Addl. S.P. Goalpara infonning him that the brother of ULFA member Shri Satrugh.na Rabha, SbJ·i 
Lakhan Rabha was kidnapped and killed and tbat he was to investigate the case. Making a G.D. entry, 
he, took up investigation, and, with staff, immediately proceeded to the place of occurrence at about 9 
A.M. on 10. 1 :!.2000 The inquest was done by Shri Arup Pathak A.C.S. Circle Officer and Executive 
Magistrate in presence of Ram Chandra Rabha and two other relatives of the deceased. Total 1six bullet 
injuries were found. One on head, one below the ann pit and four injuries on chest. 

Narpati Rahha s/o. Late Kania Rabha aged about 55 years deposed that Late Lakhan Rabha was 
his nephew being son of his eldef brother Chakradhar Rabha, They were three brothers, the eldest 
being Lankeswar Rahha, next Sankardhar Rabha, who was the father of Lakhan Rabha, and himself 
was the youngest. Lankeswar was in the army and later Jiving separately after retirement. He and 
San.kardhar lived in joint family. On the fateful night they were all sleeping in their respecti·ve rooms. 
On J 0.12.2000 at about 1 I P.M some 10 tO 12 youths , faces covered with black cloths, came to their 
house . all in civil dress. They first knocked at the door and when he (Narpati Rabha) came out with 
torce in hand. they snatched away the torce light from him, and asked him to sho\\ which member of 
them was sleeping in which room; and he showed all the rooms and woke up all the members .. Thus all 
tha fAmil)' memMr'li w•r• mnd11 to 111h'"5l in th• inn•r oa•u·iyAN.I. Th•y plokud up Lca).han R4bha -ylng. 
in Assamcse, that they wanted him to show someone' s house, The inmates thought that he r(Lakhan) 
~ould come back home after showing the house they wanted, but Llakhan did not retum. In the 
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morning they searched for Lakban Rabha when two persons arrived from Bclpara and informed \Lhal a 
dead body was lying in the middle of the Belpara road, and also Chat the dead body was that of 0 1ne of 
their family . Havimg heard that Sankardhar Rabha with a co-villager left for Belpara and there ffound 
the dead body oflakhan Rabha. 'Ram Chandra Rabha lodged an ejahar in RongjuJi P.S. on 10.12.2000 
itself. Thereafter the police arrived there and sarted investigation. 

Narapati Rabha deposed that Lakhan Rabba was picked up and killed only becau.se of his bl'other 
Satrughba Rabha belonged to ULF A 

P.W. 3 Dr. Shyamalendu Das in post-mortem examination found the following three injuries 01n the 
dead body of Lakhan Rabha . . 1. One bullet mark on left pareatal and frontal area of the head;. 

2. Thret! gun shot injuries over the front of chest at the level of 401 space left side of tbe chest. with 
posterior extension of the wound. 

3. A gun shot injury is noted over the left ann. 

Dr. explained that by gun shot he meant any fire arm shot, not of shot gun only.No. 2 was the wound 
of entry and No. 3 the exit. The entry and exit of wound No.I could not be ascertained as the scaltp was 
scattered. 

ON 11.12.2000 the tha\ Minister Shri AJtan Rabha paid Rs.S,OOO in cash for Sraddha ceremo,ny of 
Lakhan Rabha .. 

(B)Tbc idc•rity of die k.illcn aad tbcir a«<mpUcn, if ••Y· 

The killing of l..akhan Rabha was secret both as to the identity of the killers and their 
accomplishes and ai!IO as to the actual place of killing. II is also a developed principle of law that 
accomplices are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the c:rimc. 
accomplices are divided into perpetra10rs and KCCSsories. An eccessory is one who excites or hc:lps 
the commission of a crime by the perpdrwtor. The perpetrator is exclusively lhe person who itn law 
performs the crime. More precisely, the perpctralor is the penon who. being dirutly struck at by the 
criminal prohibition. offends against it wilh the necessary '"'n.s r'o or Mgli~rtee. lhus. 
accomplishes include, while accessories exclude, the perpetrator of the crime. However. oftem1 the) 
are used as synon)·mou.s. 

P. W. I Naropetisaid that ~hen the assa.il.nts, who spoke in Assamesc, too~ away Lakhan . said to 
~ for finding out a house, the inmates of the house thought that he would be smt heck after the !house 
was pointed out. The fact that assailants fint enquired of Susu. and not Lakhan. may have misled them. 

P.W. 2 Shri Ram Chandra Rabha dcpowd lhal they were six brothers.l...akhan Rabha. the second. 
has been killed. On the nipt of 10. 12.2000 he was sleepin' in his own house, 2 furlongs away from 
their family house; and he heard the sound of two "chides cornina with their head li&hts ofT. and also 
heard forceful shutting of vehicle doors •• and as the) ~-ere uxd to such corning and goin& of &rm1) and 
police vehicles to the houses.. he did not come out. After some time he heard similar forceful shutting 
of \chicle doors, and of the vehicles speeding away. In the morning. hearin& on the rolld the neW5 of 
killina of his brother he was cres& fallen and his maternal uncle Shri Otbesh Das ~rote an ejah.nr and 
obtained hjs sipa~un: which he gave to police at the place where the dead body of Lakhan Rabha was 
found. He said that before the incident the O.C. Hari Mohan Sinah c:.amc to his houx; and that nt that 
time the apprehension of teem k.ille~ was in the air, and they h8d a threat pcrttption. but coulld not 
help. He said that he was ne\·er taken to the Anny camp and that Lakhn w-.s not auociated v.ith t; LF A 
or strLf:J\. 
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Asked about the Final Report submitted in the case he said that their feeling was that poli<;e did 
not undertake the investigation with proper care and suggested the Final Report. Asked whether he 
appeared in response to the third notice he said that they did not as they could not pursue the matter of 
their own due to fmancial difficulties. . 

Shri Pradip Kumar Talukdar, the then O.C. Dhoopdhara P.S. stated that the Dhoo~~ Police 
Station comprised the trijunction between Kamrup district on the east. the Goalpara d1stnct on the 
west and the State of Meghalaya North. According to him it was heaven for lawbreakers allld the 
criminals, as they could avoid police dragnet simply by crossing over to the neighbouring distric't. The 
extremist outfits also had the same advantage; and that they maintained a close network in the rt:gion. 
In fact, he said, all the outfits, including the MUL TA (Muslim United Liberation Tigers of Assam) had 
their camps side by side in the opposite Meghalaya region. He also said that while the bouse of L:akhnn 
Rabha fell within the jurisdiction of Dhoopdhara P.S. the spot where his dead body was found fell 
within the jurisciction of Rangjuli P.S. and, therefore, the Rangjuli P.S. registered a case, perfonned 
the inquest and got the post-mortem report, and thereafter sent the case to Dhhoopdhara and the two 
cases were amaJgamated and investigated. At the place of occurrence, besides what were stated in the 
FIR, that 9/10 black cloth masked boys came to Lakhan's house and first enquired about Susu Rabha, 
younger brother of Lakhan Rabha and not finding him they took with them Lakhan Rabha: 'for 
pointing out a house: · 1.0 examined u/s. l6l Cr. P.C Lakhan Rabha's wife Smti Chinu Bala 'R'.abha, 
uncle Shri Narapati Rabha, Lakhan's father Sankhadhar Rabha, a neighbour Srimanta Rabha an,d one 
Bharat Rabha son of Sankhadhar Rabha. From them it was learnt that the incident occurred at about 
1.30 A.M., but no definite clue could be indicated by them. On 5.6.2001 the Rangjuli case papers; were 
sent to Dhoopdhara P.s. and were taken on records of the case. On 28.8.2001 he was transfer;red to 
Matia P.S. asnd handed over the case diary to his successor Shri Himangsu Das IN cross-exami111ation 
Shri Talukdar mostly emphasized on the trijunction location of the Dhoopdhara P.S. and mentioned of 
only one ULFA surrender, that of Peadeep Rabha, wo, he said, mostly resided at Guwaha!li. He 
received general training after recruitment, but no speciali 1.cd training on investigation.He receiv·ed no 
report of imestigation from Rongjuli P.S. other than the Inquest and Post-mortem reports and a Sleizure 
lost of I .9 rnm li.ve anunurution, may be pistol or carbine,. one empty case of .9mm pistol an.d one 
empty case of A.K. 47 riOe, said to have been recovered from the place where the dead body was 
reportedly found. There was no record of the material exhibits having ~en sent to Forensic!Batllistic 
expert~ for examination, not even to the Batt;alion Annourer .. Narapati Rabha told the J.O. that the 
assailants spoke in Assamese both for awakening the irunates and among themselves, so said 
Sankhadhar. They repeated that they enqiored of Susu. But when told that he was not at home, they 
took Lakhan, for. they said, pointing out a house. Police record showed Satrughna Rabha of that house 
was an ULF A.None from Dhoopdhara P.S., he said, visited the house of Lakhan Rabha. may be 
because it was out of the way near Meghalaya border, though the police knew about the Govfs appeal 
to members of ULFA families to persuade their members to return to the main stream.He said that 
pursuant to the Govt. policy they visited some other ULF A house, but not that of Satr~ughna 
Rabha.They believed that Susu Rabha also had coMection with ULFA and that iwas why he was 
~anted by the assailants, though he was a cuhivator.Though he knew about Satrughna and Susu 
having been ULFA, no idea carne to his mind as to probable consequential culprits.culprits He knew 
about Sulfa Peadeep Rabha from his constable brother who said, with great difficulty he was 
pcr.c;uaded to surrender. Pradeep Rahha's house was far away from that of Lakhan Rabha, which 
pradeep could not have visited . 

1 'ho 1.0 . ~hrl ·r•lukdar dcnlod the :!luggesllon that po)lce knew the eulprt~ u the klllln1g w113 
centrall)' designed by the authorities and was execu8ted by the SULFAs in unholy nexus with police. 
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and, therefore, the investigation was a mere farce and eye-wash. Wherefore no clue was allegedly 
found and investigation fizzled out . 

. In cross-examination Narapati Rabha said that the army and CRPF used to visit gheir houst~ now 
and then and enquired about Satrughna Rabha and asked the family members to persuade Satmghna 
Rabha to give up path of violence and come and surrender, and that in case of failure to do s1o, the 
family would be in difficulty, to which they replied that they were unable to do so as they bad no 
contact with Satrughna Rabha. He further said that the Dhoopdhara police and CRPF also visjtedl their 
house and spoke and forewarned in the same lines. He said that the ho\use of Manoj Rabha @ Dristi 
Rajkhowa. an ULF A. was only one km away from theirs; that after Manoj Rabha 's parents were killed 
by secret killers. their house was also was set on fire. Must be by the same persons who killed L1a.k'Jan 
Rabha. and that those were collaborators with the Government and Government agmcies. He bel'ieted 
that the SVLF As were won over by the Government which conspired with them for secret k.illing:.1•f 
members of U LF A families; and that was why the investigations failed deliberately in such cases. · 

This case was another of its kind in Goalpara district and the contours of criminality are 
nov. prominent. From its modus operandii and it having involved an ULFA family, the Police
Sl.llF A nexus was identifiable, though the individual perpetrators may not_havc been entirely from 
Goal para area itself, There has been an almost pern1anent SULFA camp at Goal para Tov-n 
accommodating a nwnber of SULFA leaders. There was evidence in another case that there were 
smaller SULFA camps under Dudhnoi P.S. in the house of Rusvell Rabha, and at Krisnai outpost .. 
These have been emerging as important factors to be considered in this type of cases. Two other 
factors deserve consideration, With the uniformity/similarity of the cases and the suggest1ed 
imolvement of higher and higher authorities of the Home department, commonness of tlhe 
perpetrator!'. in some of the cases could not be ruled out Another factor is the mobility of tlhe 
SULFA members suggesting a tendency to move to Guwahati is clearly discernible, but at tlhe 
same time they may not be totally ruled out from cases in their originak places. In this case .some 
of the SULF As of Dudhnoi SlJLF A camp are suspected to be the perpetrators; along with some of 
the kno~n Sl 1LFA camp ofGoalpara . .. 
-\11 Govt. agencies like the Police in unholy nexus and collaborators with the SULFAs will be the 
accomplices. 

( C) To find out whether there was any c41ospiracy in targeting tbe victims and the motive 
behind sucb killings. 

This term is replied in two parts. namely, conspira~y in targeting, and motive for killing. 

I. Conspirac).in targeting the victim. Conspiracy. in the context of the instant inquir,will mean 
criminal con~-piracy as defined in Section 126A of lPC as follows: ."when two or more persons agree 
to do or cau~c to be done .-

(I) An ilkgal Act, or 

(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a criminal conspiracy: 
Pro\·ided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a criiminal 
conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to such agreement 
in pursuance thereof. 

Fxplation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such agreement or is 
merely incidental to that otiject..Abetment of a thina. As defined in S~rotinn HJ7 nf the lnftiAn Pen•l 
t.-ode (Il-l( ') . 

·· A person abets the doing of a thing . who-First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
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Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any consp~racy for ~e 
doing of that thing.if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that . consptrac~ '. a.nd m 
order to tbe doing of that thing ; ~r Thirdly, institutionally aids • by any act or tUcgal omtssto;n, the 
doing of that thing. . . 
Expiation -J.A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a matenal ~act 
which he is bound to disclose. voluntarily causes or procures . or attempts to cause or procure. a thmg 
to be done. is said to instigate the doing of that thing.; or (Illustration omitted) .. ... . . 
Expiation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act. docs anything in order 
to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the commission thereof, is said Ito aid 
the doing of that act". 
The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para t 0 of the Introductory part c1f this 
report; the same is referred to ... The question whether there was any conspiracy or not in 1he killiing of 
Lakhan Rabhar has to be decided on the basis of the law, and facts in evidence on record. In ca:se the 
ans~er is in the affirmative, then also the question will be as to who were the conspirators? It is in 
e\oidence that Lakhan Rabha was requested by various agencies to persuade his younger brothc::r shri 
Satrughna Rabha. who has been in ULFA. and was forewarned by the army, that if Satrughna Rabha 
could not be persuaded, by him. to join the peace talks and bring peace, the consequences wou'ld not 
be good for the family. , there could be no other answer than that there was criminal conspiracy in the 
killing. The visits of the Army and Police could be treated as part of the course of action; and th1~ very 
killing of lakhan Rabha , therefore, be indicative of the forwamers having been a part of the 
conspiracy . There is evidence to show that the SULFA camp was in touch with the police. lnd~:d the 
police- SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments by the learned counsel for the Commission. 
the Go,enunenL and the parties. This means that the SULFA emerged as an extra-constitutional 
authority. In case the SULFA were such a body of persons and were used by police either as an 
aux.iliar). 01 as the striking arm, they would also be part of the conspiracy .. We have al:ready 
discussed that as conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy, these circumstantial evidence will be 
rele\ ant and admissible. In the killing of Lakhan Rabha there were a number of persons pei'Sions in 
the act of kidnapping and killing,. but there was also a course of conduct involving the deciders of the 
course of action culminating in the killing. Considering the facts of this case in light of definit,ion of 
conspirac), it can surely be held that there was a long drawn course of action amounting to consp•iracy. 
The manner of planning and execution of the acts of kidnapping and killing shows that there must also 
ha\e been some authoritative assurance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore, 
there ~as conspirac} in this case .. 

fl. Motive. crime will bwe a crime with whatever moti\e it is committed (twill not cease t•o be a 
crime if committed \\ith political motive. For ascertaining the motive behind the crime. one has lirst to 
k~ the person or persons \\ho commiued the crime. for his motive, immediate or ultimate, will be 
material . 

Narapati Rabha deposed that Lakhan Rabha was picked up and killed only because of his brother 
Satrughba Rabha belonged to ULFA 

(D)Pinpointing responsibility oo prtsons involved dirtc:tly or indirtc:tly in commission or killing 
Thh is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct evidence, w4: have 
\o depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is forthcoming in such extents as could 
help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons involved. Fortunately the term of reliercnce 
mentions"imolved directly or indirectly in commission of killing'' This enables us to act on basis of 
int•Mrat .... l •~ lt1Rnlle rather th"n An l.nlaled anea, W• have lhe!-lb .. In lnCel!,_Ce a~h parta of e"'lhJonco 

a!. \\ill lead to a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibility.Bcsid~s \\hat arc 
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found in relevant pieces of evidence, the common characteristics found in each individual case also 

throw some light. · 

While answering the terms of reference in th.is case. we also find the foUowing connmon 
characteristics of the first group of seven cases: so as to justify a finding of ''Uifocide, that is, 
deliberatekilling ofULFAs, and their families and relatives, on that basis,namely: 

I. That this killing involved an ULFA family, beung that of Satrughna Rabha,, and 
investigations fiz.zling out and ending in Final Reports (F.R), . . 

2. That the killing, was commined at dead of night, and the assailants invariably spoke in 
Assamese to awaken the inmates for kidnapping .. 

3 .. That assailants were anned with sophisticated firearms of prohibited bores, and m:asked 
with black ~rappers or caps, to avoid being identified. 

4.Tbat the weapons used in killing were firearms of different sizes, bores and calibers, mostly 
of prohibited bores nonnally found in police-military situations 

S.That as firearms of prohibited bores were mostly used; forensic/ballistic examinati•on of 
exhibits were avoided. and investigation ultimately fizzling out. 

6. That the vehicles used were never detected or taken into custofy ... 
7.Thet there was no mention of police patrolling in the crime areas. 

,.....--· "S~Thnt the army was ubiqwtous. By army we mean the armed forces of the Union deployed in 
As~am in aid of civil power. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus in the killing, some 
of the latter being constituted into an extra-constitutional authority and used as the executioners. the 
moJu,· operundil being to visit the family, ask members to persuade its ULFA member to sUJTjmder. 
failing which. to send an advance team to survey the location and structure of the house, then tc1 send 
armed and masked men to the family house at dead of night, knock at the door to wake up the inmates 
and then drag him/them out and shoot him/them dead, or take him/them away and secretly kill and 
thro~ the bodies somewhere .. 

9. That there was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ Chief 
~inistcr. ·· 

.. fo .That there has been connivance ofSULFAs; and in no killing case any SULFA has; been 
mad!i! accused or arrested. 

used. 

ll . fhat the investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness ofthe·crime perpet1·ated. 
12.That modem scientific methods of investigation, finger/foot prints. dog-squads were never 

13.That no condolence message was sent. from the then Govt. of Assam to any one tof the 
victim family . 

14.That no ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made by the then Govt. of Assam .inthi~• case. 
I 5That in this case, there is remote- orchestrated Lllfocide, death penalty having been imposed 

on the victims for "status offences.'' ofbeing members ofULFA or ULFA related families. _ _,. • 

..,.. 16.From this case "remote orchestration" and is evident.. 
These common characteristics prove remote orchestration from the apex source of consJpiracy 

commi«ing ··utfocide'' through its instrumentalities including unholy police-SULFA nexus using 
some of the Iauer as strikjng arms or executioners. Identity hns already been indicated under tl!ml 
·'B''.The responsibility is pinpoited accordingly. 

(E) Ruommeodations to prevent recurrence of sucb killings. 

llOO 
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With its limited knowledge. experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such killings, the 
Commission wouid like to make twofold recommendations, namely, (1) the immediate. and (2.) the 

long tenn. • 

(I) The immediate measure is, first to try to ke'ep in abeyance, and th~n gradually dismantl•e tht: 
existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory order, but onlly an 
anangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and operation 01f the 
anned forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt, "in aid of civil powe:r'' of 
the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the State Govt. The Structure itself envisages its re·view 
after every three months,; and there is no limit to the review and may even envisage its dismantling. 
The parties concerned may agree to dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create it. The 
constitutional position as to deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union in a State 
has already been discussed in para 14 of''Part I. INTRODUCTORY:· of this report and is referred to 
in this context. The deployment of the anned forces and other forces of the Union.in the St21tc of 
Assam has been "in aid of the civil power of the State.'' ln case of the civil power of the State being 
sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of armed forces or 
other forces of the Union for the State .. The armed forces and other forces of the Union were deplloyed 
to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have been caused by the activities of the banned outfits 
disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed area under the Disturbed Areas Act. 
However. the disturbance has to a great extent been undt:r control. The life in the State has be•come 
normal. The last Assembly election could be held without any disturbance, thanks to the co-operation 
ofthe local banned outfits. This may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to 
observe cease fire. first for a short period, say six months, and for gradually longer and longer pe1riods. 
and for restoration of mormalcy and confinement of the armed forces and other forces of the Union to 
the barracks. and on continuation and assurance of normalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an asswantc~ of 
peace on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To achieve: this. 
strenuous. but cordial, talks between the outfits, the Slate Government and the Central Govt woutld be 
necessary; and there is no reason why such salk.s should not succeed. Restoration of normalcy . 
Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified Command Structure. Jt is in the hands()( the 
people to assure that peace will be maintained and insurgent activities will be curbed and norrnalcy 
V~till be restored. If the public are serious in this restoration of normalcy, there can he no earthly rc:ason 
V~thy such a situation cannot be brought abou~ by mutual co-operation of the State and its pc!Uple. 
Modalities may be worked out in consultation and cooperation.among the Government, the pollitical 
parties, student organizations, the oulfits and the general public. Restoration of normalcy willl also 
effect economy .. Meo.nwhile. in the interest of peace and tranquility, there shoild be no witch hwruing. 
Constututionally speaking, restoration of normalcy is the terminus of internal disturbances and anny 
deployment in the State. 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution a111d the 
la\\s in carrying out each and C\'ery function of the government. All the departments of the 
Go1.ernment must function faithfully in accordance \\ith the mandatory provisions of the C'onstittution 
of India. In other words. the loa1 term measures may include, in the long run, the faithful obedlicnce 
to. and implementation of. the Constitution and the laws of the country, The Centre·Suue relatiomhjp 
must also be in accordance with th~ mandates of the Constitution. Guidance of the famous SaJrkaria 
Commission' s report wiU be helpful in this regard. Manusmriti said ( 8uller) VIII, lSI. -a> killing an 
assassin the slayer incurs no guilt.. (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case. fury r•ccoib 
unon fu,·: · lR6 . ..,Rt kina in wfw,,.. t"wn Ji,.,.., "" ~i.r. no ...t .. t .. .-r na .t.r,.m•r, na m..,.. ewih,. nr 
violence and no comminer of assaults anains the world of·Sakra (lndra)'';420. "A king V~thc• thus 
brings to a conclusion all the lcgaJ business enwnerated above. and removes all sin. reachc~s the 
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highest state (of bliss)" Sukncharya's Dandtllfiti is based on danda. ~eaning, punishment. Ancient 
sages said that without danda malsyanyaya will ptevail and the strong wtll devour the week, eve:n t~e 
sacred prasada of the yajna will be swooped at by crows. Danda keeps awake when ~e country IS 

asleep. All people have innate goOdness in them, but some do not. In the absence. of p~aslunent ~hose 
will demoralize others in the society. The nonns and laws of today are not matenally dafferent. S.ecret 
ldlling amounts to denial of all the constitutional, legal and hwnan rights to the kille~, and violation of 
all these rights by the k.iller. If killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oa~hs 
taken by them on assumption of public offices. The society need be protected from the people wtth 
such dangerous propensities. lt is trite learning that every action has a reaction. fury generates f~y and 
that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even keel of the society and 
some excesses commited by some elements had to be checked by equally harsh measures, but that 
would not justify the lawfully established Government in abdicating its powers. duties and 
responsibilities to extra-Constitutional organs zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human riglhts of 
the citizens of soverign, socialist and democratic Republic of India.. Those who are entrusted by the 
people to govern them. ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India ar.td the 
relevant laws. rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They should be 
aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State against their State 
itself. Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life, liberty, freedoms, non-discrimination etc. 
must not be violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govern, secre1tly or 
openly. lhey must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious. communal. racial. 
ethnic, <Jocial. historical. or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they should be true to their oaths 
and be ahsolutely free from corruption in any form and manner .. While no training course will be 
appropriate, considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and discussio,ns at 
government le .. ·cls may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first resort of the people for protection of their life. libetty, 
property etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to htelp 
police in restoring law and order in society, provided. he is capallle of doing so. There is no dolllbt 
that our Police force is one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more 
efficient and instructed, some officers. by tum. may be sent for advanced. training in detection amd 
decision in modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in illle 
police training College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other 
present da)' crimes and crime prevention. • 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the positilon 
in v.hich the $ULFAs found themsehes. between the devil and the deep sea .. their erstwhile 
colleagues ha~ ing been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate peotection, But 
u~ing their services as "guides, "spotters''. trouble-shooters arad ccllaborators in police functions 
could ne1.er he .. icwed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far less their being used as 
the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be bereft of the hallowed position~. 
i:lnd ghc them fair field and no favour. at least following the insolvency principle of allowing 'the 
declared insot'vent to have a fre~h start in life. How the erstwhile affected people will adore or a-.1oid 
them v.ill be a different matter altogether Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal Jaw .. 

So far a.\ the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and political. the 
principle of ·'re~pomdent superior'' \.\'ill surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds al the 
lov.er Je,el'>. higher levels authorities shall also be held liable and be subjected lo pro[pcr 
t'\111t!Ohm•nt .. . Rn f11r - f'Oiitl""' . """ minhttllr lo"•l •utlhnrlti"" .,.. e.-nee"'•"· lh• ,rin••l'le nf 
colll:ctive resplonsibility may apply to all those who were forming GovtmmeM in the State at the 
rete, ant period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them out whmver they happen 
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to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional and legal rights of the affected dti;zens 
whose fundamenial and other legal and humao rights were violated during their governance. But 
even here the insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also be given fair 
field and no favoue in the ensuitlg political process of the State. Let there be no witch bunting of 
any sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of course, be an entiircly 
different matter lnsolvency principle is not applicable to criminal matters .. 

(F)Any other matter related or relevant to the inquiry 

Under this the Commission wouJd like to deaJ with the question of compensation, ex graci;a. or 
on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. In case of' any 
mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families, the welfare State considers 
it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the affected persons and families, as the case may be. It is 
more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate or even remote 
cause of the misery. The rendering of rescue, relief and recompense does not in any way amow11tto 
any fault on the part of the State. It is really praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the State~ to 
have instantly announced such reliefs and rehabilitation packagew, and offer in appropriate cases 
employments to the surviving eligible members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes the ·very 
bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. Even the Lcgislatlll"e has now provided for payment of 
suitable ··no-fauh liability" irrespective ofthe claim for fault liability. In the instant case the bread 
earning patriarch of the f8I':'Ii91y has been shot dead unrler the circumstances discussed in the c:ase. 
The public prosecution may result in punishment of the culprit, but that itself will bring no tina.ncial 
and livelihood replenisfunent of the loss suffered by the survivors, including the monor children of 
the bereagvcd family . The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior counsel for th~ 
Commission and the learned Senior Government Advocate, and for the ends of distributive justice. 
doth hereby direct the State Government of Assam to pay to Smt C'hinu Bala Rabha wife of Shri 
Lakhan Rabha for the benefit of the family . a sum of Rs.S,OO,OOO (Rupees five Jakhs) •only 
forth\\ith . More than six years have already elapsed, anJ it brooks no farther delay .. 

= x=--= 
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